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1

Incorporation: the semantic

challenge

1.1 Background

The term ‘incorporation’, under its non-technical sense, is used to de-
scribe constructions in which a verb and one of its arguments form a
particularly tight unit. Initially, this phenomenon attracted the atten-
tion of linguists because of its morpho-syntactic interest. The major
theoretical focus of Sadock (1980)’s pioneering work on West Green-
landic, for instance, concerns questions about the interface between
syntax and morphology raised by incorporation in this language, where
certain verbs and their direct objects appear as a single morphological
word, with the verb realized as a suffix on the nominal. The contrast
between constructions involving incorporation and those that do not
in West Greenlandic is exemplified in (1), taken from Van Geenhoven
(1998):

(1) a. Angunguu-p aalisagaq neri-v-a-a.
A.-Erg fish.Abs eat-Ind-[+tr]-IIISg.IIISg
’Angunguaq ate the/a particular fish.’

b. Arnajaraq eqalut-tur-p-u-q.
A.abs salmon-eat-Ind-[-tr]-IIISg
’Arnajaraq ate salmon.’

Sentence (1a) illustrates the standard transitive verb construction with
a subject in ergative case, and an object in absolutive case, and object
agreement on the verb. Example (1b) involves an incorporated nomi-
nal as part of an intransitive verb. This time the verb shows no object
agreement, and the subject is in absolutive case. A broad-based typol-
ogy of incorporation phenomena is to be found in Mithun (1984).
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2 / The semantics of incorporation

The term ‘incorporation’ is used under a narrower, technical inter-
pretation in Baker (1988). This is an extensive study of the morpho-
syntax of a subset of cases involving incorporation in Mithun’s sense.
In Baker’s technical sense, incorporation is defined in syntactic deriva-
tional terms as involving the adjunction of a lexical category X0 to
another lexical category Y0, a movement operation which in the case
of nominal incorporation is triggered by X0 failing to receive Case in the
position in which it is generated. Syntactic details aside, this technical
sense of the term is meant to cover only cases where the incorporated
entity is of bar level zero, i.e., it is made up of an unmodified noun.1

Massam (2001) discusses the case of nominal incorporation in Ni-
uean under the label of ‘pseudo noun incorporation’ because in this
language the nominal that exhibits a ”closer-than-usual relation with
the verb” may be modified by adjectives (and in some cases by relative
clauses), but cannot be preceded by articles. Under standard assump-
tions, such nominals are of category NP, contrasting both with lexical
heads, of category N0, and full-fledged, maximally projected nominals,
of category DP. We exemplify with (2), where the pseudo-incorporated
nominal is kofe kono ‘bitter coffee’ (Massam’s example (6)a, p. 158):

(2) Ne inu kofe kono a Mele.
Pst drink coffee bitter Abs Mele
Mary drank bitter coffee.

Under Massam’s analysis the ‘pseudo-incorporated’ NP is base-generated
in its surface position rather than being moved there as in the case of
Baker’s incorporated nominals.

In this book we are concerned with the interpretive and dynamic
properties of incorporated nominals in the wide sense of the term. We
will therefore use the term ‘incorporated nominal’ here for both nomi-
nals that are incorporated in Baker’s technical sense and for those that
are pseudo-incorporated in Massam’s sense, distinguishing between the
two only when relevant. As discussed in more detail below, we do not
adopt a purely semantic view of incorporation, however, as done in Van
Geenhoven (1998), for whom all narrowest scope indefinites are ‘se-
mantically incorporated’. Incorporated nominals, in the sense in which
the term is used in this book are special both with respect to their
morpho-syntax and with respect to their semantics. In order to qualify
as incorporated in our sense, a nominal must exhibit special morpho-
syntax that is in contrast with the morpho-syntactic characteristics of

1More recently, Baker (1997) restricts the application of the term even further,
requiring the incorporated noun root to be fully integrated morphologically with
the verb.
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full-fledged unincorporated noun phrases in the language in question.
The special morpho-syntax of incorporated nominals may manifest it-
self in the absence of a determiner, or in the presence of a special,
morphologically deficient one, or such nominals may exhibit reduced
morphological marking with respect to number or case (or both), they
may be restricted to occurring in a special position, adjacent to the
verb, or they may involve a combination of the above. The special
morpho-syntax, we claim, correlates with a special, reduced, semantic
role incorporated nominals play, which explains their core static and
dynamic semantic properties. In what follows, after a quick tour of the
literature pertaining to the semantics of incorporation, we introduce
the main semantic properties of incorporated nominals in sections 2-4
and close, in section 5, with a brief look at the road covered in this
chapter and a longer look at what is to come.

Aspects of the phenomenon of incorporation that are relevant to se-
mantics have been in the background or even the foreground of the
discussion from the beginning. Thus, the question of the discourse
transparency of the nominal in an incorporated construction figured
prominently in Sadock (1980), as a central argument for the syntactic
nature of the process of incorporation. (A nominal is considered to be
discourse transparent if it can serve as the antecedent of a pronoun
in subsequent discourse.) Mithun (1984) showed that there is cross-
linguistic variation with respect to whether an incorporated nominal is
discourse transparent or not.

Discourse transparency has become, of course, a central concern in
its own right in dynamic semantics. Incorporation, however, has cap-
tured the attention of semanticists not because of its connection to this
problem but rather, because of its relevance to studies of scope and
the semantics of indefinite noun phrases. A cross-linguistically stable
property of incorporated nominals that has been noted from earliest
work is their inability to take wide scope over other elements in their
sentence. The term ‘incorporation’ is used in de Hoop (1992) in con-
nection with such ‘narrow scope only’ indefinites. The seminal work
of Van Geenhoven (1998) highlights the semantic similarities between
incorporated nominals in West Greenlandic and weak, narrow scope in-
definites in English and German. As a result of Van Geenhoven’s work,
incorporation has become connected to another star problem in seman-
tics, namely the account of the semantic properties of bare plurals (see
Carlson 1978, Krifka et al. 1995, Chierchia 1998). Van Geenhoven’s
approach to incorporation is eminently semantic. She coined the term
‘semantic incorporation’ under whose wing she gathers all narrowest
scope indefinites, independently of their morpho-syntactic character-
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istics. As mentioned above, we depart from Van Geenhoven in this
respect, and argue for the necessity of distinguishing narrowest scope
full-fledged indefinites from incorporated nominals.

Dayal (1999) picks up the bare plural thread and places the con-
nection with bare plurals at the heart of her semantic approach to
incorporation, based on data from Hindi. An important aspect of her
work is the attention paid to the question of number, an issue that did
not figure prominently in previous work on this phenomenon. While
some languages do not differentiate between morphologically singular
incorporated nominals and morphologically plural ones, Hindi does.
The distinction, Dayal argues, has semantic repercussions. The ques-
tion of number has thus been placed on the agenda of semanticists
dealing with incorporation. It will figure prominently in our discussion
as well.

Most recently, Chung and Ladusaw (2003) highlight the relevance
of incorporation to argument structure. Most broadly conceived, argu-
ment structure concerns the question of arguments, predicates and the
connection between them. Working in a type-theoretical framework,
Chung and Ladusaw propose a new type of mode of composition of a
predicate with an argument, and show how it can be used to account for
some of the properties commonly associated with incorporated nomi-
nals.

A central empirical issue they address involves the phenomenon
Mithun called ‘doubling’. ‘Doubling’ refers to cases where the incor-
porated nominal is doubled by a full DP, resulting in constructions
whose glosses would be something like John pet-has a dog. We give
a Caddo example, taken from Mithun (1984) in (3), and a Chamorro
example from Chung and Ladusaw (2003) in (4):

(3) kassi’ háh-’ič’á-ssẃı’-sa’
bead Prog-eye-string-Prog
‘She is stringing beads’

(4) Gäi-ga’ un ga’lagu ennao na patgun.
agr.have-pet a dog that L child
’That child has a pet dog.’

In (3), the incorporated N root ’ič’ah- ‘eye’ (used for any sort of
small, round objects when incorporated) is doubled by the nominal
kassi’ (’bead’). The predicate in (4) is the existential verb gäi and the
incorporated nominal is ga’ ‘pet’. The doubling DP is un ga’lagu ‘a dog’,
occurring in the unmarked morphological case. Chung and Ladusaw
argue persuasively that this extra noun phrase is a syntactic adjunct
but a semantic argument. The account of incorporation we propose
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in this book, just like Chung and Ladusaw’s, predicts the theoretical
possibility of doubling and connects the realization of this possibility
in a particular language to the details of the morpho-syntax of the
language in question.

This quick survey shows that the phenomenon of incorporation is
relevant to classical problems such as argument structure, bare plurals
and scope, as well as to the less talked about but equally important
question of number interpretation. It is also relevant to the driving ques-
tion of dynamic semantics, namely the issue of discourse transparency.
The theoretical threads that incorporation brings together and which
we pursue in this book are argument structure, discourse transparency
and the interpretation of number. The more general semantic issues our
discussion is relevant to, besides the proper semantic account of incor-
poration, involve traditional problems such as the semantic typology of
noun phrases in general and of indefinites in particular, the semantics
of bare plurals, the proper treatment of scope, and the semantics of
determiners.

The language most extensively studied in this book is Hungarian,
a language that was argued to have an incorporation construction as
early as Mithun (1984). Incorporated nominals in this language exhibit
reduced morpho-syntax in that they must occur without a determiner,
though they are marked for case and may be inflected for number.
The contrast in number marking correlates with several semantically
relevant properties, which we find echoed in Hindi (Dayal 1999) as well,
and whose account poses significant analytical challenges not found in
the simpler cases where incorporation excludes number marking. In
the next three sections we introduce the semantic properties associated
with incorporation that our analysis aims to account for, starting with
core distinctions between incorporated and non-incorporated nominals
and then turning to the less discussed issues involving number contrasts
and discourse transparency. In the process we also present the core
phenomena in Hungarian that our analysis aims to capture.

The semantic contrasts between incorporated and non-incorporated
arguments which have attracted the interest of semanticists involve
scope and argument structure. We illustrate by considering the Hun-
garian minimal pair in (5) and (6):2

2In our Hungarian glosses III person will not be marked, since it is the morpho-
logically unmarked verb form.
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(5) Mari olvas egy verset.
Mari read a poem.Acc
’Mari reads a poem.’
’Mari is reading a poem.’

(6) Mari verset olvas.
Mari poem.Acc read
’Mari poem reads.’
’Mari is reading a poem/poems.’

The English translations show how difficult it is to express the mean-
ing of an incorporated nominal in a language that does not allow this
construction. In this book, we will give translations like ‘Mari poem
reads’, even though this is not good English, in order to stay close to
the original construction. In addition, we will often give translations
like ‘Mari is reading a poem/poems/poetry’ to express the intended
meaning of the sentence in real English.

Morpho-syntactically, these two sentences contrast in that the D(irect)
O(bject) is realized by a full-fledged argument in (5) and an incorpo-
rated one in (6). Thus, in (5), the DO noun phrase is a full DP consisting
of the indefinite determiner egy and the head noun in the Accusative
case. In (6) on the other hand, the DO is, significantly, bare, i.e., not
preceded by a determiner, though case marking is still present on the
head noun. Syntactically, the bare nominal occurs immediately before
the V while the full DP occurs here post-verbally. We refer to the
nominal in (6) as an I(ncorporated) N(ominal).

We will see in chapter 3 that the syntactic position of the bare nom-
inal is relatively fixed compared to that of the full DP: the former must
be adjacent to the verb, while the latter enjoys considerable word order
freedom. We will also see there that we are dealing here with ‘pseudo-
incorporation’ in the sense of Massam (2001), rather than (strict) incor-
poration in Baker’s technical sense since the special preverbal position
may be occupied not only by bare N0 but also by bare NP constituents.3

We embark upon the road of this book by asking the following ques-
tion: what are the semantic contrasts between the two Hungarian sen-
tences above, and how could they be accounted for? The answer takes
us first to issues involving sentence-level semantics: truth-conditions
and scope, and matters pertaining to argument structure. Turning to
the level of the discourse, we will have to deal with questions concerning
number interpretation and discourse transparency. In the rest of this

3We will use the term DP to refer to the highest possible nominal projection,
the term NP to refer to the constituent made up of a lexical nominal head, its
modifiers and its arguments, and the term ‘nominal’ to refer to nominal projections
in a neutral way.
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chapter we outline the main empirical challenges which the rest of the
book is devoted to solving.

1.2 Truth-conditions and scope
First, note that (5) and (6) do not differ with respect to truth-
conditions. The existence of a poem Mary is reading renders both
true. More generally, except for idiomatic cases, the only difference
between the two constructions involves a subtle contrast in number
interpretation to be discussed in section 1.4. Aside from that issue, a
sentence involving an IN entails and is entailed by its minimal pair
involving a full DP under the narrowest scope interpretation of the
latter. We might be dealing here with semantically irrelevant morpho-
syntactic variation, a subject not appropriate for two semanticists to
write a book about. There is, however, a difference that is well-known
to semanticists familiar with recent work on semantic incorporation.
Work on nominal incorporation in a variety of languages has shown
that INs are special in that the nominal is scopally inert, i.e., it must
scope with the predicate and therefore cannot have wide scope rela-
tive to any operator or quantifier in whose scope the predicate occurs.
Scopal properties of incorporated nominals are discussed in detail in
Sadock (1980), Van Geenhoven (1998), Bittner, (1994), Dayal (1999),
and Chung and Ladusaw(2003).

What we call an IN in Hungarian shares this property. Thus, (7),
just like its English translation, is scopally ambiguous: under the wide
scope reading of the indefinite relative to the intensional operator, there
is a particular poem Mary has to read. Under the narrow scope reading,
Mary fulfills her obligation if she reads any old poem.

(7) Mari kell olvasson egy verset.
Mari must read.Subj. a poem.Acc
’Mary must read a poem.’

By contrast, sentence (8), which differs minimally from (7) in that it
has an incorporated rather than a full-fledged DO, lacks the reading in
which the indefinite has wide scope over the intensional predicate:

(8) Mari verset kell olvasson.
Mari poem.Acc must read.Subj.
’Mari poem must read.’
’ Mari must read a poem/poems.’

The pattern is constant across other quantifiers or operators, such as
negation, modality or adverbs of quantification taking the predicate in
their scope. Thus, the IN can only receive a narrow scope interpretation
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relative to negation, the universal and the adverb of quantification in
the examples below:

(9) Mari nem olvas verset.
Mari not read poem.Acc
’Mari not read poem.’
’Mari is not reading a poem/poems.’

(10) Minden gyerek verset olvas.
every child poem.Acc read
’Every child poem reads.’

(11) Mari általában verset olvas.
Mari usually poem.Acc read
’Mari usually poem reads.’

All these sentences except the first have minimal pairs involving a full-
fledged DP in argument position which is ambiguous between a wide
and a narrow scope reading.4 As has been mentioned before, this type
of scopal inertia is characteristic of INs across languages. In the analy-
sis we develop in this book, being incorporated is one cause of scopal
inertia but not the only one; bare plurals in argument position in both
Hungarian and English will be argued not to involve the mechanism of
incorporation even though they are scopally inert.

The scopal behavior of INs is different from what we find with other
scopally restricted DPs such as ‘dependent’ (or necessarily co-varying)
DPs and ‘roofed’ DPs, i.e., DPs that must occur within the scope
of a certain class of operators, such as various shades of N(egative)
P(olarity) I(tems).5 We illustrate by contrasting INs in Hungarian with
indefinites involving a special, reduplicated form of the indefinite de-
terminer exemplified in (12):

(12) A gyerekek/minden gyerek olvastak/olvasott egy-egy verset.
The child.Pl/every child read.Past.Pl./read.Past a-a poem.Acc
’The children/every child read a poem each.’

As discussed in detail in Farkas (1997), indefinites with reduplicated
determiners must be interpreted as co-varying with a variable con-
tributed by another expression. As a result, they can occur only within
the scope of the expression contributing the variable in question. The

4Ordinarily, a full-fledged DP may not be interpreted as scoping under negation.
We come back to this matter in chapter 3.

5There is considerable terminological variation in the literature concerning the
naming of the various types of scopally restricted DPs. Thus, Giannakidou (2002)
uses the term ‘dependent’ differently from Farkas (1997a, b) for instance. Because
of this, we avoid the term dependent in what follows.
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reduplicated DP, in (12), just like the INs in (11), must be interpreted
as having narrow scope relative to the universal or the implicit dis-
tributive operator in the plural version. Distributionally, however, INs
differ from reduplicated indefinites in that the former, but not the lat-
ter, may occur in the absence of any ‘licensing’ operator (as illustrated
in (2) above). The fact that reduplicated indefinites cannot occur in
the absence of a licensor is shown by the ungrammaticality of (13a).
Examples (13b,c) show that the licensor of such indefinites cannot be
a negation or a modal.

(13) a. *Mari olvas egy-egy verset.
Mari read a-a poem.Acc

b. *Mari nem olvas egy-egy verset.
Mari not read a-a poem.Acc

c. *Mari kell olvasson egy-egy verset.
Mari must read.Subj. a-a poem.Acc

Further semantic distinctions between INs and reduplicated indefinites
will be discussed in chapter 3.

Turning now to NPI-type nominals, note that they are scopally re-
stricted in the sense that they must be interpreted within the scope
of a certain (type of) operator, even if the result does not involve co-
variation. Thus, in (14),

(14) Mary didn’t read any poem.

the DP any poem must be interpreted within the scope of negation.
Such ‘roofed’ noun phrases, just like necessarily co-varying ones, must
occur within the scope of some operator or quantifier.

INs on the other hand do not require a licensor in this sense. They
are scopally restricted, however, unlike ordinary full-fledged indefinite
arguments in the sense that they must scope with the predicate they
are arguments of. Scopal behavior has been an obsession of semantics
in the last two decades, and therefore predicting it is high on the list
of semantic accounts of the phenomenon of nominal incorporation.

This brief discussion of other scopally restricted noun phrases points
to the need of accounting for the special scopal properties of INs with
tools that are sensitive enough to differentiate between various types
of scopally handicapped nominals.

1.3 Relevance of argument structure
The differences in scopal behavior between incorporated and unincorpo-
rated arguments suggest a connection with argument structure. Incor-
porated arguments always scope with the verb, because incorporation in
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Hungarian and elsewhere involves an especially tight relation between
a predicative expression (a verb) and a nominal that is connected to
one of the arguments of the predicate. One fundamental question that
needs to be answered is what the nature of this connection is.

The linguistic manifestation of the connection between predicates
and their arguments involves grammatical relations. Common to lan-
guages that exhibit nominal incorporation is the existence of restric-
tions concerning the grammatical relation of the incorporating (or in-
corporated) nominal. In some languages, such as West Greenlandic,
incorporation may only involve DOs, in others it is more permissive.
Subjects are least likely to incorporate, and within the category of
subjects, subjects of i(ndividual)-level predicates are most resistent to
incorporation.

As we will see in chapter 3, Hungarian places no restriction on the
grammatical role of the IN, allowing, in special instances, even subject
incorporation, as illustrated in (15):

(15) Gyerek śırt a közelben.
Child cry.Past the vicinity.in
’A child was crying in the vicinity.’

But even in a permissive language like Hungarian, incorporation of
subjects of i-level predicates is ruled out:

(16) *Gyerek okos.
Child clever

The ban on incorporation of subjects of i-level predicates is cross-
linguistically stable and falls squarely into the semanticists’ court. One
approach to incorporation that accounts for this restriction and which
has been proposed for Hungarian in Szabolcsi (1997), is to treat INs
as ‘predicate modifiers’ rather than full-fledged arguments of the pred-
icate. Predicate modifiers lack the independence required of subjects of
i-level predicates, under the view that subjects of i-level predicates are
‘logical subjects’ of categorical statements in which the predicate predi-
cates something of an independently established referent. (See Ladusaw
1994 and references therein.) The analysis we develop in this book is a
version of a treatment of incorporated nominals as predicate modifiers,
and therefore the restriction on the subject position of i-level predicates
follows from it.

In relation to argument structure, there is a further issue that any
version of ‘incorporation as predicate modification’ has to face. This
concerns the issue of argument saturation and doubling. If incorpo-
rated nominals are treated as predicate modifiers, rather than as real
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arguments, the question arises whether they actually fill the relevant
argument position of the verb. It is well known that there is normally
a one-to-one mapping between the number of argument positions of
a verb, and the number of syntactic arguments it takes. Thus, tran-
sitive verbs usually occur in sentences that have both a subject and
an object. But what if the sentence involves a subject and an incorpo-
rated object? Will the complex verb be transitive or intransitive? Can
a full-fledged DP be linked to the argument already modified by the
incorporated nominal? The answer to these questions depends on the
language at hand. Concerning transitivity, West Greenlandic uses the
intransitive form of the verb in incorporation constructions. Compare
again the examples given in (1) above, repeated here as (17):

(17) a. Angunguu-p aalisagaq neri-v-a-a.
A.-Erg fish.Abs eat-Ind-[+tr]-3Sg.3Sg
’Angunguaq ate the/a particular fish.’

b. Arnajaraq eqalut-tur-p-u-q.
A.Abs salmon-eat-Ind-[-tr]-3Sg
’Arnajaraq ate salmon.’

The incorporated nominal here appears not to count as a ‘real’ argu-
ment of the verb, given that in the presence of an incorporated DO the
sentence is intransitive. In Hungarian, on the other hand, the incorpo-
rated nominal occurs as a syntactic argument of the verb, marked with
whatever case the full-fledged, unincorporated DP would bear. The key
to understanding these differences, we believe, is in the details of the
morpho-syntax of the two languages. The semantic characterization of
incorporation we give in this book allows the possibility of such re-
duced transitivity effects without, however, predicting that they will
necessarily occur.

With respect to the question of the possibility of ‘doubling’ an in-
corporated nominal by a full-fledged DP, we again find languages that
allow it and others that do not. Caddo and Chamorro are in the first
category, as illustrated in examples (3) and (4) above, repeated in (18)
and (19)(see Mithun 1984, Rosen 1989, Chung and Ladusaw 2003 for
discussion).

(18) kassi’ háh-’ič’á-ssẃı’-sa’
bead Prog-eye-string-Prog
‘She is stringing beads’

(19) Gäi-[ga’] un ga’lagu ennao na patgun.
agr.have-pet a dog that L child
’That child has a pet dog.’
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In many languages however, such doubling is not allowed. We illustrate
with Hungarian in (20):

(20) *Mari újsagot olvasott a Times-t.
Mari newspaper.Acc read.Past the Times.Acc

Just as in the case of transitivity variation, a semantic theory of in-
corporation has to allow for the possibility of doubling. The account
developed in this book does so. With respect to the question of ac-
counting for when this possibility is actually realized in a particular
language, we agree with Chung and Ladusaw (2003) that the answer
is to be found in the details of the morpho-syntax of the language in
question.

The properties of incorporation surveyed above have been central to
semantic discussions of the phenomenon, and our analysis will have to
account for them. Besides the questions raised in the sentence-level se-
mantics of incorporation, one has to address the role these construction
play at the discourse level. In order to do so, we turn to the issue of
number in incorporation constructions, an area that has been unfairly
neglected in most of the semantic side of the incorporation literature,
and then to discourse anaphora. The singular/plural contrast has an
effect on truth conditions as well as on the dynamic behavior of the
incorporated nominal.

1.4 The singular/plural constrast
As has been mentioned, languages differ in whether they allow number
contrast to be morphologically manifested in incorporated construc-
tions. In Hungarian, like in Hindi and unlike in West Greenlandic,
incorporated nominals show a morphological contrast between singu-
lars and plurals, a contrast that has significant semantic repercussions.
Thus, the minimal pair we started our discussion with expands into the
triplet in (21).

(21) a. Mari olvas egy verset.
Mari read a poem.Acc
’Mari is reading a poem.’

b. Mari verset olvas.
Mari poem.Acc read
’Mari poem reads.’
’Mari is reading a poem/poems.’

c. Mari verseket olvas.
Mari poem.Pl.Acc read
’Mari poems reads.’
’Mari is reading poems.’
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These examples contrast both with respect to the sentence internal
matter of number interpretation and with respect to the dynamic po-
tential of the DOs. In this subsection we preview the former, and in
the next, the latter.

In Hungarian, as generally in languages with productive morpholog-
ical number marking, the singular form is morphologically unmarked
while the plural is indicated with a special morpheme. Within the nom-
inal paradigm, the plural morpheme -Vk, found in (21c) above, is suf-
fixed on head nouns. The presence and quality of the vowel in this
morpheme is a morpho-phonological matter that will be ignored here.
In the absence of a plural morpheme, a noun counts as being morpho-
logically singular.6

1.4.1 Number neutrality of singular INs
We start with the contrast between (21a) and (21b). Although both
nominals are unmarked for number, and therefore morphologically sin-
gular, the two examples differ with respect to the semantic weight of
this lack of number marking. In canonical cases, full-fledged morpholog-
ically singular DPs as the one illustrated in (21a), count as semantically
singular in the sense that the referent of the DP has to be chosen from
the set of atomic entities in the denotation of the CN. Thus, (21a)
entails that there is a single poem Mary read. This atomicity entail-
ment explains the fact that such DPs may not occur as arguments
bearing a non-atomic entailment coming from the predicate. Thus, in
both English and Hungarian, ordinary singular DPs may not occur as
arguments bearing non-atomicity entailments coming from the predi-
cate. This is illustrated in (22) and (23), which are well-formed only if
a taxonomic reading is imposed on the singular DO:

(22) #Mary collects a/the stamp.

(23) #Mari gyűjt egy bélyeget.
Mari collect a stamp.Acc

An ordinary DP that is marked for plural on the other hand, in both
Hungarian and English, gets a non-atomic interpretation. Thus, (24) in
Hungarian and its English translation both entail that there was more
than one child watching a movie.

6Number is the only morphologically relevant φ feature of Hungarian common
nouns. Person distinctions are relevant in Hungarian for pronouns and verbs, but
they do not play a role in the discussion that follows. Gender is inoperative in the
morphology of this language altogether. Hungarian has an elaborate case marking
system, and, as already illustrated, INs bear morphological case. We treat number
and morphological case as features rather than inflectional projections here, though
nothing crucial depends on this choice.
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(24) A gyerekek néztek egy filmet.
The child.Pl watch.Past.Pl a movie.Acc
’The children were watching a movie.’

We conclude that in Hungarian, just like in English, semantically sin-
gular DPs contrast with semantically plural ones in that only the latter
are compatible with non-atomicity entailments.7

Morphologically singular INs contrast with morphologically singular
DPs in Hungarian. Unlike their full DP counterparts, morphologically
singular INs, are number neutral in the sense that they are not as-
sociated with atomicity entailments. The fact that the counterpart of
(23) involving a singular IN is impeccable shows that such nominals
are compatible with non-atomic interpretations:

(25) Mari bélyeget gyűjt.
Mari stamp.Acc collect
’Mari stamp collects.’
’Marie is collecting stamps.’

Note now that morphologically singular INs may also occur in the pres-
ence of (contextual) atomicity entailments, as shown in (26):

(26) Feri feleséget keres.
Feri wife.Acc seek
’Feri wife seeks.’
’Feri is looking for a wife.’

Note that the English translations here involve a plural in (25), and a
singular in (26), reflecting the entailments concerning number.

These facts show that morphologically singular INs are semantically
number neutral whereas ordinary singular DPs are not. By number
neutrality we understand here compatibility with atomicity as well
as non-atomicity entailments coming from the predicate or from the
context. The literature on incorporation shows that number neutral-
ity is a cross-linguistically stable property of morphologically singular
INs, as discussed in Van Geenhoven (1998), Dayal (1999), and Chung
and Ladusaw (2003). Despite this fact, it has not received much at-
tention in the semantic literature on incorporation, with the exception
of Dayal(1999). Our approach makes the relation between morpholog-
ical and semantic number of incorporated nominals one of its central
concerns.

7We will see in chapter that the situation is slightly more complex in Hungarian,
but in ways that do not affect the basic observations made here.
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1.4.2 The special nature of plural INs
We turn now to the contrast in number interpretation between singular
and plural INs in Hungarian, which will lead to a brief excursion into
the exciting but dangerous land of bare plurals in general.

Note first that with respect to morpho-syntax, the only difference be-
tween singular and plural preverbal bare nominals in Hungarian is the
obvious one, namely that the latter is morphologically marked for plu-
ral. We will refer to bare plurals in this position as plural INs. Seman-
tically, the most obvious difference between a plural and a singular IN
is that the former, unlike the latter, is not number neutral, but rather,
has a semantic plurality entailment parallel to that of full-fledged plu-
ral DPs. Just like an ordinary plural DP, a plural IN cannot be used
when a non-atomic interpretation is ruled out. Thus, (27) entails that
Feri is looking for several wives, in contrast with (26):

(27) Feri feleségeket keres.
Feri wife.Pl.Acc seek
’Feri wives seeks’
’Feri is looking for wives.’

The fact that plural INs are semantically plural is also a stable charac-
teristic of INs in languages that allow incorporation of plurals (compare
Dayal 1999 for similar data from Hindi).

We have seen so far that morphologically plural INs in Hungarian
pattern with full DPs and contrast with morphologically singular INs
as far as number interpretation is concerned. With respect to scope
and argument structure, however, they pattern with morphologically
singular INs. Just like incorporated singulars, plural INs are scopally
inert and may not serve as subjects of i-level predicates under neutral
intonation. Thus, sentence (28) may only be interpreted with the IN
within the scope of the modal, while sentence (29) is ill-formed:

(28) Mari verseket kell olvasson.
Mari poem.Pl.Acc must read.Subj.
’Mari poems must read.’
’Marie must read poems.’

(29) *Gyerekek okosak.
Child.Pl clever.Pl

(30) Children are clever

If (29) is analyzed as involving an incorporated subject, its ungrammat-
icality would be connected to the ban against incorporated subjects of
i-level predicates. Note, however, that the English counterpart of this
sentence in (30), involving a generic generalization, is well-formed. Al-
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though bare plurals in Hungarian may occur in full argument positions,
as we will see below, generic readings for these nominals are not avail-
able in this language unless special focus intonation is involved.

The contrast between (29) and its grammatical English counterpart
brings us to the issue of unincorporated bare plurals. Incorporated plu-
rals in Hungarian are bare plurals in the sense of occurring without
a determiner. We called them incorporated because they may occur
in the special position in which singular INs are found. Bare plurals in
Hungarian, however, are syntactically more versatile than their singular
counterparts in that they may occur not only in the special V-adjacent
position but also in the regular post-verbal position reserved for full-
fledged arguments, as exemplified in (31):

(31) Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál
in.look.Past.I the window.on and see.Past.I a table.at
szépen felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót
beautifully dressed child.Pl.Ac while cocoa.Acc
ittak.
drink.Past.Pl
‘I looked through the window and saw at a table well-dressed
children drinking cocoa.’

Note that the counterpart of (31) with a bare singular is not grammat-
ical:

(32) *Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál
in.look.Past.I the window.on and see.Past.I a table.at
szépen felöltözött gyereket amint kakaót ivott.
beautifully dressed child.Acc while cocoa.Acc drink.Past
‘I looked through the window and saw at a table well-dressed
child drinking cocoa.’

The contrast between (31) and (32) shows the need to establish a fun-
damental distinction between incorporated and non-incorporated argu-
ments, since one has to block full DPs from incorporated positions, and
bare singulars from full argument positions.8 Bare plurals in Hungarian
are special, however, in that they show up in both incorporated and
non-incorporated positions, without any difference in truth-conditions.

This dual nature of bare plurals in Hungarian requires an analysis
that allows bare plurals to hold dual membership, both in the set of INs

8We restrict our attention in this book to languages that have articles but al-
low, in special circumstances, bare nominals. The case of languages whose nominal
system is radically different in that the canonical situation is for nominals to occur
without an article lies beyond the scope of our work.
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and in that of full argumental DPs. Recall also that bare plurals in ar-
gument position in Hungarian contrast with their English counterparts
in that in English bare plurals may receive either a generic or an exis-
tential interpretation, while in Hungarian the generic reading is ruled
out. To exemplify the situation in English, (33) shows that bare plurals
may be used, alongside singular indefinites, in generic generalizations:

(33) a. A bear is intelligent.

b. Bears are intelligent.

The existential reading of bare plurals in English is exemplified in (34):

(34) Cats were playing in the yard.

In all languages that have bare plurals in argument position, such nom-
inals may receive an existential interpretation along the lines of (34).
However, a generic reading along the lines of (33) is not always avail-
able. Generic statements in these languages require either an indefinite
singular DP or a definite plural one. We exemplify with Romanian:

(35) Peste tot vedeai studenţi.
Over everywhere see.Past.II student.Pl
’You saw students everywhere.’

(36) a. *Pisici ŝınt inteligente.
Cat.Pl are intelligent.Pl

b. Pisicile ŝınt inteligente.
Cat.Pl.Def are intelligent.Pl
’Cats are intelligent.’

Bare plurals in argument position in Hungarian behave like their coun-
terparts in Romanian and other Romance languages in that they may
only get existential readings; generic statements require an indefinite
DP or a definite one.

(37) a. *Medve okos.
Bear intelligent.

b. Egy medve okos.
a bear intelligent
‘A bear is intelligent.’

c. A medvék okosak.
The bear.Pl intelligent.Pl
’Bears are intelligent.’

This brief discussion leads to the following two conclusions concerning
bare plurals: (i) in languages like Hungarian and Hindi, bare plurals
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may be either incorporated or not, while bare singulars must be incor-
porated; (ii) there is cross-linguistic variation with respect to the in-
terpretation possibilities of argumental bare plurals; in some languages
(English) such arguments may receive both an existential and a generic
interpretation, while in others (Hungarian, Romance languages) they
must be interpreted existentially.

The combination of the semantics of incorporation and the seman-
tics of number interpretation to be developed in this book predicts the
distributional and interpretive restrictions on bare singulars in Hun-
garian, Hindi and English as well as the syntactic and interpretational
versatility of bare plurals.

1.5 Discourse transparency

As mentioned already, an issue that has been raised from the earli-
est modern discussions of INs in the literature involves the question
of whether they may or may not act as antecedents for pronouns in
subsequent discourse. Following current terminology, we call nominals
that may serve as antecedents to pronouns in discourse discourse trans-
parent, and those that may not, we call discourse opaque. In early dis-
cussions of incorporation (Sadock 1980, Mithun, 1984), the discourse
transparency/opacity of INs was brought up in connection with the is-
sue of whether incorporation is a syntactic or a morphological process.
Morphological processes are involved in word formation and, following
Postal’s lexical islandhood hypothesis, parts of words were assumed to
be invisible as far as anaphora was concerned. Sadock (1980) used the
discourse transparency of INs in West Greenlandic as an important ar-
gument in favor of a syntactic treatment of the process of incorporation
in this language.

The division of labor between morphology and syntax is not a con-
cern of the present work. Discourse transparency, however, remains an
important point on the agenda because of its intrinsic semantic inter-
est. Recall that a major driving force in the development of dynamic
semantics in the last two decades has been the desire to account for
intra-sentential and inter-sentential anaphora. Let us take as a starting
point the assumption that discourse transparency involves a binary dis-
tinction: an item is either discourse transparent (in which case it may
act as the antecedent to a pronoun in subsequent discourse), or it is
discourse opaque, in which case it may not. The question that arises
is: are INs discourse transparent or not. It turns out that the best an-
swer one can give to this question is ‘It depends.’ We see in this book
that the discourse transparency of INs depends on the language we are
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considering, on the morphological number of the IN and on the type
of anaphor considered. Here we show the relevance of these last two
factors in Hungarian, and thereby conclude the review of the contrast
between singular and plural INs in Hungarian.

In languages like West Greenlandic, and Chamorro, for instance,
INs (which, you will recall, are unmarked for number) are discourse
transparent. In Hindi on the other hand, Dayal (1999) has shown that
morphologically singular INs are discourse opaque while morphologi-
cally plural ones are discourse transparent. The same appears to be
true for Hungarian, as exemplified in (38) and (39) below:

(38) a. Jánosi egy betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
J.i a patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos examined a patient in the office.’

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta őtj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

(39) a. Jánosi betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
J. patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patient-examined in the office.’

b. ??proi Túl sulyosnak találta őtj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

The full indefinite in regular argument position in (38) can be the
antecedent of a discourse pronoun in the next sentence, as expected.
Although discourse transparency judgments are notoriously subtle, our
consultants agree in finding (39) significantly worse than (38), which
justifies calling morphologically singular INs opaque as far as overt
discourse pronouns are concerned.

Just like in Hindi, however, morphologically plural INs in Hungarian
contrast with their singular counterparts in that the former are fully
discourse transparent. The discourse in (40), which differs from that in
(39) only in the number marking of the INs is impeccable:

(40) a. Jánosi betegeketj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. patient.Pl.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patients-examined in the office.’
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b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta őketj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Pl.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found them too sick and sent them to hospital.’

The final complication is that discourse transparency may be affected
by the nature of the anaphor as well. Hungarian has both overt and
covert pronouns. While morphologically singular INs are opaque with
respect to overt pronouns, as illustrated above, there are informants
who find them transparent with respect to covert pronouns. Thus, (41)
is judged as being significantly better than (39):

(41) a. Jánosi betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patient-examined in the office.’

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta proj és beutaltatta
proi too severe.Dat find.Past proi and intern.Cause.Past
proj a korházba.
proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

These facts lead us to conclude that morphologically singular INs in
Hungarian are neither fully transparent (like full-fledged DPs or plural
INs) nor fully opaque, but rather, that they are discourse translucent.

Summing up now the analytical challenges raised by the discourse
transparency matters surveyed here, note that whatever account one
proposes for incorporation has to be compatible both with INs being
discourse transparent in some languages and with INs being, at least
to some extent, discourse opaque in others. Obviously, neither analyses
that predict full discourse transparency for INs nor those that pre-
dict full opacity can deal with the cross-linguistic and intra-linguistic
contrasts surveyed here. The discourse translucency of singular INs in
Hungarian points to the necessity of allowing more fine-grained distinc-
tions in this area than we have hitherto been accustomed to.

Another challenge is to predict the discourse transparency of plural
INs and the contrast in the discourse transparency of singular INs and
plural ones in languages like Hungarian and Hindi. Ideally, the account
of this contrast should be connected to the other ways in which these
two types of INs differ.
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1.6 Conclusion and Preview
The discussion in the last four sections is indicative of the semantic
properties that we take to correlate with incorporation in our inclusive
sense of the term. INs in our sense are scopally inert, number neutral
when not morphologically marked as plural and unable to serve as
subjects of i-level predicates. When not marked for plural, they may
exhibit reduced discourse transparency. In order for a nominal to count
as incorporated in the sense of the term we use in this book, it has to
exhibit reduced morpho-syntax and it has to be number neutral when
morphologically singular.

Summing up the problem raised by the Hungarian data, our goal is
to account for the semantic contrasts in the minimal triplet in (42):

(42) a. Mari olvas egy verset.
Mari read a poem.Acc
’Mari is reading a poem.’

b. Mari verset olvas.
Mari poem.Acc read
’Marie poem reads.’

c. Mari verseket olvas.
Mari poem.Pl.Acc read
’Mari poems reads.’

The analysis should capture the contrast in scope and subject restric-
tions between the INs in (42b,c) on the one hand, and the full-fledged
DP in (42a) on the other. It should also explain why singular INs (42b)
contrast with both full-fledged DPs (42a) and plural INs (42c) in be-
ing number neutral. Finally, we have to predict the contrast between
(42b) on the one hand, and (42a,c) on the other hand with respect to
discourse transparency and syntactic versatility.

The analysis of the Hungarian facts has to generalize to similar phe-
nomena in other languages in a way that captures the cross-linguistic
semantic similarities and differences we find. More specifically, the ac-
count has to predict the cross-linguistic stability of scopal behavior,
number interpretation and subject constraints as well as the variability
in discourse visibility and the correlations we find between discourse
transparency and plural marking. The challenge in this respect is to
account for the stable discourse transparency of plural INs and the
possibility of reduced discourse transparency for their singular coun-
terparts.

The account developed in this book is formulated within the frame-
work of Discourse Representation Theory (drs), and takes Kamp and
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Reyle (1993) as its starting point. This choice is motivated by the nature
of our problem, which involves both static, truth-conditional issues as
well as dynamic ones. drt was set up precisely to bridge sentence-level
semantics and dynamic, discourse-level aspects of semantic interpreta-
tion. In this theory, the process of interpreting an expression involves
updating the semantic representation with material that affects both
the truth-conditional and the dynamic aspects of discourse, opening up
the possibility of capturing and relating the static and dynamic prop-
erties of INs. In order to formulate our analysis of incorporation in
drt we develop certain details of the theory as presented in Kamp and
Reyle (1993). While these innovations are crucial for our analysis, they
do not involve fundamental changes in either theoretical assumptions
or technical machinery.

The map of our journey is as follows. The first stage (chapter ) deals
with preliminary issues that are crucial for what follows, but which are
independent of incorporation as such. The key proposal concerns the
separation of two theoretical concepts, discourse referents and thematic
arguments of predicates. This distinction is at the heart of our dis-
cussion of argument structure, number interpretation, discourse trans-
parency and incorporation. Recognizing this distinction leads us to a
more articulated account than hitherto developed in drt of the details
of the discourse contribution of argumental DPs and predicates and of
the way the two are combined.

Thematic arguments, we suggest, are introduced by predicative ex-
pressions (nouns, verbs, certain prepositions), while discourse referents
are introduced by full-fledged argumental DPs. In the case of descrip-
tive DPs, it is the determiner that is responsible for the introduction of
the discourse referent. The connection between discourse referents and
thematic arguments is done by a construction rule we call Instantia-
tion. Instantiation substitutes a discourse referent for the appropriate
thematic argument of the predicate, thereby saturating the predicate
with respect to that particular thematic argument.

Once we go into the details of the interpretation of DPs, we need
to rethink the analysis of plurality in drt. We maintain Kamp and
Reyle’s insight that semantic number is represented on discourse refer-
ents. The account we propose differs from theirs, however, in that we
take discourse referents as having a default atomic interpretation, and
therefore we assign no semantic weight to singular forms. The plural on
the other hand is taken as predicating non-atomicity of a presupposed
discourse referent. This presupposed referent is bound by the discourse
referent introduced by the determiner, if a determiner is present, or is
accommodated, in case the nominal is bare. In this account, morpho-
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logically plural nouns have a dynamic discourse potential that their
morphologically singular counterparts lack. This, in our view, is the
key to understanding the contrasts between singular and plural bare
nominals in Hungarian and English.

Instantiation is the standard effect of combining an argument and a
predicate. It is the semantic operation that connects a full-fledged DP to
the verb. We begin chapter 2 by make a case for allowing uninstantiated
thematic arguments in final drss. Thematic arguments and discourse
referents are treated as two types of individual variables distinguished
in dynamic potential. We justify this move by developing recent propos-
als in the literature which rely on uninstantiated thematic arguments
for the interpretation of the implicit argument in agentless passives
in sentences such as The painting was stolen. We will define explicit
embeddability conditions for drss containing uninstantiated thematic
arguments which account for the existential entailment associated with
them, as well as for their scopal properties and their number neutrality.

In the rest of chapter 2 we set forth the gist of our proposal concern-
ing the semantics of incorporation. We suggest that certain nominal
arguments (the ones we call incorporated) are deficient in that they do
not introduce a discourse referent, but only a predicative condition in-
volving a thematic argument. Such nominals combine with a predicate
by a construction rule we call Unification, which replaces the relevant
thematic argument of the predicate by the thematic argument of the
common noun. The semantic core of incorporation in our proposal is the
combination of a nominal expression with a predicate by Unification.
We end the chapter by considering the predictions this approach to in-
corporation makes with respect to semantic number, scope, argument
structure, discourse transparency and morpho-syntax.

Chapters 3 and 4 contain our analysis of incorporation in Hungarian.
Chapter 3 applies the general framework to account for singular INs
in Hungarian. It checks the predictions made by the theory, and shows
that they are borne out by the facts that have been previewed already
in this chapter.

Chapter 4 extends the discussion to bare plurals in Hungarian, ac-
counting for the contrasts between singular and plural INs. The account
of the full discourse transparency of bare plurals, whether incorporated
or not, exploits the dynamic potency of morphological number argued
for in chapter . This is also the essential ingredient for our account of
the syntactic versatility of bare plurals in Hungarian and for the pos-
sibility of having bare plurals as full-fledged arguments in English. We
end the chapter with a discussion of the consequences of our analy-
sis concerning the scopal and interpretational potential of bare plurals,
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including genericity.
Chapter 4 takes up the problem of shades of discourse transparency.

Based on the data previewed above, we argue for a fine-grained view of
discourse transparency, which makes room for discourse translucency
and accounts for the contrast in discourse visibility between singular
and plural INs.

Chapter 5 returns to issues touched upon in the first section of the
present one by considering alternative approaches to the semantics of
incorporation and bare NPs. We point out what our approach shares
with its predecessors and in what it differs from them.

A core contribution of our proposal concerns the detailed account
of number interpretation and the way it interacts with incorporation
on the one hand and dynamic behavior on the other. With respect to
Hungarian, the analysis developed in this book predicts the distribu-
tional and interpretive properties of bare singulars and plurals in this
language by connecting their similarities to their obvious shared prop-
erty, namely lack of a determiner, and by connecting their differences
to the equally obvious difference between them, namely the fact that
only plurals are morphologically marked for number. We arrive at these
results by building on the distinction we draw between thematic argu-
ments and discourse referents. This distinction, and our approach to
number interpretation that it leads us to are the main themes of the
next chapter.
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Chapter 2 

Expressive and interpretive optimization 

 

 

0. Summary of chapter 

 

This chapter is an outline of Optimality Theory (OT) as a model of grammar. OT is a 

linguistic theory that is clearly embedded in a broader cognitive architecture. We 

explain how expressive optimization can be used as a theory of syntax, and 

interpretive optimization as a theory of semantics. In bidirectional OT, the two come 

together in a theory of the syntax-semantics interface. As far as the empirical 

coverage is concerned, we focus on the use of OT in typology, language change, and 

language learning.  

 

 

1. Fundamentals of OT as a model of grammar 

 

Prince and Smolensky (1997) explore the implications of an important principle of 

neural computation, optimization, for the theory of grammar. Optimization over 

symbolic linguistic structures provides the core of a new grammatical architecture, 

optimality theory. “The proposition that grammaticality equals optimality sheds light 

on a wide range of phenomena, from the gulf between production and comprehension 

in child language, to language learnability, to the fundamental questions of linguistic 

theory: What is it that the grammars of all languages share, and how may they differ?” 

(Prince and Smolensky 1997: 1604). Prince and Smolensky’s conceptualization of 

linguistic theory through optimization principles is embedded in a broader theory of 

the mind, most recently explored in Smolensky and Legendre (2006). In this work, the 

authors develop a cognitive architecture based in neural computation, but supporting 

formally explicit higher-level symbolic descriptions. According to Smolensky and 

Legendre (2006: 209), the basic idea is that mental representations are instantiated in 

the activation values of connectionist units, and when analyzed at a higher level, as 

distributed patterns of activity, these same representations are seen as realizations of 

symbolic structures. In this way, cognitive theories based on neural computation and 
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linguistic theories employing symbolic computation can be integrated, and strengthen 

each other. In this chapter, we briefly discuss the grounding of Optimality Theory 

(OT) in a connectionist cognitive architecture, and present the formal organization of 

the theory (Section 1). In Section 2, we focus on applications of the OT model in 

syntax. Section 3 does the same for semantics. Section 4 brings syntax and semantics 

together in bidirectional OT. Sections 5 and 6 discuss issues in language typology, 

language change, and language learning that are relevant to the concerns of this book. 

The discussion of the fundamentals in this section is mostly based on Smolensky and 

Legendre (2006: Chapter 1). 

 Following widely accepted views in cognitive neuroscience, Smolensky and 

Legendre (2006) adopt a connectionist cognitive architecture. They take the brain to 

be a massively parallel computer consisting of billions of processors (neurons). These 

processes manipulate numbers (neural activation levels). The quantitative internal 

interactions within the computer (the efficacy of synaptic connections between 

neurons) change in response to the statistical properties of the computer’s experience. 

The study of the way complex cognitive functions are computed by the brain exploits 

mathematical models of neutral computation known as connectionist networks. 

Connectionist networks are collections of simple, parallel computing elements, each 

of which carries a numerical activation value that it computes from the values of 

neighboring elements in the network. Each connection carries a numerical strength or 

weight. The network elements (units) influence each other’s values through 

connections. In a typical connectionist network, input to the system is provided by 

imposing activation values on the input units of the network. The activation on the 

input units propagates along the connections until some set of activation values 

emerges on the output units. These activation values encode the output the system has 

computed from the input. Mediating between the input and output units, there may be 

hidden units that do not participate directly in the representation of either the input or 

the output. The computation performed by the network in transforming the input 

pattern of activity to the output pattern depends on the set of connection strengths. 

These weights are usually regarded as encoding the system’s knowledge. Many 

connectionist networks perform optimization: they compute those activation values 

for hidden and output units that, together with the given activation values of the input 

units, maximize a measure of self-consistency or well-formedness, called harmony. 

The harmony of a network can be interpreted as the degree to which the state satisfies 
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a set of “soft” constraints implemented in the network’s connections. Thus, when the 

network achieves a state of maximal harmony, it has optimally satisfied these 

constraints. 

In the field of cognitive science, connectionist networks are used to model a 

wide variety of cognitive tasks. Optimality Theory (OT) is an application of the 

connectionist view to language. A possible linguistic structure is evaluated by a set of 

well-formedness constraints, each of which defines one desirable aspect of an ideal 

linguistic representation. These constraints are highly general, and frequently 

conflicting. Typically, no structure meets all the constraints, and a mechanism is 

needed for deciding which constraints are most important. The well-formed or 

grammatical structures are the ones that optimally satisfy the constraints, taking into 

account differing strength or priority of constraints. In ordinal OT, the constraints are 

ranked in a strict domination hierarchy. This means that each constraint has complete 

priority over all the constraints that are lower in the hierarchy. An optimal structure 

may violate a given constraint C, but only if that permits the structure to better satisfy 

some constraint C’ ranked above C. The constraints of OT are in this sense minimally 

violable. Thus, OT defines grammaticality in terms of maximal harmony. 

 An ordinal OT grammar is a set of constraints defining the preferred 

characteristics of linguistic representations, priority-ranked in a strict domination 

hierarchy. A fundamental hypothesis of OT is that human grammars differ only in 

ranking, that is, in the way conflicts among constraints are solved. Given that the 

ranking varies across languages, it must be learnt. The constraints themselves are the 

same across languages – they are strictly universal. The origin of these universal 

constraints is very much an open question, one on which OT itself is silent. Many OT 

constraints are grounded in general cognitive or functional principles. In this book, we 

will not be committed to the view that the constraints we adopt are innate, but we do 

not exclude this as a possibility either. We will come back to the grounding of the 

constraints governing the expression and interpretation of affirmation and negation in 

an evolutionary perspective in Chapters 3 and 7. If the constraints are universal, 

grammatical knowledge is knowledge of the constraint hierarchy. Use of that 

knowledge then consists in determining, under various conditions, which linguistic 

structures optimally satisfy the constraint hierarchy. Grammatical knowledge 

determines the expression of a given meaning by the speaker (production) as well as 

the interpretation of a given expression by the hearer (comprehension). The two 
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directions of expressive optimization (from meaning to form) and interpretive 

optimization (from form to meaning) are central to this book. 

Despite its embedding in a broader theory of cognitive science, the 

developments and applications of OT have first and foremost been centered in 

theoretical linguistics. This is how we will use OT in most of this book, although 

Chapter 7 adopts a broader perspective. The earliest applications of OT were 

concerned with phonology (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004, McCarthy and Prince 

1995). Applications to syntax followed quite quickly (Legendre, Raymond and 

Smolensky 1993, Aissen 1999, 2003, Grimshaw 1997, Sells 2001, the volumes edited 

by Barbosa et al. 1998 and Legendre 2001). The OT study of semantics and 

pragmatics took shape in work by Hendriks and de Hoop (2001), de Hoop and de 

Swart (2000), Blutner (2000), followed by the volume edited by Blutner and Zeevat 

(2003), Blutner, Hendriks and de Hoop (2006), Hendriks et al. (2006). Given that this 

book is concerned with the marking and interpretation of negation, we focus on 

expressive optimization as a theory of syntax (Section 2), interpretive optimization as 

a theory of semantics (Section 3), and bidirectional OT (Section 4) as a theory of the 

syntax-semantics interface. 

 

 

2. Fundamentals of OT syntax  

 

Smolensky and Legendre (2006: Chapter 12) characterize grammatical knowledge in 

OT as a system of universal violable constraints on well-formed linguistic 

combinations, ranked into a language-particular hierarchy. OT is a framework for 

stating theories of linguistic phenomena; it is not itself such a theory. In other words, 

OT is a theory of the structure of universal grammar, not of its content. In OT syntax, 

the input consists of a meaning or interpretation, and the output units are forms or 

expressions. A meaning is a dynamic semantic structure, typically a logical 

representation of predicate-argument and operator-variable structure, possibly 

including the discourse status of elements (such as topic or new information). A form 

is a sequence of words structured into syntactic constituents (phrases), possibly 

containing other types of syntactic information. The function GEN specifies the set of 

candidate expressions for a particular interpretation. GEN is constrained by a 

correspondence function between interpretations and forms. A correspondence 
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relation connects the entities of the meaning (predicates, arguments, operators, 

variables) with the elements that express them in the syntactic form in such a way that 

parts of the linguistic form are related to parts of the meaning. Wholes derive their 

meanings from their parts, and the way these parts are combined, although not 

necessarily in the strict way the Principle of Compositionality of meaning is often 

conceived (cf. Blutner et al. 2003). In practice, the output candidates generated by 

GEN are required to be made up of licit elements from the universal vocabularies of 

linguistic representation, respecting X-bar structure, heads/complementizer 

configurations, etc. (Kager 1999: 20). The grammatical expression of a particular 

input meaning is the candidate generated by GEN that is evaluated as the “best”, “least 

marked”, most harmonic, or most optimal according to the constraint ranking in the 

language. 

A simple example involving expressive optimization is the following (from 

Hendriks et al. 2006). In certain languages (e.g. English), weather verbs take an 

expletive subject as in (1a). In other languages (e.g. Italian), a subjectless sentence is 

used (1b).  

 

(1) a. It is raining.    [English] 

 b. Piove.     [Italian] 

  Rain.3sg 

 

What is the grammar that accounts for the two languages? Clearly, the two languages 

make a different choice with respect to the tendency of well-formed sentences of 

natural language to have clauses with an explicit subject, and the desire to give 

content to all the expressions used in the sentence. In OT, violable constraints model 

such tendencies. Suppose we adopt the two constraints Subject and Full-

Interpretation, defined in (2). 

 

(2) a. Subject: all clauses must have a subject. 

 b. Full-Interpretation: all constituents in the sentence must be 

  interpreted. 

 

Suppose we use these constraints to build a well-formed sentence based on the input 

of the weather verb. The OT model views the grammar as a relation between input 
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and output units. Suppose we take the message “rain-here-and-now”, represented as 

� that the speaker intends to convey as the input. Semantically, weather predicates 

are zero-place predicates. One-place predicates such as sing or laugh predicate 

singing or laughing of someone. But rain is not predicated of anything. In the absence 

of an argument position in the lexical semantics of the verb, the two constraints 

Subject and Full-Interpretation are giving conflicting instructions for the best form to 

use. The constraint Subject favors a sentence with an expletive subject, whereas the 

constraint Full-Interpretation prefers a subjectless sentence. Suppose we take two 

possible sentences, one with an expletive subject, one without a subject as the possible 

outputs provided by GEN. The difference between English and Italian can then be 

modeled as a difference between the importance or strength of the two constraints. In 

English, Subject is the dominant constraint, and a violation of Full-Interpretation is 

accepted. In Italian, Full-Interpretation is the dominant constraint, and a violation of 

Subject is accepted. The ranking and the process of optimization is modeled in a 

tableau. Tableaux 1 and 2 provide the English and Italian patterns with weather verbs. 

 

Tableau 1: Weather verbs in English (production) 

 

meaning  � Form subject full-int 

 Rains    *  

                    � It rains     * 

 

Tableau 2: Weather verbs in Italian (production) 

 

meaning  � Form subject full-int 

                    � Piove    *  

 EXPL piove     * 

 

 

The top left-hand cell in the two tableaux represents the input meaning �. There are 

infinitely many ways in which the speaker could convey the meaning �, many of 

them non-linguistic (e.g. by pointing at the sky, sighing while getting out an umbrella, 

dancing a rain dance, etc.). We concentrate on linguistic expressions in this book. 
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Even so, an infinite number of options remain, some banal, others poetic, ironic, or 

bizarre. For simplicity, the only forms listed as possible candidates for the expression 

of the meaning � are simple sentences using a weather verb. English and Italian use 

different lexical items to represent the meaning “rain”, but we will not be concerned 

with the lexicon here. The issue Tableaux 1 and 2 focus on concerns the choice 

between a sentence with an expletive subject, and a subjectless sentence. The well-

formedness of the sentence depends on the ranking of the two violable constraints 

Subject and Full-Interpretation. The constraints are ranked across the top, going from 

the highest ranked constraint at the left to the lowest ranked constraint on the right. 

An asterisk (*) in a cell indicates a violation of the constraint. An expletive subject 

violates the constraint Full-Interpretation: the word it in it is raining does not have a 

meaning. Subjectless sentences such as piove violate the constraint Subject. The little 

hand (�) points at the optimal candidate. According to the strict domination 

hierarchy, the optimal candidate is the grammatical sentence in the language at hand. 

Sub-optimal candidates are not simply less good, but plain ungrammatical. This is 

known as the principle that “the winner takes all.” The Tableaux 1 and 2 reflect that in 

languages like English is it more important to have a subject than to avoid 

meaningless words, whereas in languages like Italian, it is more important to have 

only meaningful words in the sentence than to have a subject. In running texts, we 

write the two grammars as Subject >> Full-Interpretation for English and Full-

Interpretation >> Subject for Italian. 

 The well-formedness constraints used in OT are of two general types: 

markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints. Faithfulness constraints evaluate 

the relation between input and output. The constraint Full-Interpretation in (2b) is a 

faithfulness constraint: it relates parts of the form to a correspondent in the input 

meaning. A markedness constraint is output oriented. Markedness constraints in OT 

exclusively concern constraints on form. The constraint subject defined in (2a) is a 

markedness constraint: the requirement that clauses must have a subject is unrelated 

to the input meaning. The notion of markedness goes back to the Prague school of 

linguistics (Trubetzkoy 1931, 1939, Jakobson 1932, 1939, 1962). In later 

developments of linguistics, the notion of markedness was conceived as problematic 

for formal linguistic theory (cf. Haspelmath 2006 for an overview). In OT, 

markedness theory plays a central role. Marked structures are identified as those that 

violate a universal constraint in OT. Given that constraints are violable, and 
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candidates compete, OT can maintain a notion of markedness, even if we are dealing 

with tendencies, and degrees of markedness. As already outlined in Chapter 1, the 

markedness of negation with respect to affirmation is the starting point of the analysis 

in this book. In Chapter 3, the central faithfulness and markedness constraints 

concerning negation will be derived in an evolutionary OT approach. The markedness 

of negation carries over to the next level of complexity: Chapters 4 and 6 investigate 

the markedness of double negation with respect to single negation in the syntax as 

well as the semantics. Throughout the book, new faithfulness constraints are grounded 

in cognitive and functional principles, including information structure. In Chapter 7, 

we return to the evolutionary approach, and study the emergence of unmarked 

negation. 

 The analysis of the contrast in (1) shows that differences between languages 

can be explained through a different ranking of the same set of constraints. This is 

called typology by re-ranking. The typology of all possible human grammars is 

formally specified by the factorial ranking possibilities of the set of constraints. So a 

set of two constraints allows two possible rankings, a set of three constraints allows 

eight possible rankings, etc. In practice, the number of possible languages is smaller 

than the number of possible rankings within the factorial typology. Constraint 

rankings implementing markedness hierarchies may be universal, or permit only 

restricted re-ranking. In other cases, several different constraint rankings define the 

same language, because two of more constraints do not interact, so their ranking with 

respect to each other does not lead to a different grammar. Nevertheless, typology by 

re-ranking remains an important tool for the description of cross-linguistic variation. 

In this book, we explore the notion of typology by re-ranking in syntax and semantics, 

and exploit it to define classes of languages with respect to the expression and 

interpretation of negation. 

  

 

3. Fundamentals of OT semantics 

 

OT semantics is a mirror image of OT syntax, and spells out a process of interpretive 

optimization. The input is now a given form, and the output involves a set of 

candidate meanings. The form is again a sequence of words structured into syntactic 

constituents (phrases). A meaning is a dynamic semantic structure, including a logical 
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representation of predicate-argument and operator-variable structure, and 

temporal/information structure if applicable. The function INT specifies the set of 

candidate meanings for a particular expression. INT is constrained by a 

correspondence function between forms and interpretations. In this book, we take the 

candidates generated by INT to be constrained by standard semantic theories such as 

type theory, the lambda calculus, and generalized quantifier theory. The interpretation 

of a particular input expression is now the candidate generated by INT that is evaluated 

as the “best”, “least marked”, most harmonic, or most optimal according to the 

constraint ranking in the language at hand. Analyses in terms of interpretive 

optimization have been formulated for issues involving anaphora resolution of 

reflexives and pronouns, discourse anaphora, temporal structure, focus, and lexical 

semantics, cf. Hendriks & de Hoop (2001), de Hoop and de Swart (2000), Zwarts 

(2003, 2004), Hendriks (2005), Blutner, Hendriks and de Hoop (2006), Hendriks et al. 

(2006). In this section, I discuss the temporal structure of when-clauses (based on de 

Hoop and de Swart 2000) as an example of interpretive optimization. 

 Temporal adjunct clauses introduced by when, before, after, etc. come with 

tense and aspect. Heinämäki (1978) observes that the temporal relation established by 

when depends on the aspectual features of the main and the subordinate clause. 

Intervals or moments denoted by event predicates are included in the intervals 

referred to by durative sentences (3a), while two durative sentences overlap (3b), and 

two event predicates describe events happening in succession (3c). 

 

(3) a. Everybody was away when Jane destroyed the documents. 

 b. It was raining in San Francisco when we were there. 

 c. When Robert wrecked the car, Jane fixed it. 

 

Heinämäki’s claim that two events related by when happen in succession (3c) has 

been challenged. De Swart (1999) points out that neither preposed nor postponed 

when-clauses express a succession of events in which the event described by the 

subordinate clause follows the main clause event, even if this is strongly suggested by 

world knowledge, compare (4a-d). 

 

(4) a. When the president asked who would support her, Robert raised his hand. 

 b. Robert raised his hand when the president asked who would support her. 
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 c. When Robert raised his hand, the president asked who would support her. 

 d. The president asked who would support her when Robert raised his hand. 

 e. The president asked who would support her. Robert raised his hand. 

 

The preposed when-clauses in (4a) and (4c) allow for only one reading. In both cases, 

the main clause event is located shortly after the event described by the subordinate 

clause. We strongly get the feeling that the main clause event is caused by or 

otherwise made possible by the subordinate clause event. The preferred reading of 

(4b) is the same as that of (4a). However, there is an alternative interpretation 

available in which Robert raises his hand just at the moment at which the president 

asks who would support her. Under this reading, there is no causal relation between 

the two actions; there is just a relation of temporal overlap. The puzzle is (4d). If two 

events related by when could describe the two events as happening in succession 

independently of subordination, then we would predict that we locate Robert’s raising 

of his hand after the president’s request for support, just like in the sequence of two 

independent sentences (4e). Even in the presence of strong rhetorical support, this 

reading is unavailable in (4d): we cannot establish a causal or enablement relation 

leading from a request for support to a raising of the hand; there is just a temporal 

relation between the two events. De Swart (1999) appeals to topic-focus articulation 

and the anaphoric nature of main clauses to explain the paradigm in (4). De Hoop and 

de Swart (2000) show that we get a better understanding of the relation between form 

and meaning if we embed the central properties of the construction in an OT analysis. 

 An important difference between main clauses and temporal adjunct clauses 

resides in their anaphoric behavior. Main clauses are anaphoric just like independent 

clauses. This means that their temporal anchoring is determined by the relation with 

the preceding discourse. Following Lascarides and Asher’s (1993) claim that temporal 

relations are derived from the rhetorical structure of the discourse, we argue that 

independent clauses seek to establish a rhetorical relation with an earlier sentence in 

the discourse. We can capture this by means of a temporal version of the constraint 

DOAP proposed by Hendriks and de Hoop (2001): 

 

(5) Don’t overlook anaphoric possibilities (DOAP): opportunities to establish a  

 rhetorical relation must be seized. 
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Following DOAP, a main or independent clause β tries to establish a rhetorical relation 

R with a clause α which is already part of the discourse representation structure built 

up so far. Time adverbials, on the other hand, are presuppositional (Heinämäki 1978), 

which means that their location in time is taken to be determined independently of the 

local context. This means that time adverbials are not anaphoric, and can never fulfil 

the role of β in a rhetorical relation R(α,β). We construe this condition as a constraint 

TA on temporal adjuncts (6). 

 

(6) TA: temporal adjuncts do not function as β in a rhetorical relation R(α,β). 

 

Furthermore, preposed temporal clauses as in (4a, c) are topicalized, and always 

provide the rhetorical antecedent of the main clause. Postponed temporal clauses can 

be either topic or focus. Thus they provide the rhetorical antecedent of the main clause 

(functioning as α in R(α,β)), or they establish a relation of temporal overlap in the 

absence of a rhetorical relation. The mirror principle in (7) relates word order, 

information structure, and rhetorical structure. 

 

(7) MIRROR PRINCIPLE (α < β):  

α < β: R(α,β): topic < focus. That is, the linear order of two syntactic  

constituents corresponds to the order antecedent-anaphor in a rhetorical  

relation, which mirrors the order topic-focus in the information structure.  

 

Tableau 3 shows that the optimal interpretation for the input sequence of a preposed 

when-clause is the result of the satisfaction of all three constraints.  
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Tableau 3: preposed when-clause (e.g. 4a, c) (interpretation) 

 

Form               

when-clause(e1) < 

main-clause (e2) 

Meaning ta doap α < β 

                            � R(e1, e2) 

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

   

 R(e1, e2) 

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

    * 

 R(e2, e1) 

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

  *    * 

 R(e2, e1) 

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

  *    ** 

 ¬ R(e1, e2)  

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

    *  

 ¬ R(e2, e1)  

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

    *    * 

 

 

There is one interpretation in Tableau 3 that satisfies all three constraints. In this 

optimal interpretation, we establish a rhetorical relation (satisfaction of DOAP), with 

the when-clause as the rhetorical antecedent α (satisfaction of TA). Furthermore, the 

rhetorical structure satisfies both clause order and topic-focus articulation (satisfaction 

of α < β). In the optimal interpretation of (4a), the president’s request triggers 

Robert’s raising of his hand as a natural response, whereas in (4c), Robert’s raising of 

this hand trigger the president’s request. Given that the preposed when-clause satisfies 

all three constraints, this example does not tell us anything about the ranking of the 

constraints. Post-poned when-clauses are more informative in this respect. Consider 

the representation in Tableau 4 for examples like (4b) and (4d). 
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Tableau 4: postponed when-clause (e.g. 4b, d) (interpretation) 

 

Form                

main-clause (e2) < 

when-clause(e1)  

Meaning ta doap    α < β 

 R(e1, e2)  

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

      ** 

                           � R(e1, e2)  

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

      * 

 R(e2, e1)  

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

  *      

 R(e2, e1)     

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

  *    * 

 ¬ R(e1, e2) 

when-clausetop, main clausefoc 

      *   * 

                           � ¬ R(e2, e1) 

main clausetop, when-clausefoc 

     *       

 

 

Postponed when-clauses generally allow two interpretations, as the discussion of 

examples (4b) and (4d) made clear. One is the same interpretation as the construction 

with the preposed when-clause, namely R(e1, e2), with the when-clause providing the 

topic of the construction, and the antecedent of the rhetorical relation. In Tableau 3, 

with the preposed when-clause as input, this interpretation did not violate any 

constraints, but in Tableau 4, with the postponed when-clause, the interpretation 

violates the MIRROR PRINCIPLE, because the linear order of the main clause and the 

when-clause does not correspond to the order antecedent-anaphor in the rhetorical 

relation. The MIRROR PRINCIPLE is satisfied by the third candidate, but this candidate 

violates TA, which is a higher ranked constraint. In the final two candidates, no 

rhetorical relation is established, and when denotes a relation of temporal overlap 

between two events. This constraint violates DOAP, but satisfies the other two. Note 

that this interpretation requires the when-clause to be in focus. The candidate in which 

no rhetorical relation is established, but the when-clause is interpreted as the topic, 
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incurs an additional violation of the MIRROR PRINCIPLE, which makes this a 

suboptimal candidate. The fact that the second and the last candidate both arise as 

optimal interpretations suggests that the constraints DOAP and α < β are equally 

strong, indicated by the dotted line between the two columns. The contrast between 

the second/last and the remaining candidates emphasizes that the grammatical 

candidate violates the constraints minimally, with respect to the constraint ranking. 

We conclude that the three constraints, under the ranking TA >> DOAP << >> MIRROR 

PRINCIPLE explain how word order, information structure and constraints on anaphoric 

relations interact in the selection of the optimal interpretation of when-clause 

constructions. OT thus serves as a theory of anaphora resolution.  

 Two concerns have been raised with respect to OT semantics that are 

addressed in this section, and more in detail in the remainder of this book. The first 

concern is that processes such as anaphora resolution are not really part of the 

semantics, because the temporal and information structure of the examples in (4) 

relies on pragmatic principles like DOAP. The underlying claim is that hardcore 

semantic rules could not be subject to optimization processes, but this is possible for 

the anchoring of utterances to their context and situation of use. The lexical-semantic 

analysis Zwarts (2003, 2004) develops for the preposition round in English provides 

strong counterevidence against this idea. Zwarts adopts a formal semantic analysis of 

round in terms of the vector-space semantics developed by Winter and Zwarts (2000). 

However, he shows that the use of round in a particular context involves the 

interaction of the prototypical interpretation of round as denoting a full circle with the 

lexical semantics of its environment. In this interaction, the interpretation of round 

can be weakened to a half circle (8a), a quarter circle (8b), an oval (8c), or a criss-

cross movement (8d), but the interpretation is always as strong as the context allows. 

 

(8) a. He went round the barrier. 

 b. The postman went round the corner. 

 c. The earth goes round the sun.  

 d. The tourists went round the city centre.  

 

The context-dependency of round in examples like (8) is not reducible to pragmatics, 

because the outcome depends on the way lexical features of round interact with the 
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context. If principles of OT semantics are applicable in lexical semantics, especially 

to expressions that have a clear algebraic structure such as spatial prepositions, 

optimization over meanings cannot be relegated to the pragmatic module. Additional 

evidence that interpretive optimization is not limited to the domain of pragmatic 

meaning is provided by the treatment of negation in this book. If truth-conditional 

operators such as negation are subject to optimization, this provides strong evidence 

in favor of an application of OT principles to domains of hardcore semantics.  

 A second concern expressed about OT semantics is that we don’t find cross-

linguistic variation in meaning the way we find syntactic variation. The example in 

(1) was easy to account for in terms of re-ranking of two syntactic constraints. Pace 

universal markedness hierarchies, the re-ranking of constraints always leads to a new 

OT grammar, that should correspond to a possible language. In the examples 

discussed in this section, it seems hard to come up with a language that would rank 

the constraints in a different order. The interpretive principles involved seem to 

depend on universal markedness hierarchies, rather than be subject to cross-linguistic 

variation. If semantic constraints are always universally ranked, one of the important 

advantages of OT as a typological theory, accounting for cross-linguistic variation in 

terms of different constraint rankings seems to be lost as far as interpretive 

optimization is concerned. But this would be a misconception. Although semantic 

variation is certainly more constrained than syntactic variation, true semantic variation 

does exist, and the domain of negation provides an important example. Two key 

contrasts from Chapter 1 are here repeated under (9) and (10) (from Herburger 2001). 

In elliptical contexts, a negative answer must be provided by a truly negative 

expression, such as nothing in English. A negative polarity item like anything is not 

felicitous as an answer to the question in (9a), because it needs to be in construction 

with a licensor with particular semantic properties (negation, a negative quantifier, 

etc.), as argued in Chapter 1 (Section 3).  

 

(9) a. Q: What did you see?  A: Nothing.   [English] 

      A: *Anything 

 b. Q: A quién viste?  A: A nadie.   [Spanish] 

  Q: whom saw.2SG  A: nobody 

  Q: ‘Who did you see?’ A: *A un alma 

       a  soul 
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In Spanish, we observe the same contrast between nadie and the negative polarity 

item a un alma (‘a soul’) (9b). This suggests that expressions like nothing and nadie 

have the same semantics. However, the situation changes when we take sentences into 

account that involve two instances of expressions like nothing or nadie. In English, 

the combination of nobody with nothing in (10b) leads to a double negation reading, 

whereas the two instances of nadie in (10a) express a single negation. 

 

(10) a. Nadie     miraba a nadie.     [Spanish] 

Nobody  looked nobody.  

‘Nobody looked at anybody.’ 

¬∃x∃y Look-at(x,y) 

 b. Nobody said nothing.      [English] 

¬∃x¬∃y Say(x,y) 

 

Many analyses of these contrasts have been proposed, and the most important ones 

have been reviewed in Chapter 1. The analysis I put forward in this book is the 

following. The similarities between (9) and (10) support the view that there is no 

lexical distinction between negative quantifiers such as English nobody and n-words 

that participate in negative concord like Spanish nadie. If there is no lexical difference 

between nobody and nadie, the contrast between (10a) and (b) must reside in the 

grammar. I propose three constraints governing the expression and interpretation of 

negation in natural language, and claim that English and Romance involve two 

different grammars, and crucially rank the three constraints in two different orders. 

The constraint ranking shows a balance between expressive and interpretive 

optimization, but crucially for the argumentation in this section, there is re-ranking of 

constraints in the semantic component as well as in the syntactic component. The 

typology of double negation and negative concord languages we propose in Chapter 4 

is thus a true instance of semantic variation as re-ranking of interpretive constraints. 

The argument that optimization principles do not apply in the semantic domain 

because there is no re-ranking of interpretive constraints in a typology is hereby 

refuted. This result opens up the possibility of fruitful investigation of other 

phenomena in the area of cross-linguistic semantics as well.  
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 So far, we presented unidirectional versions of OT. Expressive optimization is 

speaker oriented. It takes meanings as input, and selects the optimal form for the 

message to be expressed. Interpretive optimization is hearer oriented. It takes forms as 

input, and selects the optimal interpretation for the given expression. Under the view 

that language serves a communicative purpose, these two directions of optimization 

should be interlinked. After all, the speaker wants the message not only to be 

transferred to the hearer, but also to be understood. The optimal form is the one that is 

understood by the hearer to convey the message that the speaker has in mind. 

Communication then requires speaker and hearer to take each other’s perspectives 

into account. Optimization over pairs of forms and meanings is the domain of 

bidirectional Optimality Theory. In this book, we use bidirectional OT as a model of 

the syntax-semantics interface. 

 

4. Bidirectional Optimality Theory  

 

Hendriks et al. (2006: Chapter 1) illustrates the optimization process underlying 

bidirectional Optimality Theory with the non-linguistic example of a dance. Imagine a 

situation in which women are supposed to dance with men, better female dancers are 

preferred to less good female dancers, and better male dancers are preferred to less 

good male dancers. Suppose we want to match the dancers to get the best pair, e.g. to 

win a dance competition. Obviously, the best pair is the pair consisting of the best 

female dancer and the best male dancer. For the best female dancer, the best male 

dancer would be the best choice, and for the best male dancer, the best female dancer 

would be the best choice. Strong bidirectional optimization (adapted from Blutner 

2000) uses the same intuition to pair up the best form with the best meaning. The 

definition of strong bidirectional optimization is given in (11): 

 

(11) Strong bidirectional optimization: 

 A form-meaning pair <f,m> is bidirectionally optimal iff: 

 a. there is no other pair <f’, m> such that <f’, m> is more harmonic than  

  <f,m>. 

 b. there is no other pair <f, m’> such that <f, m’> is more harmonic than  

  <f,m>. 
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Under this definition, we do not consider forms or meaning separately. Instead, we 

consider pairs consisting of forms and their corresponding meanings. A form-meaning 

pair is an optimal pair if there is no pair with a better form or a better meaning. Only 

optimal form-meaning pairs are realized in language. Such optimal pairs block all 

other pairs in the same competition. We find blocking in natural language in situations 

where a meaning can be expressed by two different forms, but one of these forms is 

much simpler, so the other form is blocked for this meaning. For example, there are 

two possible ways to realize the comparative form of good, namely by means of the 

regular form gooder, or the irregular form better. Because the irregular form better is 

preferred, the regular form gooder is blocked as the comparative form of good.  

 The blocking of gooder by better is an instance of total blocking: gooder is a 

non-existing form in English. We also find instances of partial blocking. Again, the 

underlying idea can be illustrated with the non-linguistic example of the dance. 

Imagine that other dancers besides the best pair are allowed to dance as well. The best 

dance partner for the one-but-best female dancer, as for all female dancers, would be 

the best male dancer. If the best male dancer already forms a pair with the best female 

dancer, he is no longer available to dance with someone else, though. So all 

imaginable pairs in which the best male dancer dances with someone else than the 

best female dancer are blocked. Similarly, all imaginable pairs in which the best 

female dancer dances with someone else than the best male dancer are blocked. In a 

second round of optimization, the one-but-best female dancer will end up with the 

one-but-best male dancer. And if even more dancing pairs are allowed to be formed, 

the two-but-best female dancer ends up with the two-but-best male dancer, and so on. 

Crucially, pairs which do not consist of either the best female dancer or the best male 

dancer will not be blocked, even if they constitute the best possible pair. In language, 

this situation can be modeled with the recursive definition of bidirectional optimality, 

which is called superoptimality (adapted from Blutner 2000): 

 

(12) Weak bidirectional optimization (adapted from Blutner 2000) 

 A form-meaning pair <f, m> is superoptimal iff: 

 a. there is no superoptimal pair <f’, m> such that <f’, m> is more  

  harmonic than <f, m>. 

 b. there is no superoptimal pair <f, m’> such that <f, m’> is more  

  harmonic than <f, m>. 
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Strong pairs are superoptimal, but not all superoptimal pairs are strong. We can 

illustrate the notion of superoptimality with the two forms f1 and f2 and the two 

meanings m1 and m2 as in Figure 1. The arrows indicate preference relations.  

 

Figure 1: Weak bidirectional optimization 

 

 <f1, m1>    ← <f2, m1>    

 

↑ ↑ 

 

 <f1, m2>    ← <f2, m2>    

 

According to the preference relations in Figure 1, f1 is always preferred over f2, and 

m1 is always preferred over m2. As a result, two arrows are pointing towards the pair 

<f1, m1>, and two arrows are pointing away from the pair <f2, m2>. The fact that two 

arrows are pointing towards the pair <f1, m1> indicates that this is a strongly optimal 

pair. In the dance example, this would be the pair consisting of the best female dancer, 

and the best male dancer. The pairs <f1, m2> and <f2, m1> lose against this strongly 

optimal pair, because <f1, m1> has a better form for the same meaning, or a better 

meaning for the same form. In the dance example, these would be pairs consisting of 

the best female dancer with the second-best male dancer, or the best male dancer with 

the second-best female dancer. The pairs <f1, m2> and <f2, m1> are neither strong nor 

superoptimal pairs. Under strong bi-directional OT, the pair <f2, m2> is blocked, 

because there are better form-meaning pairs available, as the arrows indicate. Under 

weak bi-directional OT, the pair <f2, m2> arises as a weakly optimal (or 

‘superoptimal’) form-meaning pair, because there is no superoptimal pair that has 

either a better form or a better meaning. In the dance example, this would be the pair 

consisting of the second-best female dancer, and the second-best male dancer. In 

Figure 1, <f2, m2> is not in direct competition with the only other superoptimal pair 

<f1, m1>, because the two pairs differ in both their form and their meaning 

component. Figure 1 shows that weakly optimal pairs involve forms that are 

suboptimal in uni-directional generation, and meanings that are suboptimal in uni-
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directional interpretation. As a result, superoptimality pairs up marked forms and 

marked meanings that would not be available otherwise. 

 Superoptimality is used to model Horn’s division of pragmatic labor (Horn 

1984). According to Horn’s division of pragmatic labor, unmarked forms are used to 

express unmarked meanings, and marked forms are used for marked meanings. In this 

case, blocking is not total, but partial. In the dance example, the second-best female 

dancer is allowed to dance, but not with the best male dancer. In language, a 

suboptimal form f’ is not blocked entirely, but only with respect to its use for a 

meaning m which is better paired up with the unmarked form f. Examples of partial 

blocking are discussed in Blutner (1998, 2000).  

A well-known example of partial blocking is the relation between kill and 

cause to die. Kill is the shorter, less complex, thus unmarked form. Cause to die is the 

longer, more complex, thus marked form. Two closely related meanings are available 

for these forms, varying only in whether the action is accomplished in a direct, or an 

indirect way. Suppose we have two markedness constraints M1 and M2. M1 penalizes 

complex structure in the form, and M2 penalizes complex meanings in the 

interpretation. The ranking is irrelevant in this particular example. Tableau 5 spells 

out the possible form-meaning pairs and their violation patterns on the basis of this 

input. The victory sign (�) indicates the superoptimal pairs. 

 

Tableau 5: Weak bidirectional optimization 

 

Input [f,m] 

f1: kill, f2: cause to die 

m1: direct, m2: indirect 

M1 M2 

[kill, direct]                        �   

[kill, indirect]     * 

[cause to die, direct]    *  

[cause to die, indirect]       �    *    * 

 

 

The combination of the form kill and the direct meaning constitutes a strongly optimal 

pair, because it does not violate any constraint. The combination of cause to die with 
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the indirect meaning comes out as a superoptimal pair. This pair violates both 

markedness constraints, but wins in a second round of optimization, because the 

competing pairs of [kill, indirect] and [cause to die, direct] lose against the strongly 

optimal pair [kill, direct]. Given that there are no better superoptimal pairs, the pair 

[cause to die, indirect] is itself a superoptimal pair. 

 Weak bidirectional OT is not exclusively operative in the lexicon. De Swart 

and Zwarts (2006) use it to model how bare singular nominals without an article get 

default, stereotypical, idiomatic meanings in constructions like incorporation, 

predication, embedding under certain prepositions, etc. In those same contexts, full 

nominals with an article get less idiomatic interpretations. Consider the contrast 

between (13a) and (b), as described by Horn (1984), Stvan (1998), Van Rooy (2004) 

and others. 

 

(13) a. George is in jail. 

 b. George is in the jail. 

 

Sentence (13a) is understood as the qualification of George as a prisoner. A speaker 

who uses (13b) normally conveys that George is in the building described as the jail, 

where he may be a visitor, a priest, a volunteer, a repairman or whatever, but not a 

prisoner. The preference relations between the four possible form meaning pairs are 

indicated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Weak bidirectional optimization over bare nominals 

 

 ‘incarcerated’  ‘just visiting’ 

in jail      ° �   ←      ° 

    

 

 

     ↑      ↑ 

in the jail      °   ←      ° � 
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If we take the incarcerated meaning to be the unmarked interpretation, the pair [in jail, 

incarcerated] is a strongly optimal pair. The pair [in the jail, just visiting] emerges as a 

superoptimal pair, in a second round of optimization. 

 In this book, we use bidirectional OT as a model of the syntax-semantics 

interface. The expressive and interpretive optimization procedures in Chapter 4 are 

linked in such a way that the syntactic and semantic components of the analysis 

converge on the optimal status of form-meaning pairs. The analysis in that chapter is 

thus an instantiation of strong bidirectional OT. Chapter 6 shows that double negation 

readings in negative concord languages cannot be accounted for by exploiting the 

mechanism of strong bidirectional OT. A weak bidirectional OT extension of the 

analysis is developed for those special cases. A number of studies have argued against 

the recursive mechanism of weak bidirectional optimization as an online mechanism 

of linguistic processing (Beaver and Lee 2004, Zeevat 2000). Beaver and Lee’s main 

objection concerns its property of recursion, which allows for an in principle infinite 

number of rounds of optimization. Because suboptimal candidates can become 

winners in a second or later round of optimization, ‘in weak OT, everyone is a 

winner’, as Beaver and Lee (2004: 126) put it. In the non-linguistic dance example, 

multiple rounds of optimization are unproblematic, and recursion is the right strategy 

if everyone is allowed to dance. But in natural language, recursion results in an 

overgeneration of form-meaning pairs. Blutner, Hendriks and de Hoop (2006: 149) 

suggest that general cognitive limitations on recursion may limit recursion in 

linguistic applications of superoptimality. They propose to limit bidirectional 

optimization to at most two rounds, in agreement with the bounds that can be 

observed for higher order epistemic reasoning required for playing strategic games. 

Following this restriction, the analysis developed in Chapter 6 involves just two 

rounds of bidirectional optimization.  

 Both strong and weak bidirectional optimization are symmetric, in that they 

rely on the intuition that speakers take into account the hearer’s perspective, and 

hearers the speaker’s perspective. However, we also find asymmetric versions of 

bidirectionality. Zeevat (2000, 2006) develops an asymmetrical version of OT in 

which a unidirectional OT model for production forms the basic system. In 

comprehension, the set of candidate meanings is restricted by using results of 

production. The opposite view has been defended by Wilson (2001), who argues that 

the candidate set for production should be restricted by using results of 
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comprehension. Most of this book is based on a symmetric view, in which expressive 

and interpretive optimization are treated on a par. The only exception is the appeal to 

the evolutionary bidirectional learning algorithm developed by Zeevat and Jäger 

(2002), Jäger (2003) and Mattausch (2005, 2006), which we use in Chapter 2 to derive 

the marked status of negation in language. This model incorporates an asymmetric 

version of bidirectionality in which forms compete in the optimal recoverability of the 

intended meaning, but there is no similar competition among meanings. An 

asymmetry in the frequency distribution of marked and unmarked meanings is 

sufficient to obtain a stable system in which unmarked forms pair up with unmarked 

meanings, and marked forms pair up with marked meanings. The fact that language 

evolution relies on an asymmetric version of bidirectional optimization is not 

necessarily incompatible with a model that uses a symmetric version of the theory to 

model typological variation. 

 

 

5. Language variation and language change in stochastic OT 

 

We have seen so far that Optimality Theory works with a universal set of constraints, 

and a language-specific ranking. This allows us to account for cross-linguistic 

variation in terms of constraint re-ranking. A simple example is the expletive subject 

in English, versus the subjectless clauses we find in pro-drop languages like Italian in 

weather statements (‘it rains/piove’). Re-ranking is also used to model diachronic 

change. Vincent (2000) is an early example of an OT analysis of patterns of change in 

the pronominal system between Latin and Romance. In Chapter 3 below, we will 

show how the three main phases of the Jespersen cycle (the diachronic development 

of negation introduced in Chapter 1) are accounted for by three rankings of three 

constraints in ordinal OT. Both in language variation and in language change, we find 

situations that can be classified as combining features from two systems or being in 

between two stages. Stochastic versions of OT can be used to model gradience. Clark 

(2004) uses stochastic OT to model patterns of syntactic change from Old to Middle 

English in the domain of headedness (e.g. OV structures) and the syntax of subjects. 

In Chapter 3, we wil use stochastic OT to model intermediate phases in the Jespersen 

cycle.  
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The main difference between standard (ordinal) OT and stochastic OT 

involves the ranking of the constraints. According to ordinal OT, in a ranking C1 >> 

C2, C1 is always stronger, and a violation of C2 is always allowed in order to satisfy 

C1. The ordinal ranking of standard OT is abandoned in stochastic OT, and replaced 

by a continuous ranking of constraints. The result is that constraints have overlapping 

ranges. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Overlapping constraints (from Jäger 2003) 

Figure 3 

 

If two constraints C1 and C2 have overlapping ranges and there is a certain degree of 

‘noise’ in the system, which slightly perturbs the ranking at every evaluation of an 

input, we mostly find the order C1 >> C2 but the order C2 >> C1 in some cases. This 

may effect the output, if the optimal candidate under the ranking C1 >> C2 is some 

candidate A, but the optimal candidate under the ranking C2 >> C1 is some other 

candidate B. The degree of overlap between the constraints governs the distribution 

between candidates A and B in the output. If there is total overlap, A and B will both 

win in about 50% of the cases. If the degree of overlap is smaller, we may find them 

in different distributions.  

Stochastic OT emerged with the work by Boersma (1998) and Boersma and 

Hayes (2001). In their work, the focus is on acquiring phonological contrasts from 

phonetic input. Bresnan, Dingare and Manning (2001), Bresnan and Deo (2001), 

Bresnan et al. (2006) and Bresnan and Hay (2006) use stochastic OT to develop 

“gradient” grammars, modeling an overlapping range between two possible 

grammars, in neighboring dialects or varieties of English. Koontz-Garboden (2004) 

exploits stochastic OT to offer a sociolinguistic analysis of the alternation between the 
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imperfective and the periphrastic progressive in varieties of Spanish spoken in Latin 

America and the United States. In this book, we use stochastic OT to model features 

of negation in natural language that are outside of the scope of the ordinal OT 

account. In particular, we appeal to stochastic OT to model the evolution of negation 

in such a way that negation emerges as a universal category of natural language 

(Chapter 3). Furthermore, stochastic extensions of the standard ordinal OT analysis 

are used to account for intermediate stages in language typology and language change. 

As far as sentence negation is concerned, this is worked out in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 

uses stochastic OT to model certain marginal cases of double negation with a 

sequence of negative indefinites in negative concord languages, and equally 

exceptional cases of doubling negative expressions with a single negation 

interpretation in double negation languages. Aside from these special cases, the main 

patterns of negation in natural language are modeled in ordinal OT. 

 

 

6. Language acquisition 

 

Within the overall perspective of an OT grammar in which grammatical well-

formedness is associated with a harmony function over a connectionist network, Tesar 

and Smolensky (1993, 1998, 2000) formulate their ideas about (first) language 

acquisition. The basic assumption is that the learner develops a series of grammars 

getting closer and closer to the grammar of the target language he/she is acquiring. 

The initial state is a grammar in which all markedness  constraints are ranked above 

all faithfulness constraints. For Tesar and Smolensky, this assumption is motivated by 

children’s acquisition of phonology, which shows that their ability in sound 

production lags behind their ability in comprehension. An example is the simplified 

pronunciation of both /bat/ and /rat/ by a child as ta, whereas the child correctly 

understands the two words bat and rat as pronounced by an adult (Prince and 

Smolensky 1997). If formal structure is blocked by the high ranking of the 

markedness constraints, the learner may not be able to produce the adult output yet. If 

the markedness constraints only concern formal features operative in pronunciation, 

this does not block comprehension, so the mapping from the adult phonological form 

bat will map onto /bat/ rather than /rat/. Given that all candidates violate the 

markedness constraints in the same way, they are tied, and do not differentiate 
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between candidates. Obviously, the faithfulness constraints differentiate the two 

phonological forms, so the correct pronunciation bat and rat by an adult will be 

mapped onto different words by the child. Accordingly, the learning child may start to 

understand the language before he or she is able to produce language, when he/she has 

access to the relevant faithfulness constraints. The task of the learner is to rerank the 

constraints in the face of the learning data. When the learner’s current grammar 

declares that the optimal output for a word is an erroneous pronunciation, constraints 

are minimally demoted. Constraint demotion continues until the right balance between 

faithfulness and markedness constraints is achieved. Re-ranking takes place in small 

steps, which allows for intermediate stages. The empirical study carried out by 

Davidson et al. 2006) lends support to the view that in the grammar of young infants 

(4.5 month old), markedness constraints are ranked higher than faithfulness 

constraints.   

 Studies of first language acquisition have not only been carried out in the area 

of phonology, but also in syntax. Legendre et al. (2002) discuss the acquisition of 

tense and agreement inflection in French, and present an OT analysis. 

 The OT model of learning as re-ranking of constraints was proposed for first 

language acquisition, but has been extended to situations of language contact in a 

study of loan words of Chinese origin that have entered the Japanese vocabulary (Itô 

and Mester 1995, 1999), and in an experimental study of the pronunciation of 

English-illegal consonant clusters by English speakers not familiar with the Polish 

language from which the experimental data were drawn (Davidson et al. 2006). 

Chapter 7 presents an extension of the views developed so far, and proposes the 

ranking Markedness >> Faithfulness as the initial ranking of second language 

acquisition, as well as language genesis.  

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

We adopt an optimization approach to the expression and interpretation of negation 

because it allows us to explore the expression and interpretation of negation in natural 

language. Negation is a universal category of natural language, and we observe that 

information concerning negation can be communicated in all languages. Negation is a 
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basic cognitive operation, which we can model with the truth-functional connective ¬ 

from first-order language. If we assume that knowledge of first-order logic is part of 

human cognition, we would seem to predict that negation and negative quantifiers 

behave alike across languages. From empirical research by typologists and theoretical 

linguists, we know that this is not the case. In Chapter 1, we saw that invisible levels 

of syntax have been argued to come into play in this variation. For a semanticist, it is 

difficult to accept that a basic truth-functional operator such as negation would be 

invisible in a language. Furthermore, such a view is incompatible with the markedness 

account of negation we develop in Chapter 3. If we want to adopt a surface-oriented 

syntax, we can use a model based on optimization to reconcile the universal features 

of human cognition with the syntactic and semantic variation we find in natural 

language. The key insight explored in this book is that languages make use of the 

same underlying mechanisms, but exploit the relation between form and meaning in 

different ways. Optimality theory (OT) can capture this kind of generalization, 

because the constraints are universal, but the ranking of the constraints is language 

specific. We situate the empirical phenomenon of negation in natural language at the 

syntax-semantics interface, and throughout the book, we will emphasize the need to 

optimize in two directions (from meanings to forms and from forms to meanings). In 

this book, we use ordinal OT, and strong bidirectional OT wherever possible. We only 

resort to stochastic OT or weak bidirectionality in cases where the modeling of 

specific empirical phenomena requires such extensions. 
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3

Incorporation as Unification of

thematic arguments

3.1 Proposal in a nutshell
In this chapter we exploit the framework developed so far to give an
account of nominal incorporation. We start in the next section by
proposing to allow uninstantiated thematic arguments in final drss,
and give an explicit way of interpreting such representations. To jus-
tify this move, we go into a brief discussion of the interpretation of
implicit arguments. Against this background, we define in Section 3.3
a new way of combining a nominal argument with its predicate, which
we call Unification. Unification involves combining a predicative con-
dition contributed by a nominal with the predicative condition con-
tributed by the main verb of the sentence by substituting a particular
thematic argument of the latter with the thematic argument of the for-
mer. The result of Unification is a complex predicate, made up of two
predicative conditions sharing an uninstantiated thematic argument. In
Section 3.4 we formulate our proposal concerning incorporation: incor-
porated nominals are arguments of a predicate that combine with it by
Unification. As a result, incorporated nominals restrict one of the the-
matic argument of their predicate without instantiating it. We examine
the predictions this approach makes, and end with a brief conclusion.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we offer a detailed analysis of noun incorporation
in Hungarian.

3.2 Uninstantiated thematic arguments
The distinction between thematic arguments and discourse referents
we proposed in the previous chapter allows a compositional account of
both the contribution of the D and NP within a DP and of the way
predicates combine with such DP arguments. So far, thematic argu-

59
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ments appeared only in prefinal drss. They have always been even-
tually instantiated thanks to the application of D-Instantiation and
A-Instantiation. This state of affairs could be imposed by assuming the
well-formedness condition on drss in (75):

(75) Full Instantiation Requirement
A drs with uninstantiated thematic arguments is not proper.

Under the assumption that only proper drss can be embedded into the
model, the Full Instantiation Requirement would amount to the claim
that our modification of drt only involves adding new details about
the internal structure of the semantic composition. In the rest of this
section, we argue that the requirement in (75) should not be imposed,
and then go on to make the necessary changes in verification conditions
so as to allow interpretation of drss containing uninstantiated thematic
arguments. This proposal completes the last stage of the prologue to
incorporation we need.

3.2.1 Implicit arguments

An array of data that calls the Full Instantiation Requirement in (75)
into question involves implicit arguments, i.e., arguments of a predi-
cate that have semantic presence and yet have no syntactic realization,
not even as covert pronouns. Implicit arguments can be divided into
two large classes depending on their interpretive properties: context-
dependent implicit arguments that get an anaphoric interpretation, and
non-anaphoric implicit arguments that get an existential interpretation
(Fodor and Fodor 1980; Condoravdi and Gawron 1996). As pointed out
by Condoravdi and Gawron, this distinction corresponds to Fillmore’s
(1986) distinction between indefinite and definite zero anaphora, and
Thomas’s (1979) distinction between nonrealization and ellipsis. We ex-
emplify context-dependent implicit arguments in (76), with examples
from Condoravdi and Gawron (1996):

(76) a. After the talk we all went to a local bar.

b. Luis sold his Vermeer after Mary bought a similar painting.

As their name suggests, the interpretation of context-dependent im-
plicit arguments depends on contextual information, information that
is supplied by the context of utterance or by linguistic context (cf. Par-
tee 1989). In (76a), the interpretation of the implicit argument of local
in this instance is given by the context of utterance: the bar is local
relative to the location of the speaker. In (76b), the interpretation of
the implicit argument of similar is given by the linguistic context: the
painting Mary bought is similar to Luis’s Vermeer.
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Most of the literature on implicit arguments is concerned with
anaphoric interpretations. The implicit arguments we are interested
in here contrast with those in (76) in that their interpretation does not
depend on the context. To exemplify, consider the interpretation of the
Agent in an agentless passive such as (77):

(77) The vase was broken.

The Agent here is implicit in the sense that it is not realized in the
syntax (though its presence is signaled by the passive verb morphol-
ogy). The interpretation of this implicit argument is independent of
both utterance and linguistic context. Such implicit arguments are
non-anaphoric in a way similar to ordinary indefinite DPs. We will
call such implicit arguments non-anaphoric, to differentiate them from
their context-dependent relatives.

Koenig and Mauner (2000) review evidence showing that the implicit
Agent in sentences like (77) is different both from inferred entities and
from explicitly realized indefinite arguments. They note that implicit
arguments in agentless passives are linguistically active in that they
may control the pro subject of rationale clauses. Thus, (78c) is a normal
continuation of (78a) but not of (78b):

(78) a. A ship was sunk.
b. A ship sank.
c. . . . to collect settlement money from the insurance company.

The existence of this contrast is used to argue that the passive in
(78a) but not the inchoative in (78b) involves an implicit Agent ar-
gument.23 Crucially for us, Koenig and Mauner (2000) show that such
non-anaphoric implicit arguments differ in interpretive potential from
ordinary indefinite DPs such as the Agent in (79),

(79) The vase was broken by someone.

in that they cannot antecede discourse pronouns. Thus, (80) is a normal
continuation of (79), but not of (78a):

(80) He must have been very clumsy.

Based on this evidence, Koenig and Mauner (2000) propose that agent-
less passives (as well as certain subjects realized by on in French) in-
volve what they call ‘a-definites’, expressions that connect to a variable
in an argument position of a predicate, but which do not introduce a

23See Koenig and Mauner (2000) for an interesting discussion of a further dis-
tinction between the implicit Agent in agentless passives and inferred arguments,
such as the seller in sentences like The vase sold immediately.
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discourse referent.24 Here we use the term non-anaphoric implicit ar-
gument for Koenig and Mauner’s a-definite.

Our proposal is that implicit arguments are represented by uninstan-
tiated thematic arguments in final drss. Accordingly, the drs below is
the final drs for (77):

u

vase(u)
break(x, u)

The vase was broken.

FIGURE 21

While both Koenig and Mauner (2000) and Farkas (2001) propose drss
similar to this one, neither goes into the details of how they are to
be interpreted. Note that such representations obviously violate the
Full Instantiation Requirement mentioned at the beginning of this sec-
tion. The issue of their interpretation raises conceptual and technical
questions concerning the interpretation of uninstantiated thematic ar-
guments. If we want to maintain the insight that implicit arguments
involve uninstantiated thematic arguments, and we want to have a ver-
sion of drt in which drss such as the one in figure 21 are licit, we have
to provide explicit verifying conditions for drss containing uninstanti-
ated thematic arguments.

3.2.2 Verifying conditions
Given the presence of uninstantiated thematic arguments in final DRSs,
we now have, in effect, two types of individual variables, differentiated
by their role in the representations and by how they are interpreted.
The first step towards legitimizing drss that contain uninstantiated
thematic arguments is to ensure that these variables count as being
bound, for drss with free variables cannot be embedded into the model.
We therefore propose the condition in (81), where x is a variable over
thematic arguments.

(81) A thematic argument x is free, unless it is the argument of a
predicate in a condition in ConK .

According to (81), uninstantiated thematic arguments are licit only as
arguments of predicative conditions. Our construction rules generate

24Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1994) discuss this type of argument and call it a
schematic discourse referent. Kamp and Rossdeutscher do not differentiate between
inferred and implicit arguments as Koenig and Mauner do, however.
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thematic arguments only as arguments of predicative conditions.
The second step involves changing the definition of truth of a drs. In

standard drt, truth is a matter of embedding a drs into the model. A
drs is embeddable into a model iff there is an assignment (or embed-
ding) function f that satisfies it. Embedding functions are functions
from discourse referents to elements in the domain of the model. In
standard drt, predicative conditions may only have discourse referents
as arguments. Whether an embedding function makes the predicative
condition true thus depends on the values that the embedding function
assigns to the discourse referents that serve as arguments of the pred-
icate. Now under present assumptions, both uninstantiated thematic
arguments and discourse referents may occur as arguments in predica-
tive conditions in final drss. Therefore the relevant clause giving the
verification requirement on predicative conditions has to be modified.

Let the term ‘argument’ refer to both thematic arguments and dis-
course referents, and let a be a variable over arguments. Assume now
that we have a predicative condition of the form P(a1, . . . , an), made up
of an n-ary predicate followed by n arguments, and let i be a variable
over the elements in {1, . . . , n}. The verification requirement imposed
by a condition of this form is given in (82):

(82) A function f verifies a condition of the form P(a1, . . . , an) relative
to a model M iff there is a sequence 〈e1, . . . , en〉 ∈ En, such that
〈e1, . . . , en〉 ∈ I(P), and if ai is a discourse referent, ei = f(ai),
and if ai is a thematic argument, ei is some element in E.

Here E is the set of entities in M and I(P ) is the interpretation of the
predicate P in M. The effect of (82) is to impose predicate (or event)
level existential closure of non-anaphoric implicit arguments. Remem-
ber that predicates are specified for the number of thematic arguments
they have in the lexicon. Which arguments will be visible in the lin-
guistic representation depends on lexical and construction specific rules
(e.g. passive formation). A predicate specified for n thematic arguments
in the lexicon is assigned a set of n-tuples by the interpretation function
I. If all the arguments are visible in the linguistic structure, the predi-
cate has n thematic arguments in the drs as well. If in the construction
process, a thematic argument has been instantiated, a discourse refer-
ent appears in its place in the predicative condition. This discourse
referent is assigned a value by the embedding function. If, however, a
thematic argument remains uninstantiated, it will be associated with
an entity in the model only as part of the verification requirement of the
predicative condition in which it occurs. A predicative condition made
up of a predicate P and n entities is verified in a model M depending
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on what n-tuples I assigns to the predicate P in M. The places in the
n-tuple filled by discourse referents are occupied by whatever value the
embedding function assigns to the discourse referent in question. The
places occupied by an uninstantiated thematic argument are not con-
strained in this way. In the case of a non-anaphoric implicit argument,
all that is required is that there be an individual e in E such that e and
the values given by the embedding function to the relevant discourse
referents form an n-tuple that is an element of I(P). Given a simple drs
K and a function f that embeds it in M, for every discourse referent
d in UK there will be a single entity in E that is the value of d in K,
namely f(d). If, however, x is an uninstantiated thematic argument in
K, the value of x is not directly determined by f . What individual x
is associated with depends on the value I assigns to the predicate that
x is the thematic argument of, as well as on what f assigns to those
co-arguments of x that are discourse referents. In what follows, drss
with non-anaphoric uninstantiated thematic arguments are considered
proper and interpretable by (82).25

In this section we have put to use the thematic arguments introduced
in Chapter 2 in an account of the interpretation of non-anaphoric im-
plicit arguments. According to this account, final drss may contain
uninstantiated thematic arguments, that get interpreted as part of the
predicative condition in which they occur. We take it that the canonical
fate of a thematic argument is instantiation and therefore treat cases
where such arguments remain uninstantiated as special. In the next
section we further exploit the existence of thematic arguments defining
a new way of combining a predicate and an argumental nominal that
does not introduce a discourse referent.

3.3 Unification
In Chapter 2, we established a distinction between thematic arguments
and discourse referents, and went into the details of the default mode of
combination of a predicate with its arguments. A-Instantiation replaces
the relevant thematic argument of the verb by the discourse referent
introduced by its nominal argument. In the first section of this chap-
ter we proposed that uninstantiated thematic arguments may occur
as elements of final drss. We developed an interpretation of such rep-
resentations in which uninstantiated thematic arguments are in effect

25This analysis is sufficient for non-anaphoric implicit arguments. Context-
dependent implicit arguments impose valuation constraints on the uninstantiated
argument they connect to requiring the entity in the relevant position to be the
same as the value given to a discourse referent in the utterance or in the linguistic
context of the utterance.
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existentially closed at the time the predicative condition in which they
occur is interpreted.

Once thematic arguments are in place, and uninstantiated thematic
arguments are legal in final drss, the possibility arises for a nominal
that introduces a predicative condition but no discourse referent to
combine with a predicate and modify one of its thematic arguments
without instantiating it. Since the nominal does not contribute a dis-
course referent, it could not combine with the predicate by Instantia-
tion. The aim of this section is to propose a new composition rule that
allows nominals to combine with their predicate in just this way.

We call this mode of composition Unification, because it involves
the identification of two thematic arguments, one contributed by the
descriptive content of the nominal, and the other one by the predicate.
Unification operates on thematic arguments; it replaces the relevant
thematic argument of the verb by the thematic argument contributed
by the descriptive content of the nominal. We define it in (83):

(83) Unification
Replace the relevant thematic argument y of a verbal predicate
with the thematic argument z contributed by a nominal argument
of the verb.

We assume that Unification accompanies the reduction of syntactic
nodes made up of a verb and a nominal, whose contribution is a pred-
icative condition involving an uninstantiated thematic argument. Since
the two predicative conditions share a thematic argument as a result
of Unification, they will be said to form a complex predicate. Details
of linking theory determine which particular thematic argument of the
predicate is affected when the nominal combines with it.

Whether the reduction of a particular syntactic node may or must be
accompanied by Unification depends, at least in part, on language spe-
cific morpho-syntactic considerations. But it crucially involves a nom-
inal contributing a predicative condition. For illustrative purposes, let
us assume that we are reducing a node α dominating a predicative con-
dition P (x, y) and a nominal argument A, and that linking connects
A to y. Let us further assume that the semantic contribution of A is
a predicative condition Q(z). In the schematic representation of this
situation given in figure 22, we take α to be a verbal projection Vn

dominating a verb and an NP object, and assume that the subject is a
full-fledged argumental DP.

The object here is an NP whose contribution is the predicative con-
dition Q(z), which is connected by linking theory to the thematic ar-
gument y of the predicate. Given that this NP does not introduce a
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[S DP [V P [V n [NP Q(z)] [V P(x, y)]]]]

FIGURE 22

discourse referent, the reduction of V n may not involve Instantiation.
The only mode of composition that can apply to the configuration in
figure 22 is Unification. The representation will have z instead of y in
the argument list P . The resulting drs is given in figure 23.

[S DP [V P [V n [NP Q(z)] [V P(x, z)]]]]

FIGURE 23 After application of Unification.

Assuming that the contribution of the DP subject ends up being a
discourse referent u and the condition R(u), the reduction of S must be
accompanied by A-Instantiation, whereby the discourse referent con-
tributed by the subject instantiates x. The result is given in figure 24.

u

R(u)
Q(z)

P(u,z)

FIGURE 24

Here, z is a restricted uninstantiated argument. It is uninstantiated,
because it has not been instantiated by a discourse referent. It is re-
stricted, because it is an argument not only of the predicative condition
P (u, z), but also of the restrictive condition Q(z). If figure 24 is the fi-
nal drs for some sentence, the discourse referent u standing for the
subject is assigned an individual in the model by the embedding func-
tion. The uninstantiated thematic argument z is assigned an individual
in the model as a result of the verifying condition on the predicates Q
and P in figure 24, which require there to be an individual e such that
〈f(u), e〉 ∈ I(P ), and e ∈ I(Q) for every f that embeds the drs.

Unification and Instantiation are two distinct ways of combining a
nominal argument with its predicate, and they are in complementary
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distribution. If by the time the nominal is combined with the verb, the
nominal has introduced a discourse referent, the mode of combination
can only be Instantiation. If the nominal does not contribute a discourse
referent, Instantiation cannot apply, and the mode of combination can
only be Unification. The two operations share the fact that they involve
the information contributed by an argument of a predicate affecting a
particular thematic argument of the latter. They differ in the nature of
the effect.26

3.4 Incorporation as Unification
Our claim is that nominal incorporation in the inclusive sense in which
we have defined it in Chapter 1 involves Unification of thematic argu-
ments. In this section we spell out the proposal; in the next we examine
its consequences with respect to the relevant data in the literature.

Incorporating nominals are ‘deficient’ in that their contribution to
semantic structure reduces to that of a nominal core: they do not con-
tribute a discourse referent to UK , where K is the DRS in which they
are interpreted. However, incorporating nominals do combine with a
predicate, and affect one of its thematic arguments. In that sense they
can be characterized as argumental. The only mode of composition
that is open to argumental nominals that do not introduce a discourse
referent is Unification. The gist of the proposal is formulated in (84):

(84) Incorporated nominals are special in that they are argumental,
and yet their essential contribution to semantic structure is a
predicative condition on a thematic argument. As a result, they
combine with their predicate by Unification.

When a full-fledged argument combines with its predicate, it instan-
tiates the thematic argument it is linked to. When an incorporated
nominal combines with a predicate the thematic argument of the nom-
inal unifies with the relevant argument of the predicate. Both modes
of composition affect the relevant thematic Argument, but in different
ways. Instantiation replaces the thematic argument of the predicate by
the discourse referent contributed by the nominal argument. Unification
replaces the relevant thematic argument of the verb by the thematic
argument of the nominal, and creates a complex predicate.

Incorporation constructions thus share with constructions involving
implicit arguments the fact that both result in final drss containing
uninstantiated thematic arguments. In the case of incorporation con-
structions, however, the uninstantiated thematic argument is restricted

26Our two modes of combination are close in spirit to Chung and Ladusaw’s (2003)
Specification and Restriction. See Chapter 5 for a comparison of frameworks.
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by the contribution of the incorporated nominal, while in the case of
implicit arguments it remains unrestricted.

Given our analysis of determiners in Chapter 2, it comes as no
surprise that, cross-linguistically, incorporated nominals contrast with
non-incorporated ones precisely with respect to what, if anything, oc-
curs under the D node. In languages that use determiners systematically
to introduce a discourse referent, we expect a nominal that does not
introduce a discourse referent to not come with a D. A language that
requires all argumental nominals to be DPs can, in principle, establish
an opposition between regular discourse referent introducing determin-
ers, and a marked D that does not introduce a discourse referent. Our
main claim, namely that the defining property of incorporated nomi-
nals is the fact that they are semantic arguments of a predicate and
yet their essential contribution is a predicative condition rather than a
discourse referent thus receives initial support from the cross-linguistic
morpho-syntactic characteristics of these nominals.

Whether a discourse referent is present or absent is encoded in the
properties of the nominal. Particular syntactic nodes may be specified
as to whether their reduction may be accompanied by Unification or
Instantiation (or both). This results in distributional constraints, since
nominals introducing a discourse referent must combine by Instantia-
tion and therefore may occur only in positions that allow this mode of
combination, while those that do not must occur in positions that are
compatible with Unification. The combination of these factors is at the
basis of our account of distributional restrictions on bare nominals in
English and Hungarian.

To make our main proposal concerning incorporation concrete, we
exemplify with Hindi incorporated bare nominals. The data are from
Dayal (1999). In (85),

(85) anu kitaab paRh rahii hai
Anu book read-PROG-PR
’Anu is reading a book.’

kitaab is an incorporated bare nominal. In Hindi, this means that it is
not marked for case and occurs in a special preverbal position. Caseless
nominals in this position are argumental, but contribute no discourse
referent. Under the proposal outlined above, the contribution of this
nominal reduces to that of the common noun kitaab: the predicative
condition, book(z). The node dominating the object and the verb there-
fore may only be reduced by Unification.27 The subject, on the other

27Hindi also has plural INs. We will come back to them in Chapter 4. The situation
is further complicated by the fact that Hindi also has bare singulars in full argument
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hand, is a fully projected DP that introduces a discourse referent and
a non-predicative restriction requiring it to be given as value the indi-
vidual named by the proper name Anu. The node that has the subject
and the VP as sisters is reduced via Instantiation. The final drs for
(85) is given in figure 25.

u

Anu(u)
book(z)
read(u,z)

Anu book-read

FIGURE 25

This drs contains an uninstantiated thematic argument, z. This the-
matic argument is restricted by the condition supplied by the incorpo-
rated nominal. This means that the entity that plays the role of z in
the eventuality denoted by the predicate must be in the denotation of
book. The verification conditions we get for this drs given what was
said so far are the following:

(86) A function f verifies the drs in figure 25 relative to M iff there
is a sequence 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ E2, such that the following conditions all
hold:
(i) 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ I(read)
(ii) f(u) = e1

(iii) f(u) = N(Anu)
(iv) e2 ∈ I(book)

Here N is a naming function given as part of the model which assigns
to every proper name an entity in E.28 The value f assigns to u must
meet all the conditions on u. The entity e2 must meet all the conditions
on z.

Our claim is that the analysis of incorporation constructions sketched
above is the common core of incorporation phenomena across lan-
guages. Thus, common to the boldfaced nominals in the examples be-

position. In Hindi then, whether a nominal introduces a discourse referent or not
is not a matter of the presence or absence of a determiner but rather, a matter of
where in the clause the nominal occurs, and whether it is marked for case or not.

28We follow standard drs in writing the constraint contributed by proper names as
a predication on a discourse referent. The non-predicative nature of this constraint
is, however, apparent in the effect it has on the verification conditions. See Farkas
(2002a) for discussion.
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low, from West Greenlandic (Sadock 1980), Hungarian (Mithun 1984),
and Ponapean, a Micronesian language (Mithun 1984), is that their sole
contribution to the semantic interpretation is a predicative condition,
and that, as a result, they combine with their predicate by Unification:

(87) Suulut timmisartu-lior-p-u-q
Søren.Abs airplane-make-Ind.-IIISg
‘Søren made an airplane’

(88) Péter ujságot olvas.
Peter newspaper.Acc reads
Peter is reading a newspaper

(89) I keng-winih-la
I eat-medicine-Comp
‘I completed my medicine-taking’

What differs from language to language are details of morphology and
syntax. In Hindi, West Greenlandic and Ponapean, the incorporated
nominal does not bear morphological case but in Hungarian it does.
In some languages (those involving incorporation in Baker’s technical
sense) the incorporated nominal must be of category N0, while in oth-
ers (those involving ‘pseudo-incorporation’) it may be of category NP
or, as we will see below, even DP as long as the D is marked for not
introducing a discourse referent. In some languages, the incorporated
nominal must occur in a special preverbal position (Hungarian), while
in others the special position is post-verbal (Ponapean), and yet in
others its syntactic position is not restricted. Thus, we find that the
deficiency of incorporated nominals, and the special mode of combi-
nation we find in incorporation is morpho-syntactically flagged. A full
study of the incorporation construction in a language thus requires a
careful analysis of the morphology-syntax-semantics interface.

We return to the issue of how these assumptions constrain the data
that fall under the category of incorporation in our inclusive sense,
after we survey the predictions our analysis makes concerning the basic
semantic properties of incorporated nominals.

3.5 Predictions
Under the analysis just proposed, incorporated nominals affect a partic-
ular argument of their predicate without instantiating it, while implicit
arguments involve an unrestricted uninstantiated thematic argument.
A series of consequences follow from these proposals, which we explore
in this section. We start with predictions concerning static semantics
(number interpretation, truth-conditions, scope, argument structure)
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and then move on to dynamic issues concerning discourse transparency
and saliency.

3.5.1 Number

The analysis we propose makes a clear prediction concerning the num-
ber interpretation of singular INs. Recall that the number interpreta-
tion of uninstantiated thematic arguments depends solely on the se-
mantics of the predicate and on pragmatic inferences. Predicates such
as collect or gather, have entailments concerning the non-atomicity of
some of their thematic arguments, but most predicates involve no such
entailments. In the absence of predicate imposed entailments, thematic
arguments are semantically number neutral. In this respect, they con-
trast with discourse referents. Under the analysis of number interpre-
tation proposed in Chapter 2, discourse referents either have plurality
predicated on them or receive a default atomic interpretation. Given
that in our account incorporated nominals result in an uninstantiated
thematic argument, we predict that singular INs will contrast with mor-
phologically singular full DPs in that the former will be number neutral
while the latter will receive an atomic interpretation:

• Number Neutrality
Morphologically singular INs are semantically number neutral.

We thus predict that in the Hindi example (84) above, there is no
entailment concerning the number of books Anu might have read. This
is the result of the fact that in figure 25, the semantic representation of
the sentence, we have an uninstantiated thematic argument z, and the
condition book(z). Since neither the predicate nor the nominal brings
with it an atomicity entailment, the uninstantiated thematic argument
is number neutral. In cases where such entailments or inferences exist,
the uninstantiated thematic argument is expected to be compatible
with either type of entailment or inference.

Our approach thus predicts the existence of a subtle semantic con-
trast between singular nominals depending on whether they are incor-
porated or not. Ordinary, discourse referent introducing singular DPs
are interpreted as referring to atomic entities by default. Incorporated
singular nominals either lack any entailment as to atomicity, or inherit
it from their predicate due to lexical or pragmatic inference.

As noted in Chapter 1, semantic number neutrality is a stable cross-
linguistic property of singular incorporated nominals. Dayal (1999)
makes this point in connection with the Hindi example in (84) above.
The number neutrality of singular INs is discussed in detail in Van
Geenhoven (1998) for West Greenlandic, and in Chung and Ladusaw
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(2003) for Chamorro. (See also Mithun (1984) and references therein.)
The West Greenlandic examples (90) and (91) are from Van Geenhoven
(1998: 187, 190):

(90) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Miki-mik
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. M.-inst
ati-qar-p-u-q
name-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG
’Aani has a dogi. Iti is called Miki.’

(91) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Kusana-q-a-a-t.
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. nice.very-be-IND-[-tr]-3PL
’Aani has dogsi. Theyi are very nice.’

One and the same incorporated nominal qimmi is interpreted as sin-
gular in (90), and as plural in (91), as illustrated by the anaphoric
reference in the second sentence of each discourse.29

It follows from what was said so far that one cannot translate accu-
rately a sentence involving a singular IN into a language such as English,
which does not allow incorporation. The original sentence contains a
number neutral nominal that has to be translated by a semantically
singular or plural DP. Note also that in languages that mark morpho-
logical number, morphologically singular nominals that are associated
with atomicity entailments cannot be analyzed as incorporated. There-
fore an incorporation analysis of ordinary indefinites in English is not
open to us.

Our analysis predicts number neutrality for non-anaphoric implicit
arguments as well, for they are present in the drs as uninstantiated the-
matic arguments. We expect their number interpretation to run parallel
to that of singular INs rather than singular full-fledged arguments. The
fact that both (92b) and (92c) are good continuations of (92a) shows
that this prediction is borne out by the data:

(92) a. The vase was bought yesterday.

b. The buyer was a rich collector of modern art.

c. The buyers went out of their way to hide their identity.

Under the analysis presented here, the number neutrality of singular
INs and of independent implicit arguments receives a unitary account.

29Plural INs (in languages that allow them) are interpreted as semantically plural,
rather than number-neutral. The issue of plural INs will be taken up in Chapter 4,
where we account for this property.
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3.5.2 Scope

As far as scope potential is concerned, the analysis predicts that incor-
porated nominals will have local scope, i.e., that they scope wherever
the predicate of the sentence scopes.

• Local scope
Incorporated singular nominals scope with their predicate, and
therefore take narrow scope with respect to other scope bearing
operators in their sentence.

This prediction follows from the fact that singular INs result in unin-
stantiated thematic arguments, and such arguments are scopally inert.
The scopal inertia of uninstantiated thematic arguments, in turn, fol-
lows from the fact that they are interpreted by the verification condition
associated with their predicate. As a result, they may not scope over
any operator that has the predicate in its scope. Recall also that in-
corporation results in a complex predicate: two predicates sharing a
thematic argument. Such predicates, we assume, must be interpreted
in the same local drs structure.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, local scope is a stable characteristic of
incorporation constructions across languages, as discussed at length for
Hindi by Dayal (1999), for West Greenlandic by Van Geenhoven (1998),
and for Chamorro by Chung and Ladusaw (2003). We exemplify with
data from Hindi (Dayal 1999) showing the relative scope of incorporated
nominals and negation:

(93) anu kitaab nahiiN paRhegii
Anu book not read-F
’Anu won’t read any book.’
not: There is a book Anu won’t read

The paraphrases show that the scopal order ¬ > ∃ is a felicitous reading
of the sentence, but the order ∃ > ¬ is not.

Note that incorporated nominals are not required to occur within
the scope of a particular operator. In this respect, they differ from co-
varying and ‘roofed’ nominals such as NPIs, which are infelicitous unless
interpreted within the scope of the right type of operator. Compare (93)
with its affirmative counterpart in (87) above. In the latter example,
the nominal is interpreted within the main drs box, i.e., it does not
take scope relative to anything. Incorporated nominals are scopally
inert: they cannot scope independently of the predicate whose thematic
argument they restrict. They do not need to be licensed by another
scope-bearing operator, but if there is one around in the sentence, they
will take narrow scope with respect to it.
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The scopal behavior of incorporated nominals follows from the fact
that they involve uninstantiated thematic arguments. The fact that
the implicit Agent in the sentences in (94) can only be interpreted as
scoping under negation or the modal receives the same explanation
as the narrow scope interpretation of incorporated nominals in similar
sentences:

(94) a. The vase was not broken.
b. The vase must be broken.

Our account predicts, correctly, that the implicit Agent may not be
interpreted as having scope over the universal in (95a):

(95) a. Mary wants to glue back together every vase that was broken
yesterday.

b. Mary wants to glue back together every vase that was broken
yesterday by a child she favors.

In (95b), where the thematic argument is instantiated by an indefi-
nite, a widest scope interpretation for a child she favors is possible.
This interpretation is not available for (95a). (The examples were cho-
sen in such a way as to avoid having the widest scope interpretation
entail the narrowest scope one.) The proposed account predicts that
implicit arguments will pattern with incorporated nominals and con-
trast with co-varying or NPI-like items in not requiring a licensor. The
well-formedness of examples such as (92a), where the implicit argument
is not in the scope of any predicate or operator, confirms this.

3.5.3 Truth-conditions
The approach to incorporation given here predicts that there will be
no truth-conditional difference between incorporated nominals and nar-
rowest scope indefinites, besides the difference in number:

• Equivalence of incorporated nominals and narrow scope indefinites
Modulo semantic number, there is truth-conditional equivalence be-
tween a sentence with an incorporated nominal and its counterpart
with an unincorporated narrowest scope indefinite.

This prediction follows from our treatment of incorporation as involv-
ing uninstantiated thematic arguments and the verification conditions
we gave for drss containing such arguments, which result in narrow-
est scope existential closure. Consequently, there cannot be a truth-
conditional difference between a sentence containing an incorporated
nominal, and its counterpart containing an ordinary indefinite, modulo
the issue of semantic number, and cases where the incorporated con-
struction has acquired idiomatic status. If English would be an incor-
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poration language, we could compare minimal pairs consisting of ’Mary
newspaper read’ and ’Mary read a newspaper’, and conclude that they
have the same truth conditions. As noted in Chapter 1, this is another
cross-linguistically stable property of incorporation constructions.

This prediction extends to pairs of sentences involving an implicit
argument and their counterparts with a (narrowest scope) indefinite,
as exemplified in (96):

(96) a. The vase was broken.
b. The vase was broken by someone.

The verification conditions we proposed correctly predict that such
pairs of sentences will be true in the same models.

3.5.4 Argument structure
The treatment of incorporated nominals as involving unification of the-
matic arguments has welcome consequences concerning argument struc-
ture, which we explore here. One basic property of incorporated nomi-
nals is that they are interpreted together with their predicate and are
not capable of introducing an independent discourse referent. It follows
from this property that they cannot realize arguments that require an
independent interpretation:

• Predicate dependency
Incorporated nominals may affect only arguments that do not have
to be interpreted independently of the predicate.

Because incorporation involves thematic argument modification, and
thematic arguments are interpreted as part of the predicate in which
they occur, if a predicate requires an argument to be interpreted inde-
pendently, that argument cannot be realized by an incorporated nomi-
nal. This, we claim, is behind the cross-linguistically general prohibition
against incorporation of subjects of i-level predicates. We follow Ladu-
saw’s (1994) suggestion according to which i-level predicates require
their subjects to be independently identified entities. Full-fledged nom-
inal arguments may play the role of such subjects but incorporated
arguments may not, because of their interpretive dependence on their
predicate.

Other, language particular restrictions against incorporated subjects
may be explained either by independence requirements or by high
saliency or determinacy requirements placed by predicates on their sub-
jects, which render them incompatible with being realized as uninstan-
tiated thematic arguments.

Note that these predictions extend to implicit arguments as well.
Various constraints – lexical, syntactic or semantic – may regulate con-
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ditions under which a thematic argument may remain uninstantiated.
Predicates may require particular arguments to be instantiated, or may
bar them from instantiation, resulting in constraints concerning the
possibility of those arguments to be implicit. Implicit arguments and
incorporated ones are different in that the latter have a realization in
the syntax, while the former do not. This difference may correlate with
distributional differences as well as subtle differences in saliency and
discourse transparency. Under our analysis, however, the two types of
arguments are predicted to share the ban against realizing subjects of
i-level predicates.

Another consequence of our analysis that is relevant to argument
structure concerns doubling. Instantiation is a non-recursive process:
once a thematic argument is instantiated by a discourse referent further
applications of Instantiation affecting the same argument are impossi-
ble. Unification is different in this Respect, for it involves the substitu-
tion of one thematic argument by another and therefore the output of
the rule is of the same semantic type as the input. A thematic argu-
ment that has been affected by Unification may in principle be further
affected by Instantiation. Our analysis thus predicts the theoretical pos-
sibility of instantiating a thematic argument that has been affected by
Unification. This is, we claim, what happens in the phenomenon called
‘doubling’ in Mithun (1984).

• Doubling
A predicate argument that has been affected by Unification is in
principle available for Instantiation.

If English were to allow this construction, it would amount to some-
thing like Mary is newspaper reading the Times. Under our analysis, the
incorporated nominal newspaper combines with the predicate read by
Unification. The result is a complex predicate newspaper read which in-
volves a restricted thematic argument. Since it is still an uninstantiated
argument, it may be be affected by another nominal. The ’doubling’
nominal the Times contributes a discourse referent, and combines with
the complex predicate by A-Instantiation. Further applications of In-
stantiation or Unification affecting the same argument are no longer
possible. After Unification, the predicate and the incorporated nomi-
nal share a thematic argument, so the discourse referent contributed by
the ‘doubling’ DP instantiates a thematic argument that occurs both
in the main predicate condition and in the condition contributed by
the incorporated nominal.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, examples of doubling are discussed in
the literature in Mithun (1984), Rosen (1989) and Chung and Ladusaw
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2003). In (97) and (98) we repeat the examples from Caddo (Mithun
1984)

(97) kassi’ háh-’ič’á-ssẃı’-sa’
bead Prog-eye-string-Prog
‘She is stringing beads’

(98) ka’ás háh-’ič’ah-’́ı’-sa’
plum Prog-eye-grow-Prog
‘Plums are growing’

In these examples, the incorporated N root ’ič’ah- ‘eye’ (used for any
sort of small, round objects when incorporated) is combined via Unifi-
cation with the predicate resulting in a complex predicate one of whose
arguments is restricted by the nominal. This argument then is further
instantiated by a nominal in full argument position. We repeat in (99)
an example from Chamorro (Chung and Ladusaw 2003):

(99) Gäi-ga’ un ga’lagu ennao na patgun.
agr.have-pet a dog that L child
’That child has a pet dog.’

The predicate here is the existential verb gäi; the incorporated nomi-
nal is ga’ ‘pet’. The doubling DP is un ga’lagu ‘a dog’, occurring in the
unmarked morphological case. Chung and Ladusaw argue persuasively
that this extra DP is a syntactic adjunct, but a semantic argument. In
our analysis, the incorporated nominal ga’ restricts but does not instan-
tiate the relevant argument of the verb, while the extra DP instantiates
it. The special property of Chamorro is that it allows instantiation of
a thematic argument by a DP in adjunct position.

To illustrate, we work out the analysis of (99), using the English
glosses for simplicity. The contribution of the predicate of the sentence
is have(x,y), and that of the incorporated nominal is pet(z). They com-
bine by Unification, yielding figure 26.

[S [V P ′ [V P [V ′ [V have(x,z)] [NP pet(z)]]] [DP a dog]] [DP that child]]
Have-pet a dog that child

FIGURE 26 After application of Unification.

Assuming now that the DP a dog contributes a discourse referent v that
instantiates the thematic argument of dog, the first DP reduces to v. It
may then combine by A-Instantiation with the predicate, yielding the
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drs in figure 27.

v

dog(v)
[S [V P ′ [[V P [V ′ [V have(x,v)] [NP pet(v)]]] [DP v ]] [DP that child]]

have-pet a dog that child

FIGURE 27 After application of Instantiation of the object.

After building up the subject DP, and applying A-Instantiation again,
we obtain the final drs in figure 28.30

u v

child(u)
dog(v)
pet(v)

have(u,v)
have-pet a dog that child

FIGURE 28 Final drs.

To sum up, our analysis allows the possibility of doubling because
the incorporated nominal restricts, but does not instantiate the relevant
thematic argument of the predicate. This argument can in principle
be further instantiated by a discourse argument introduced by a DP.
We follow Chung and Ladusaw in assuming that whether a language
allows doubling or not, and if yes, under what conditions, is a language
specific matter that is decided by the morpho-syntactic details of the
constructions involved, and of clausal structure.

3.5.5 Discourse transparency
The predictions our analysis of incorporation makes with respect to
the discourse transparency of incorporated nominals depend in large
part on the assumptions that are made concerning the discourse trans-
parency of uninstantiated thematic arguments. In Kamp and Reyle
(1993), discourse referents were the only individual variables present
in the drs, so discourse referents were the only possible anchors for
discourse pronouns. In such a view, a nominal is discourse transparent

30We ignore the contribution of the demonstrative.
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if and only if it introduced a discourse referent.31 Under our assump-
tions, discourse referents are elements of UK but uninstantiated the-
matic arguments are not. If only elements of UK may serve as anchors
to discourse pronouns, we predict that morphologically singular incor-
porated nominals are discourse opaque. The prediction is formulated
as follows:

• Discourse opacity
Singular INs are discourse opaque with respect to pronouns that
require a discourse referent as anchor.

We assume the standard view of pronouns in drt according to which
they introduce a discourse referent that has to be bound to a preceding
element in the discourse. We call the discourse entity in question the
anchor of the pronoun. Before the introduction of thematic arguments,
that entity could only be a discourse referent. The situation is more
complex once thematic arguments are taken into account, which is why
we complicated the prediction by making reference to what anchors the
pronoun. The restriction to singular INs is motivated by the fact that,
as we see in detail in Chapter 4, our account of the plural feature com-
bined with our proposals concerning incorporation predicts discourse
transparency for plural INs.

The discourse opacity prediction above is confirmed by data from
Hindi discussed in Dayal (1999), as well as by data from Hungarian
previewed in Chapter 1. The example in (100), from Hindi, shows
that singular INs do not license discourse anaphora, and therefore are
discourse opaque:

(100) anu kitaabi paRh rahii hai. #voi bahut acchii hai
Anu book read Pr Prog. It very good be-be
’Anu is reading a booki. Iti is very good.’

However, even if we restrict our attention to singular INs, we find cross-
linguistic variation with respect to their discourse transparency. Sadock
(1980) shows that singular INs in West Greenlandic do not differ in
discourse transparency from their non-incorporated sisters. The same
is claimed for Chamorro by Chung and Ladusaw 2003. We exemplify
with West Greenlandic (Van Geenhoven 1998:10):

(101) a. Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q.
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG.
’Aani has a dogi.’

31This simple picture is already complicated in Kamp and Rossdeutcher (1994),
who assume that schematic discourse referents, unlike their ordinary discourse ref-
erent sisters, are discourse opaque. See Chapter 4 for more discussion.
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b. Miki-mik ati-qar-p-u-q
M.-inst name-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG
’Iti is called Miki.’

The contrast between Hindi and Hungarian on the one hand, and West
Greenlandic and Chamorro on the other, shows that any analysis of
incorporation that makes a categorical prediction concerning the dis-
course transparency/opacity of incorporated nominals across langu-
uages is on the wrong track. Such an analysis either underestimates
or overgeneralizes discourse transparency. What is needed is a theory
that predicts the possibility of reduced discourse transparency for sin-
gular INs without going as far as predicting opacity. In Chapter 4 we
propose such a view, making use of the presence of uninstantiated the-
matic arguments in final drss, and allowing such items to serve as
potential anchors for discourse pronouns. Pronouns, we suggest there,
may differ with respect to what they allow as possible anchors. In the
resulting system, whether a nominal is discourse transparent or not de-
pends both on characteristics of the nominal and on characteristics of
the pronoun.

We now turn briefly to implicit arguments. Since they result in unin-
stantiated, unrestricted thematic arguments, we predict discourse opac-
ity for them, at least under standard assumptions. As already noted in
section 3.2.1, implicit arguments are not good antecedents for pronouns.
Thus, (102) is infelicitous unless the speaker and the addressee have a
suspect in mind already:

(102) A vase was broken yesterday. She confessed only this morning.

This confirms the view that English pronouns need to be anchored
to a discourse referent, and cannot take an uninstantiated thematic
argument as their antecedent.

The fact that, under our assumptions, uninstantiated arguments do
have a presence in the drs, we predict that this presence may be felt at
the level of the discourse. Indeed, note that while implicit Agents cannot
anchor discourse pronouns in English, they anchor definite descriptions
(cf. Koenig and Mauner 2000, and ter Meulen 2001).

(103) A vase was broken yesterday. The person who did it will never
confess.

As is well-known, anchoring of definite descriptions is fairly liberal,
and we certainly do not want to suggest that it can be done only in the
presence of uninstantiated arguments. We do claim, however, that the
presence of such an argument facilitates the interpretation process. This
claim is supported by the fact that the discourse in (104) is somewhat
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more marked than the one in (103).

(104) A vase broke yesterday. The person who did it will never confess.

A definite that relates to the implicit argument is considered to be a
bridging definite. Accordingly, we expect the discourse referent for the
definite to be accommodated locally, rather than globally in contexts
like (105):

(105) Whenever an Impressionist painting was sold, the seller refused
to disclose the identity of the buyer.

The impersonal passive in the whenever clause comes with an implicit
argument for the seller. The definite the seller in the matrix relates
to this implicit argument. The result is that we obtain quantification
over sellers: for each Impressionist painting, the seller of that painting
refused to disclose the identity of the buyer (for that painting).

We conclude that it is interesting to give uninstantiated thematic
arguments a presence in final drss, because this opens the door for
complications concerning the issue of discourse transparency. Given the
difference between uninstantiated thematic arguments and discourse
referents, we can maintain the claim that the latter are more discourse
transparent than the former, but a binary distinction between discourse
opacity and discourse transparency is no longer the only option we have.
We will see in Chapter 4 that this is a positive result.

3.5.6 Saliency
Discourse transparency is intuitively connected to the notion of dis-
course saliency but the latter is notoriously hard to pin down. We
bring it up here because of the informal but persistent observation in
the literature concerning the relatively low degree of salience of incor-
porated nominals across languages. In this section we import into drt
relevant notions from Centering theory in order to account for this fact.
We then suggest a way of exploiting these observations in an account
of the cross-linguistic preference for Theme/DO incorporation.

In Centering Theory (Walker, Joshi and Prince 1998), argumental
nominals within an utterance Ui form an ordered set of ‘forward look-
ing centers’, Cf , the highest element of which becomes the backward
looking center (Cb) of the next utterance. We assume that the higher
an element is in Cf , the more salient it is.32

Various parameters are relevant to the ranking of the elements of
32See Beaver (to appear) for an interesting proposal connecting the notions of

backward looking center and topic within an O(ptimality) T(heoretic) framework.
Note also that it is not clear whether the order of elements in Cf has to be total or
may be partial. Nothing crucial hinges on this issue here.
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Cf , parameters that can be thought of as salience hierarchies. Among
the relevant hierarchies is the thematic role hierarchy in (106):

(106) Agent > Experiencer > Theme

Word order factors, properties of the form of the nominal as well as em-
pathy and point of view considerations have been shown to be relevant
as well. Cross-linguistic studies in Centering Theory have established
that languages differ with respect to the relative weight attached to
various ranking parameters. Thus, Turan (1998) shows that the crucial
factor in ranking the members of Cf in Turkish is the thematic hierar-
chy in (106) combined with discourse point of view considerations. In
this, Turan shows, Turkish is different from English and German where
word order is a weightier factor than in Turkish.

Here we assume, together with Roberts (1998), that what is ordered
in Cf are not nominals but rather, individual variables present in the
drs, which, for us, are discourse referents and thematic arguments. Fur-
thermore, we assume that the relative position of an individual variable
in Cf , and therefore its relative salience, is connected to its discourse
visibility: the more salient an individual variable, the more likely it is
for it to be a possible anchor of a pronoun in subsequent discourse. We
suggest that among the universal hierarchies the ranking of members
of Cf is sensitive to is the hierarchy in (107):

(107) discourse referent > thematic argument

Given that discourse referents occur in UK , as well as in CONK ,
whereas thematic arguments only occur in CONK , it seems natural
to assume that discourse referents are inherently more salient than
thematic arguments.

The low discourse saliency of singular INs is due to their connec-
tion with uninstantiated thematic arguments and the relatively low
discourse salience of the latter. Given these assumptions, the treatment
of incorporation as Unification makes the following prediction:

• Low saliency
In minimal pairs involving an incorporated and an unincorporated
nominal, the incorporated nominal will be less salient than its non-
incorporated counterpart.

Within the category of thematic arguments, we can further distinguish
between restricted and unrestricted thematic arguments, as in (108),
given the intuitive notion that increase in information concerning a
discourse entity correlates with increased salience:

(108) restricted thematic argument > unrestricted thematic argument
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Accordingly, unrestricted implicit arguments such as the Agent in
‘agentless passives’ will be less discourse salient than both incorpo-
rated INs and full-fledged arguments.

While the hierarchies above are universal, languages may differ both
with respect to the weight a particular hierarchy is given, and with
respect to the linguistic phenomena that are related to them. Just as
in Turkish, scrambling does not have a significant effect on discourse
saliency, while in English and German it does, the ordering of the el-
ements in Cf across languages may be more or less sensitive to the
hierarchies in (108) and (107). In languages which are not sensitive
to them, the difference in discourse salience between singular INs and
unincorporated nominals will have no effect. West Greenlandic could
be a language that is not sensitive to the distinction in saliency be-
tween incorporated and non-incorporated nominals. In languages that
are sensitive to the hierarchy in (107), thematic arguments will be less
visible in the discourse than discourse referents. Hungarian is an ex-
ample of such a language. There is a categorical predication we make,
albeit a negative one: in no language will incorporated nominals be
more salient than their unincorporated sisters. The proposals made
here account for the general tendency of incorporated nominals to be
relatively less salient in discourse, leaving open, however, the possibility
that in some languages this difference is not manifested.

A line of investigation worth pursuing in future work involves the
connection between the approach to incorporation outlined in this chap-
ter and the well-known fact that cross-linguistically, languages show a
preference for Theme/DO incorporation. This typological preference is
manifested by the fact that there are languages that allow only Theme
(or DO) incorporation (such as West Greenlandic for instance), but
there is no language which allows incorporation of Agents (or sub-
jects), but which excludes the incorporation of DOs. A promising di-
rection in which to look for an account of this typological preference
is the type of OT-based harmonic alignment approach developed for
Differential Object Marking in Aissen (to appear). We sketch here such
an account of the generalization that DO incorporation is less marked,
cross-linguistically, than the incorporation of other arguments. We will
make the simplifying assumption that DOs and Themes are connected
and will refer to thematic roles only. The gist of the account is that the
thematic argument hierarchy and the hierarchy placing discourse refer-
ents above thematic arguments are aligned. This yields the markedness
hierarchy in (109), according to which expressions involving an unin-
stantiated Agent argument are more marked than those involving an
uninstantiated Experiencer argument while those involving an unin-
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stantiated Theme are least marked:

(109) Uninst. Agent > Uninst. Experiencer > Uninst. Theme

In an OT analysis based on Aissen’s work, this markedness hierarchy
manifests itself as a universally ordered series of constraints. We sketch
the account here without going into its full details. First, we assume
that the preference for instantiated arguments is captured by positing
a set of constraints of the form *X[-Inst] penalizing an uninstantiated
argument bearing the thematic role X. Given the markedness hierarchy
in (109), these constraints will be ranked as in (110):33

(110) *Agent[-Inst] > *Experiencer[-Inst] > *Theme[-Inst]

Let us now assume that the existence of incorporated constructions is
due to the existence of a *Struc constraint penalizing extra structure.
Now whether a language allows incorporation or not, and if it does,
what thematic role constraints it imposes on incorporation depends
on where *Struc is ordered relative to the constraints in (110). Given
the ordering in (110), however, it is not possible to have it placed in
such a way as to rule in incorporated Agents but rule out incorporated
Themes.

The outline of the analysis we gave here is enough, we hope, to
establish that it is worth pursuing and we hope that future work will
do that. In the next section we turn to issues concerning the interaction
of incorporation and morpho-syntax.

3.6 Morpho-syntax
So far we have seen how our account captures the fact that incorporated
nominals must be number neutral when morphologically singular, have
existential interpretations, be scopally inert, be barred from occurring
as subjects of i-level predicates, have reduced discourse salience and
possibly reduced discourse visibility as well. We have also seen that
our proposal accounts for the significant overlap between interpretive
properties of incorporated nominals and free implicit arguments. We
consider now the morpho-syntactic implications of our analysis and
some analytical decisions it leads us to.

As noted already, the account of incorporation we suggested here,
which links incorporation to Unification, predicts that only those nom-
inals contributing predicative conditions may incorporate:

• Deficient nominals

33A separate issue that is outside the scope of our discussion is the interaction of
passive constructions with this hierarchy.
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A nominal with a discourse referent introducing D may not incorpo-
rate.

In a structure of the form in (111),

(111) [α [DP D [NP ]] [V ...]]

where D introduces a discourse referent, the reduction of the node α
cannot be accompanied by Unification because by the time we get to it,
the contribution of the DP reduces to a discourse referent, and therefore
it is not of the appropriate type for Unification to apply.

Recall now that we assume here that the canonical role of articles
and other morphemes that occur under D is to introduce a discourse
referent, and to further place constraints on its interpretation. For lan-
guages that use articles, then, whether a nominal introduces a discourse
referent or not is canonically encoded by properties of its D node. A
common situation is for nominals that do not introduce a discourse
referent to be bare, i.e., not to involve a D.

Note also that since Unification and Instantiation are processes that
accompany the reduction of a syntactic node, particular syntactic con-
figurations may be constrained as to whether their reduction involves
one or the other of these processes. A common situation across lan-
guages is to have ordinary argument positions restricted to composi-
tion via Instantiation, and reserve special positions adjacent to the verb
for composition via Unification. Putting these two situations together,
we expect to find languages where only bare nominals may incorpo-
rate (presence of D being connected to the introduction of a discourse
referent) and have such nominals restricted to occur in a special, ’incor-
porated’ syntactic position adjacent to the verb. Under the assumption
that the reduction of nodes dominating such positions has to be ac-
companied by Unification, and that the reduction of nodes dominating
ordinary argument positions has to be accompanied by Instantiation,
we predict that bare nominals and full DPs will have complementary
distribution in such languages, the former restricted to ’incorporated’
positions, the latter to full argument position. Thus, the fact that the
special position in which ’pseudo-incorporated’ nominals occur in Ni-
uean, discussed in Massam (2001), is restricted to morphologically sin-
gular NPs follows from the fact that the D node in this language, which
bears marking for the plural too, necessarily introduces a discourse ref-
erent which instantiates the thematic argument of the nominal at the
time the DP node is reduced.

In our account, the morpho-syntactic properties of a nominal deter-
mine its contribution to semantic interpretation. Syntactic nodes, and
therefore syntactic configurations, may encode restrictions concerning
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mode of composition. The interaction of the two is responsible for dis-
tributional constraints on different types of nominals. If bare nominals
may only introduce a predicative condition, their occurrence will be
restricted to syntactic configurations that can or must be reduced by
Unification. If argumental full-fledged DPs must introduce a discourse
referent, their occurrence will be restricted to configurations that can
or must be reduced by Instantiation.

We expect there may be cross-linguistic variation concerning the
complexity of the incorporated position: it may be restricted to N0 or
allow phrasal NP-level constituents, but full DPs will be barred from
incorporated positions in many languages. The former situation obtains
in languages that involve incorporation in Baker’s technical sense while
the latter is found in languages that involve ’pseudo-incorporation’ in
Massam’s sense.

The assumptions we make close certain analytical options while
opening others. An option that is closed to us is to treat ordinary
narrow scope indefinites in English as incorporated. Such DPs involve
an indefinite article and occur in ordinary argument position. If we
were to follow van Geenhoven’s (1998) proposals, and treat them as
(semantically) incorporated, we would have to claim that the indefinite
article of argumental DPs may or may not introduce a discourse ref-
erent, and that nodes dominating ordinary argument positions may be
reduced by Unification as well as by Instantiation. Besides introducing
an ambiguity in the indefinite article, this line of analysis would render
the absence of bare singulars in ordinary argument position in English
mysterious. Note that our analysis provides empirical evidence against
a semantic incorporation treatment of narrow scope indefinites in lan-
guages like English: the fact that these nominals are no more number
neutral than their wide scope counterparts strongly suggests that they
are not incorporated.34

Our analysis does not rule out the possibility Of a language that al-
lows nominals in argument position to combine with their predicate by
Unification, and therefore we are not constrained to treat as incorpo-
rated only nominals that occur in a special syntactic position. Nor do
we rule out the existence of a special D signaling that no discourse refer-
ent is being introduced. A language having both these properties would
allow DPs with this special D in argument position, and these would
count as being incorporated in our sense. Such DPs will be predicted
to be number neutral, scopally inert, should not occur as subjects of i-

34The only English nominals that are candidates for incorporation in our sense
are the bare singulars occurring as objects of prepositions in PPs such as by train,
to market etc.
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level predicates and should be low on the saliency scale. This profile fits
exactly Maori he nominals, discussed in detail in Chung and Ladusaw
(2003) and exemplified in (112).

(112) He tuna no roto I nga awa a
A eel T.of inside do the.Pl river and
’There were eels in the rivers, and’
he man no rung I nga maunga
A bird T.of top do the.Pl mountain in the ranges
’birds in the ranges’

According to Chung and Ladusaw, the special D he specifies what mode
of combination is required. For us, he signals the absence of a discourse
referent, which in turn renders Unification the only possible mode of
combination. He nominals in Maori therefore count as incorporated in
our sense of the term. We come back to the different ways in which the-
oretical assumptions carve up the empirical domain in our comparison
of frameworks in Chapter 5.

3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we defended the view that uninstantiated thematic ar-
guments may occur in final drss, using data concerning implicit ar-
guments as justification. We proposed an explicit interpretation mech-
anism for such arguments. This completed the preliminary work we
needed to turn to our analysis of incorporation. Once thematic argu-
ments are made visible in the drs, one can define a new mode of con-
necting an argument and a predicate, called Unification. Unification
may apply only in case the nominal contributes a predicative condition
involving a thematic argument, not a discourse referent. Unification
identifies this thematic referent with the relevant thematic argument
of the verb, building a complex verb. Our main claim concerning incor-
poration is that incorporated nominals are argumental, and yet do not
contribute a discourse referent. As a result, they combine with their
predicate by Unification, resulting in a restricted uninstantiated the-
matic argument. We examined a series of predictions this view makes
concerning the semantic properties of incorporated nominals and non-
anaphoric implicit arguments as well as matters regarding the mor-
phosyntax of incorporation.

We have advanced here the core of our proposal concerning incor-
poration and have shown that it captures a significant array of cross-
linguistic properties of incorporated nominals discussed in the litera-
ture. In the next two chapters we look in detail at incorporation in
Hungarian, starting with singular INs (Chapter 3) and continuing with
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bare plural nominals, whether incorporated or not (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 4 

A typology of negative indefinites 

 

 

 

0. Summary of chapter 

 

Negation and negative indefinites raise problems for the principle of compositionality 

of meaning, because we find both double and single negation readings in natural 

language. De Swart and Sag (2002) solve the compositionality problem by means of a 

polyadic quantifier framework that allows a sequence of negative quantifiers to be 

interpreted in terms of iteration (double negation) or resumption (negative concord). 

This  analysis works well for French because this language has sentences that 

combine two negative expressions which vary between a single and a double negation 

reading. However, in most other languages there is a strong bias towards either the 

double negation or the negative concord reading. Therefore, this chapter extends the 

earlier analysis with a typology of negation and negative indefinites using bi-

directional optimality theory (OT). The constraints defined are universal, but their 

ranking varies from one language to the next. In negative concord languages, the 

functional motivation that favors marking of ‘negative variables’ will win. Double 

negation languages value first-order iteration. Languages that display ambiguities can 

have an overlapping range of constraints. The bi-directional set-up is essential, for 

syntactic and semantic variation go hand in hand.  

 

 

1. Introduction and overview 

 

As we saw in Chapter 3, languages generally have ways to express negation, i.e. 

something that corresponds to the first-order logic connective ¬¬¬¬. In English this 

would be not. We also know that many languages have nominal expressions negating 

the existence of individuals having a certain property, i.e. something that corresponds 

to ¬∃x. In English, this would be nobody, nothing. If we assume that knowledge of 

first-order logic is part of human cognition, it would follow that negation and negative 
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quantifiers behave alike across languages. However, empirical research by typologists 

and theoretical linguists has clearly demonstrated that this is not the case. A key 

insight is that languages make use of the same underlying mechanisms but exploit the 

relation between form and meaning in different ways. Optimality theory (OT) is able 

to capture this generalization because it assumes that constraints vary in strength 

across languages. Given that the syntax and semantics are tightly connected, I adopt a 

bi-directional version of Optimality Theory. The  bi-directional grammar calculates 

the optimal form for a given meaning, and the optimal meaning for a given form on 

the basis of a ranking of violable constraints that affect form, meaning, or both. 

Constraints are universal but the ranking of constraints is language specific. This 

accounts for typological variation.  

 Chapter 2 looked at the marker of sentential negation as the expression of 

propositional negation. In this chapter we investigate negative indefinites. Section 2 

shows how negation can be attracted to other expressions in the sentence, particularly 

indefinites in argument or adjunct position. Section 3 extends the discussion to 

multiple indefinites under negation. Some languages multiply negative indefinites in 

argument or adjunct position, but still express a single negation. Section 4 discusses 

how the polyadic quantifier analysis developed by de Swart and Sag (2002) solves the 

compositionality problem by analyzing double negation in terms of iteration, and 

negative concord in terms of the resumption of a sequence of negative expressions. 

Section 5 uses these insights to develop a typology of double negation and negative 

concord languages in bi-directional OT. Section 6 discusses the implications of the bi-

directional grammar for typology and language change. Section 7 concludes. 

 

2. Negative attraction 

 

In Chapter 3, we focused on the marker of sentential negation as the expression of 

propositional negation (¬p in first-order logic). From a linguistic point of view, 

interesting issues arise in the expression and interpretation of clausal negation in 

sentences involving indefinites. Here we will look at the expression of negation in 

sentences containing a single indefinite (¬∃x in first-order logic). From Section 3 

onwards we will look at the expression of multiple indefinites under negation 

(¬∃x1∃x2…∃xn in first-order logic).  
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As we established in Chapter 3, all natural languages have a marker of 

sentential negation. This marker need not be an independent word, it can cliticize onto 

the verb (as the French ne) or even be incorporated into the verb. Mazzon (2004: 29) 

reports that Old English had many verbs in which negation (ne) was incorporated, for 

example, forms of wesan (‘to be’) (nis/nys beside is, nere beside wære, etc.), and all 

the forms of nillan (beside willan > will), nabban (from habban > have), nagan (from 

agan) and nytan beside witan. Most of these forms disappear later in the language’s 

development. Borsley and Jones (2005: 49) report distinct negative forms with initial 

d/t for a number of common verbs in modern colloquial Welsh, and provide pairs of 

sentences like the following: 

 

(1) a. Oedd   Sioned yn   gweithio.  [Welsh] 

  be.IMPF.3SG Sioned PROG   work 

  ‘Sioned was working.’ 

 b. Doedd     Sioned ddim yn gweithio.  [Welsh] 

  SN.be.IMPF.3sg Sioned SN     PROG  work 

  ‘Sioned was not working.’ 

 

The incorporation of negation does not only occur in verbs, it is also seen in indefinite 

pronouns and conjunctions. In English never is built out of the incorporation of ne 

into ever. Related forms are nobody, nothing, nowhere, neither..nor which all contain 

an  incorporated ne. Similarly, Dutch has the pairs iemand - niemand (‘somebody’-

‘nobody’), ergens-nergens (‘somewhere’-‘nowhere’) and the negative conjunction 

noch (‘neither’). Italian has nessuno (‘nobody’) and niente (‘nothing’), Spanish has 

nadie (‘nobody’) and nada (‘nothing’), Catalan has ningú (‘nobody’), French has 

ni..ni (‘neither...nor’), etc. Morphological incorporation of negation, also known as 

‘Neg-incorporation’, is a widespread phenomenon, but it is not universal. Suppletive 

forms like French pas ‘not’,  jamais ‘never’, rien ‘nothing’, Italian mai ‘never’ and 

Catalan res ‘nothing’ indicate that Neg-incorporation is not a prerequisite for the 

construction of forms that bear negative import. This book focuses on negative 

indefinites, and leaves negative conjunctions aside. See Horn (1989: 256-258), de 

Swart (2001b), Szabolcsi and Haddican (2004) and Doetjes (2005) for the semantics 

of negative conjunctions. 
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 In the literature, several terms are used to refer to the set of pronouns we are 

concerned with: negative indefinites, negative quantifiers, n-words. I use the general 

term ‘negative indefinites’ to cover expressions like  nothing, niets, nada, rien, etc. In 

Section 4 below, the technical term ‘Neg-expression’ is introduced. The criteria that 

restrict the term ‘n-word’ to negative indefinites that participate in negative concord 

(nada, rien, etc.) are discussed in Section 3. The term ‘negative quantifier’ can then 

be used for negative indefinites that do not participate in negative concord, but lead to 

double negation if used in a sequence (nothing, niets, etc.). 

Neg-incorporation is an interesting morphological process, but I mostly want 

to focus on the syntax-semantics interface here. The forms never, niemand, nessuno, 

rien, res, mai, etc all involve an indefinite meaning in the scope of negation. 

Depending on the kind of analysis one adopts, they either contribute the meaning ¬∃ 

in first-order logical terms and qualify as negative quantifiers, or they contribute the 

meaning ∃, but ‘agree’ in some sense with a negative element that scopes over the 

expression.
1
 Different expressions in a series (nobody, nothing, nowhere, never) 

impose restrictions on the ontological domain that the variable x bound by the 

quantifier may belong to (x has to be human or inanimate, or a place or a time, etc). 

However, they share the same quantificational core. Before we enter the discussion on 

double negation and negative concord, it is important to address the issue of how 

languages express the combination of negation plus a single indefinite (i.e. ¬ and ∃). 

In such cases, does a language use negative indefinites (i.e. negative quantifiers or n-

words), or a combination of sentential negation and an indefinite (a regular indefinite 

or a negative polarity item)? Jespersen indicates that natural language has a strong 

tendency “to attract the negative notion to any word that can easily be made negative” 

(Jespersen 1917: 56). Following Mazzon (2004), I call this tendency Negative 

Attraction. Not all languages are equally susceptible to negative attraction, moreover, 

negative attraction may conflict with other constraints governing the realization of 

                                                 
1
 It is hard to be more precise at this point, for most of the claims about the meaning of expressions like 

nodoby, nessuno, rien, etc. are strongly theory dependent. N-words such as niente, rien denote negative 

indefinites in de Swart & Sag’s (2002) system elaborated later in this chapter, but not in approaches 

that closely identify negative concord to negative polarity (Ladusaw 1992, van der Wouden 1997, 

Giannakidou 1998, 2000, Zeijlstra 2004). Cf Chapter 1 (Section 4) for further discussion. In this 

section, I will mostly restrict myself to examples in which the n-word/negative indefinite is the only 

expression in which we can locate the negative force. This should be a case on which the different 

analyses converge, at least in descriptive terms. A full discussion of negative concord has to wait until 

section 5. The interaction of negative indefinites with the marker of sentential negation is postponed 

until chapter 5. 
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negation in the sentence. Therefore, the tendency can be captured by means of  a 

violable constraint that can be ranked with respect to others and that can be ranked 

according to the different languages. I adopt the following formulation of the 

constraint NegAttract:
2 

 

 

♦ NegAttract  

 Realize (clausal) negation on an indefinite in argument or adjunct position 

 

Jespersen observes that Negative Attraction may be in conflict with a tendency for the 

negation to be realized pre-verbally, as illustrated by the examples in (2) and (3): 

 

(2) a. Nobody laughed. 

 b. *Anybody didn’t laugh. 

 

(3) a. We didn’t meet anybody  colloquial English 

 b. We met nobody    literary English 

 

The pattern shown in (2) is by no means restricted to English. Section 3 discusses 

examples from several Romance languages and Greek. The grammaticality contrast in 

(2) has to do with the preverbal subject position, for the indefinite in post-verbal 

object position (3) allows two options. Jespersen (1917: 56) qualifies (3a) as 

colloquial, and (3b) as more literary English. Crucially, we consider nobody in (3b) to 

possess clausal scope, not constituent scope, so it should have the same meaning as 

(3a). Alternatively, it is possible to distinguish nuances of meaning between the two 

sentences based on the idea that negative force is stronger if the negator comes later in 

the linear order (Mazzon 2004: 97) as a result of the FocusLast positioning (see 

Chapter 3, Section 4). According to Quirk et al. (1985: 1033), sentences of type (3b) 

should indicate a stronger ‘negativity’ than (3a) because of this reason. If the 

difference in meaning is substantial enough, we should treat the two candidates as 

                                                 
2
 This formulation is narrower than the one found in Jespersen. Jespersen also talks about constructions 

in which negation is attracted to adjectives (unhappy versus not happy). The syntactic and semantic 

properties of affixal negation and negative indefinites are not the same, and my proposal focuses on 

argument structure, not on morphological operations. This motivates my narrower definition, but of 

course, one could adapt it to other needs. Compare Horn (1989: 273 sqq.) for extensive discussion of 

affixal negation. See also Chapter 1 (Section 1) and Chapter 6 (Section 1) for remarks on the relation 

between affixal negation, sentential negation and negative indefinites.  
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optimal outcomes, but for different inputs. This would imply a more discerning 

semantic representation than the logical representation ¬∃. I will not use the claim 

about the ‘stronger’ negativity of (2b) in my analysis, so in this section, I treat the two 

candidates as competing for the same input.  

In Chapter 3, we established that modern English has a high ranking of 

NegFirst, albeit in a modified form. The English word not follows the finite verb 

when it is an auxiliary, but negation is required to precede the lexical verb. Do-

support as in (2a) can be used to satisfy this requirement. The definition of NegFirst 

(lv) is taken from Chapter 3:  

 

♦ NegFirst (lexical verb) 

 Negation precedes the lexical verb. 

 

NegAttract and NegFirst are constraints that involve the realization of propositional 

negation in the syntax. A further relevant constraint is *Neg, which has been defined 

as follows (cf. Chapter 3): 

 

♦ *Neg  

 Avoid negation in the output. 

 

*Neg avoids unnecessary proliferation of negative forms in the OT syntax. As usual, 

the markedness constraint *Neg is ranked below the faithfulness constraint FNeg, 

repeated here from Chapter 3. 

 

♦ FNeg  

 Be faithful to negation, i.e. reflect the non-affirmative nature of the input in 

the output. 

 

The universal ranking FNeg >> *Neg implies that negative sentences always incur at 

least one violation of *Neg. If we consider the two candidates that comprise the 

candidate set for indefinite subjects in modern English, as shown in Tableau 1, we 

observe that a negative indefinite in subject position satisfies NegFirst as well as 

NegAttract: 
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Tableau 1: Negative subjects (modern English) 

 

Meaning           

¬∃x Came(x) 

Form FNeg *Neg NegFirst (lv) NegAttr 

 Somebody came    *     *    * 

              � Nobody came     *          

             Anybody didn’t come     *        * 

 Nobody didn’t come    **   

 

As the violation patterns in Tableau 1 illustrate, a negative indefinite like nobody 

counts as a negative form, i.e. it satisfies NegAttract, and it violates *Neg. A negative 

polarity item such as anybody does not count as a negative form, i.e. it does not satisfy 

NegAttract, and it does not violate *Neg. English does not combine nobody with not, 

because this candidate incurs an extra violation of *Neg. This shows that *Neg 

functions as an economy constraint which blocks the unnecessary proliferation of 

negation. In Chapter 5, we will see that many languages favor the combination of 

negative indefinites and the marker of sentential negation under the influence of 

special faithfulness constraints rising above *Neg. However, English is not such a 

language. We cannot decide the ranking between the three constraints from this 

example, because the optimal outcome satisfies both NegFirst and NegAttract. 

The conflict between NegFirst (lv) and NegAttract in examples involving 

post-verbal indefinites such as (3a) and (b) is shown in Tableaux 2 and 3. 

 

Tableau 2: Pre-verbal negation with post-verbal indefinites (colloquial/modern 

English) 

 

Meaning       

¬∃x Meet(we,x) 

Form FNeg *Neg NegFrst (lv) NegAttr 

 We met somebody   *     *    * 

 We met nobody     *    *  

                      � We didn’t meet anybody     *         * 

 We didn’t meet nobody     **   
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Tableau 3: Negative attraction with post-verbal indefinites (literary/archaic English) 

 

Meaning       

¬∃x Meet(we,x) 

Form FNeg *Neg NegAttr NegFirst  

 We met somebody   *     *      * 

                     � We met nobody     *      * 

             We didn’t meet anybody     *     *  

 We didn’t meet nobody    **   

 

As a result of the high ranking of NegFirst (lv) seen in Tableau 2, anybody comes out 

as the optimal expression of an indefinite under negation. In Tableau 3, nobody is the 

optimal form, because of the high ranking of NegAttract. In both tableaux, the 

combination of not and nobody is ruled out as suboptimal, because this candidate 

incurs an extra, unmotivated violation of *Neg.  

In the varieties of middle English spoken between 1500 and 1700, negation 

occurred in a position following the lexical verb as well as the auxiliary (cf. Mazzon 

2004). In Section 5 of Chapter 3, we discussed the alternation between ‘I love you 

not’ and ‘I do not love you’ in Shakespearian English to illustrate the low ranking of 

NegFirst in this variety of English. What Jespersen describes as literary English might 

very well be a remnant from this period. In the grammar of literary English, we find a 

low ranking of NegFirst and a high ranking of NegAttract. The rise of NegFirst (lv) in 

standard modern English contrasts with this earlier stage of the grammar. 

Accordingly, we can describe the two sentences in (3) as optimal outputs under two 

different grammars of English, reflecting two different registers or varieties of the 

language. 

The two varieties of English illustrated in Tableaux 2 and 3 support the view 

that NegAttract is a violable constraint, whose force varies from one gramnar to the 

next. Haspelmath (1997: 206) discusses the conflict between NegFirst and NegAttract 

for Baghdad Arabic.  

 

(4) a. Saalim ma raħ  i-šuf-ni     hnak.   [Baghdad Arabic] 

  Salim   SN FUT he-see-me there 

  ‘Salim will not see me there.’ 
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 b. Ma-ħad kisər  il    šibbač. 

  SN-one  broke the window 

  ‘No one broke the window.’ 

 c. Saalim ma šaf  ʔœy-waħid hnak. 

  Salim   SN saw indef-one   there 

  ‘Salim did not see anyone there.’ 

 

The marker of sentential negation occurs in preverbal position in (4a), so NegFirst is a 

highly ranked constraint in Baghdad Arabic. The incorporation of negation into the 

indefinite in subject position in (4b) satisfies both NegFirst and NegAttract. However, 

(4c) shows that the grammar of Baghdad Arabic involves the ranking NegFirst >> 

NegAttract, for the preverbal position of negation is maintained at the expense of 

negative attraction.  

On the other hand, NegAttract is ranked higher than NegFirst in Germanic 

languages such as Dutch and German. 

 

(5) a. Niemand is    gekomen.     [Dutch] 

  Nobody   has come 

  ‘Nobody came.’ 

 b. #Iemand     is   niet gekomen.    *¬∃/�∃¬ 

  Somebody has not  come 

  ‘Somebody didn’t come.’ 

 

(6) a. *Wij hebben  niet iemand      uitgenodigd. 

   We have        SN  somebody  invited 

b. Wij hebben niemand uitgenodigd. 

We  have     nobody  invited 

‘We didn’t invite anybody.’ 

 c. *Wij hebben niet ook maar iemand uitgenodigd. 

   We  have     SN   anyone                  invited. 

 

According to Hoeksema (2000), Neg-Incorporation is obligatory in Dutch, but 

optional in English. We can account for the Dutch data if we adopt the grammar *Neg 
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>> NegAttract  >> NegFirst for this language. (5a), and (6b) then emerge as the 

optimal output along the same lines as presented for literary English above: 

 

Tableau 4 Negative attraction in post-verbal object position (Dutch) 

 

Meaning       

¬∃x Invite(we,x) 

Form FNeg *Neg NegAttr NegFrst  

 Wij hebben iemand uitgenodigd 

we have somebody invited 

  *     *     * 

                      � Wij hebben niemand uitgenodigd 

we have nobody invited 

    *     * 

             Wij hebben niet iemand 

uitgenodigd   

we have SN somebody invited 

    *    *  

 Wij hebben niet ook maar iemand 

uitgenodigd  

we have SN anyone invited 

    *    *  

 Wij hebben niet niemand 

uitgenodigd  

we have SN nobody invited. 

   **   

 

In English, this constraint ranking is adopted in literary, possibly somewhat archaic 

varieties (Tableau 3). In modern, colloquial English, a version of NegFirst has risen 

above *Neg, and influences the optimal outcome (Tableau 2). Dutch shows that there 

is nothing inherently literary about this constraint setting: negative incorporation in 

preverbal as well as post-verbal position is used in all varieties of the language 

(Tableau 4). The suboptimal status of the candidate niet ook maar iemand shows that 

the replacement of a regular indefinite with the negative polarity item ook maar 

iemand does not have any effect on the ranking in Dutch. Sometimes, it is assumed 

that the adjacency of niet and iemand makes negative incorporation obligatory in 

Dutch (cf. Haeseryn et al. 1997). Although intervening material may help to elicit 

examples with regular indefinites (cf. de Swart 2000), we see in Tableau 5 that this is 

not always sufficient, because of the high ranking of NegAttract in Dutch. Note that 

the combination of a marker of sentential negation and a negative indefinite as in niet 

niemand is ruled out in Tableau 4 by the economy constraint *Neg. The suboptimal 
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status of this candidate in Dutch is similar to the status of not nobody in English 

(Tableaux 2 and 3).  

In Chapter 3, we have already seen that NegFirst is a family of constraints, 

rather than a single constraint. The interaction of NegFirst and NegAttract implies that 

different versions of NegFirst also have consequences for the use and position of 

negative indefinites. In Chapter 8 (Section 3.1), we will discuss some Swedish data 

from Sells (2000, 2001), which show complex patterns in the distribution of negative 

indefinites. We will argue that they arise from the interaction of NegAttract with a 

special version of NegFirst. Sells’ observations suggest that NegFirst needs to be 

embedded in a more sophisticated syntactic theory than we develop in this book, but a 

tentative account is developed.  

In sum, there are two ways to express negation taking scope over a clause that 

involves a negative indefinite in argument position or an adjunct. Languages can 

combine a marker of sentential negation with an indefinite (a regular indefinite or a 

negative polarity item), or use a negative indefinite (a negative quantifier or an n-

word). In languages that use negative indefinites, the interaction of the constraint 

NegAttract with other constraints governing the expression and interpretation of 

negation becomes relevant. In particular, what we are interested in is the embedding 

of multiple indefinites under negation. It is clear that this can only give rise to 

negative concord in languages that have a high ranking of NegAttract: without a high 

ranking of NegAttract, no negative indefinites. However, not all languages that rank 

NegAttract highly in their grammar are negative concord languages.  Dutch and 

German are examples. With multiple indefinites, a more complex situation arises 

which requires the introduction of new constraints. We will first provide an empirical 

classification (Section 3), and a theoretical account of negative concord (Section 4), 

before we formalize our findings in bi-directional OT (Section 5). 

 

 

3. Multiple indefinites under negation: an empirical classification 

  

Haspelmath (1997: 193-4) and Corblin and Tovena (2003) describe how natural 

languages express the meaning ¬∃x1∃x2…∃xn. We roughly follow their classification, 

and distinguish three main cases: indefinites, negative polarity items, and n-words.  
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3.1 Indefinites under negation 

 

The simplest possible forms (Case 1) that express the meaning ¬∃x1∃x2..∃xn involve a 

marker of sentential negation or a negative indefinite with n/n-1 indefinites in its 

scope.
3
 

 

(7) Keiner  hat etwas         gesagt.   [German] 

 No one has something said 

 ‘Nobody said anything.’  

 

(8) Niemand heeft iets            gezien.   [Dutch] 

Nobody   has   something seen.  

‘Nobody saw anything.’ 

 

(9) Bir şey  duy-ma-dı-m.    [Turkish] 

Something hear-SN-PAST-1SG 

‘I didn’t hear anything.’ 

 

So what seems to be the simplest possible formal combination from a (first-order) 

logical point of view is actually realized in several natural languages. However, not all 

languages allow this straightforward expression of indefinites under negation.  

 

3.2 Negative polarity items 

 

The simplest possible forms (as in case 1) are blocked, because indefinites are 

positive polarity items (PPIs) that cannot be placed in negative contexts. In case 2, 

negative polarity items (NPIs) are used to express existential quantification in the 

scope of negation.  

 

(10) a. #I did not buy something.    [English] 

b. I did not buy anything. 

                                                 
3 The Turkish example in (9) is from Haspelmath (1997: 193). 
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(11) a. #Nobody saw something. 

b. Nobody saw anything. 

c. Nobody said anything to anyone. 

 

Negative polarity items occur in a wider range of contexts than just negation (Chapter 

1, Section 3). 

 

(12) a. If you saw anything, please tell the police. 

b. Did anyone notice anything unusual? 

c. Few people wrote down anything. 

 

The examples in (12) illustrate that NPIs such as anything do not inherently carry a 

negative meaning. Rather they correspond with existential quantifiers with some 

additional meaning component (characterized as ‘widening’ of a set of alternatives by 

Kadmon and Landman 1993, as indicating the bottom of a scale by Fauconnier 1975, 

1979, Krifka 1995, Israel 1996, de Swart 1998, or as sensitive to scalar implicatures 

by Chierchia 2001). 

Haspelmath (1997: 193, 215) provides the following examples of negative 

polarity items from Basque and Swedish: 

 

(13) Ez dut             inor    ikusi.    [Basque] 

SN I:have:him anybody seen 

‘I haven’t seen anybody.’ 

 

(14) Ja har  inte sett   någon.    [Swedish] 

 I  have SN   seen anybody 

 ‘I have not seen anybody.’ 

 

Negative polarity items occur in a wide range of languages. Sometimes, the polarity 

item is the only way to express an existential meaning under negation. This seems to 

be the case in English, in contexts like (10) and (11). A tentative account of these 

NPIs is offered in Chapter 8 (Section 3.3). 
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3.3 N-words 

 

The simplest forms as shown in case 1 are blocked, because indefinite pronouns are 

PPIs. In case 3, existential quantification in the scope of negation is expressed by 

means of ‘n-words’. N-words behave as negative quantifiers in isolation (15a, b), or in 

sentences in which they are the only expression of negation (16a, b), but express a 

single negative statement in combination with sentential negation (17a, b) or other n-

words (18a,b,c,d).
 4

  

 

(15) a. A:¿Qué viste?  B: Nada.  [Spanish] 

  A: What did you see? B: Nothing. 

 b. A: Quants en vas veure? B: Cap. [Catalan] 

  A: Now many did you see? B: None. 

 

(16) a. Nessuno mangia.    [Italian] 

  ‘Nobody ate.’ 

 b. J’ai     rien       vu.    [colloquial French] 

  I have nothing seen. 

  ‘I haven’t seen anything.’ 

 

 

(17) a. No vi   ninguno.    [Spanish] 

  SN  saw.1SG none  

‘I didn’t see any.’ 

 b. No en      vaig veure cap.   [Catalan] 

  SN  PART saw.1SG     none  

‘I didn’t see any.’ 

 

 

                                                 
4 The Catalan data in (15b), (17b), and the Spanish examples in (15a, 17a) are from Vallduví (1994). 

The Spanish example in (18a), as well as the Italian, and Piedmontese data in (16) and (18) are from 

Zanuttini (1991). I gloss French ne, West Flemish en and Afrikaans nie as markers of sentential 

negation (SN). Obviously, there are important syntactic and semantic differences between these 

markers, and they will be addressed in Chapter 5.  
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(18) a. Nadie    ha   dicho nada.   [Spanish] 

  Nobody has said    nothing   

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 b. Nessuno ha   detto niente.   [Italian] 

  Nobody  has said   nothing  

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 c. Gnun a  l’ha dit    gnente.   [Piedmontese] 

  Nobody has  said  nothing 

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 d. Personne n’a      rien       dit    à personne [written French] 

  nobody    SN has nothing said to nobody 

  ‘Nobody said anything to anyone.’ 

 

Negative concord is widespread in the family of Romance languages (17, 18), but it 

also occurs in certain Germanic languages (19), in Slavic, Greek, and many other 

languages, as we will see in examples to be discussed below.
5
 

 

(19) a. dat  Valère niemand kent.   [West Flemish] 

  that Valère nobody   knows 

  ‘that Valère doesn’t know anybody.’ 

b. K’(en)-een   niets      nie gezien.    

  I (SN)   have nothing SN seen 

  ‘I haven’t seen anything.’ 

 c. K’(en)-een   an niemand niets      gezeid.  

  I SN      have to  nobody  nothing said 

  ‘I didn’t say anything to anyone.’ 

 d. und keinen andern nichd leihden wil.  [Bavarian] 

  and no        other    SN     tolerate wants 

  ‘and does not want to tolerate another’ 

 e. Hij het nooit  sy  broer    vergeven nie. [Afrikaans] 

  He has never his brother forgiven  SN 

  ‘He has never forgiven his brother.’ 

                                                 
5
 The West Flemish data are from Haegeman and Zanuttini (1996). They also quote the Bavarian data 

(from Bayer 1990). The Afrikaans example is from Kate van Gass (p.c.).  
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N-words differ from negative polarity items in three ways (Ladusaw 1992, Vallduví 

1994, Bernini and Ramat 1996, Haspelmath 1997, Chapter 1, Sections 3 and 4). First, 

they behave as negative quantifiers in isolation (15a,b), whereas negative polarity 

items behave as indefinites, and contribute an existential quantifier ∃ rather than a 

negative existential quantifier ¬∃ (cf. 12). NPIs like anything do not mean ‘nothing’ 

as the elliptical answer to a question (20a) and do not occur in subject position (21a 

below), because they must be licensed by an operator with the right semantic 

properties (downward entailing or non-veridical, cf. Fauconnier 1975, 1979, Ladusaw 

1979, Zwarts 1986, Van der Wouden 1997, Giannakidou 1997, 1998, etc.):
6
  

 

(20) a. What did you see?  Nothing.  

      *Anything. 

 b. Qu’est-ce que tu as vu? Rien.    [French] 

  What did you see?  Nothing 

      *Quoi que ce soit. 

       What that it is-SUBJ 

 c. A quién viste?   A  nadie.   [Spanish] 

  Who did you see?  nobody. 

      *A un alma. 

      a  soul 

 d. Qui has vist?   Ningú.    [Catalan] 

  Who did you see?  Nobody. 

  Que queda sucre?  *Gaire. 

  Is there any sugar left? Much. 

 e. Pjon ihes?   KANENAN   [Greek] 

  Who did you see?  Nobody 

*kanenan 

      Anybody 

 f. Kto przyszedł?  Nikt.    [Polish] 

  who came?   Nobody. 

                                                 
6 The Spanish example in (20c) is from Herburger (2001). The Catalan example in (20d) is from 

Vallduví (1994). The Greek example in (20e) is from Giannakidou (1997). The Polish and Turkish 

examples in (20f, g) are from Haspelmath (1997: 195). This observation holds modulo the observations 

about inverse scope made by de Swart (1998b). 
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 g. Ne duy-du-n?   *Bir şey.   [Turkish] 

  What did you hear?  Anything 

 

The contrast between negative quantifiers and negative polarity items in isolation, 

illustrated for English in (20a), can be repeated for negative concord languages like 

French (20b), Spanish (20c), Catalan (20d), and Greek (20e). The data in (20) show 

that n-words like rien, nadie, ningú, KANENAN, nikt mean ‘nothing’ as the elliptical 

answer to a question. The NPIs quoi que ce soit, un alma, gaire, kanenan and bir şey  

are not felicitous in elliptical contexts, because they are missing a licensor. We 

conclude that negative polarity items are not felicitous in isolation, not even in 

negative concord languages. We find similar contrasts in subject position.
7
 

 

(21) a. Nobody has seen anything. 

b. *Anybody has seen nothing. 

 

(22) a. Personne n’a      vu    quoi que ce soit.  [French] 

  Nobody   SN has seen anything 

  ‘Nobody has seen anything.’ 

 b. *Qui que ce soit n’a      rien       vu. 

  Anybody            SN has nothing seen 

 

(23) a.  No funciona  res.      [Catalan] 

  SN  functions nothing 

  ‘Nothing works.’ 

 b.  Res        (no) funciona. 

  Nothing (SN) works 

‘Nothing works.’ 

 c. No funcionen    gaires coses.      

  SN function-3pl many  things 

  ‘There aren’t many things working.’ 

 d. *Gaires coses (no) funcionen. 

  Many things   (SN) work 

                                                 
7
 The Catalan examples in (23) are from Vallduví (1994). The Greek data in (24) are from Giannakidou 

(1997). 
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(24) a. KANENAN dhen idhen.     [Greek] 

  Nobody     SN    saw.1SG 

  ‘I didn’t see anybody.’ 

 b. *Kanenan dhen idhen. 

  Anybody   SN    saw.1SG 

 

The English negative quantifier nothing (21a), and French (22a), Catalan (23a) and 

Greek n-words personne, res and KANENAN are possible in (preverbal) subject 

position, but negative polarity items like anybody, quoi que ce soit, gaire, kanenan 

cannot take this position in any of these languages (21b, 22b, 23d, 24b). The Catalan 

examples in (23) and the Greek examples in (24) support the view that this is not a 

subject/object asymmetry, but involves a c-command relation at the surface level 

between the licensor and the negative polarity item. Clearly, n-words can occur in the 

context of another anti-additive operator, but they do not need a licensor: they are 

‘self-licensing’ in Ladusaw’s terms (1992). As a result, n-words can be used in 

sentences in which no other expression conveys a negative meaning (16a, b), (22a), 

(23b).
8
 This chapter concentrates on n-words, and does not provide an OT analysis of 

the generation and interpretation of NPIs. However, Chapter 8 (Section 3.3) offers 

some speculative remarks about the relationship of the analysis developed here with 

Szabolcsi’s (2004) analysis of the English NPI any. 

Languages that use n-words express what is known as negative concord: a 

sequence of seemingly negative expressions gets a single negation reading. Negative 

concord (NC) raises major questions for semantics, because it seems to violate the 

principle of compositionality of meaning. Many existing proposals try to answer this 

question, e.g. Zanuttini (1991), Ladusaw (1992), Van der Wouden and Zwarts (1997), 

Corblin (1996), Déprez (1997, 2000), Giannakidou (2000), Herburger (2001), de 

Swart and Sag (2002), Corblin et al. (2004), Zeijlstra (2004), and others. Chapter 1 

provides an overview of the main issues and the most important proposed solutions. 

The OT analysis of double negation and negative concord developed in this chapter 

                                                 
8
 Obviously, this criterion is only applicable in languages that do not require the presence of a marker 

of sentential negation in all negative sentences. In such languages (labeled class I or strict negative 

oncord languages in Chapter 5 below), this criterion is not falsified, but cannot be tested. 
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builds on the proposals made by de Swart and Sag (2002), so we will only refer to 

their analysis. 

 

 

4. Double negation and negative concord as instances of polyadic quantification 

 

According to Jespersen (1917: 62) “when logicians insist that ‘two negatives make an 

affirmative’ their rule is not corroborated by actual usage in most languages. But it 

would be wrong to divide languages into some that follow this rule and others that do 

not, for on closer inspection we find that in spite of great differences between 

languages in this respect, there are certain underlying principles that hold good for all 

languages.” The analysis of double negation and negative concord developed in this 

section follows the spirit of Jespersen’s analysis in that we adopt a unified analysis of 

the two phenomena in which double negation and negative concord involve two ways 

of instantiating polyadic quantification. 

An important question raised in the literature concerns the lexical semantics of 

n-words: do they denote existential quantifiers (∃), universal quantifiers that out-scope 

negation (∀), or negative existential quantifiers (¬∃). The quantificational force of n-

words was discussed in Chapter 1. A closely related issue involves the combinatorics: 

how do n-words work together and work with negation in the expression of a single 

negation at the propositional level? The main semantic claims made by de Swart and 

Sag (2002) are that n-words are inherently negative, and that both double negation 

and negative concord involve polyadic quantification. Double negation involves 

iteration of monadic quantifiers (function application), and is first-order definable. 

Negative concord is interpreted in terms of resumption, and builds a polyadic 

quantifier. De Swart and Sag adopt Keenan and Westerståhl’s (1997: 879) definition 

of binary resumption: 

 

• The binary resumption of a type <1,1> quantifier Q is the quantifier Q’ 

defined as follows:  

   Q’E
A,B

 (R) = QE2
A×B

 (R) 
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A type <1,1> quantifier Q is a standard determiner (all, some, no, etc.) establishing a 

relation between two sets, subsets of the universe of discourse E. In a binary 

resumption, the quantifier Q occurs twice, once with A, once with B as its restrictor. 

The resumptive quantifier Q’ ranges over pairs of individuals, with AxB as its 

restrictor, and the two-place relation R as its scope. Let us apply the definition to an 

example like (18b), repeated here as (25), in order to see how it works. 

 

(25) a. Nessuno ha   detto niente.   [Italian] 

  Nobody  has said   nothing  

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 b.  NOE2
HUM × INAN

 (SAY) 

 c. ¬∃x∃y Say(x,y) 

 

In (25), we find two n-words, nessuno and niente. Both contribute the negative 

quantifier NO (Q), which establishes a relation between two sets. Nessuno ranges over 

human beings, and niente over inanimate things, so the restrictor A is HUM and the 

restrictor B is INAN. The two-place relation R is provided by the transitive verb say. In 

the context of (25), the resumptive quantifier Q’ reads as NOE2
HUM × INAN

 (SAY) in (25b),  

requiring no pair of a human and a thing to stand in the ‘say’ relation. The truth 

conditions of the sentence boil down to the first-order formula ¬∃x∃y Say(x,y) in 

(25c), so that there is not an individual x and a thing y such that x says y. We thus 

obtain a world of silence under the negative concord reading.  

 Following Keenan and Westerståhl, we generalize the definition of resumptive 

quantification to a sequence of k monadic quantifiers Q’ binding just one variable 

each, and interpreted on the universe of discourse E, with a one-place predicate A as 

their restrictor, and taking a k-ary relation R as its scope.
9
  

 

• Resumption of a k-ary quantifier. 

Q’E
A1, A2, … Ak

 (R) = QEk 
A1×A2×…Ak

 (R). 

 

                                                 
9 Keenan and Westerståhl’s definition is slightly more complex than ours, because they want to 

generalize to the possibility of resumptive quantification with relational nouns. Given that we restrict 

ourselves to the standard examples with nouns denoting one-place predicates, we maintain the easier 

definition for readability. 
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The resumptive quantifier is a polyadic quantifier binding k variables, interpreted in 

the universe of discourse E
k
, taking the subset A1×A2×…Ak of E

k
 as its restrictor, and 

the k-ary predicate R as its scope. We can apply this generalized definition to an 

example like (18d) repeated here as (26).
10

 

 

(26) a. Personne n’a    rien       dit    à personne. [written French] 

  Nobody SN has nothing said to nobody 

  ‘Nobody said anything to anyone.’ 

 b. NOE3
HUM × INAN ×

 
HUM

(SAY) 

c. ¬∃y∃z R(x,y,z) 

 

The sequence of n-words personne, rien, personne provides a series of quantifiers NO, 

ranging over humans, things, and humans respectively. R is a provided by the three-

place predicate say-to. The resumptive quantifier reads as NOE3
HUM × INAN × HUM

 (SAY) in 

(26b), requiring no triple of a human, a thing and a human to stand in the ‘say-to’ 

relation. The truth conditions of the resumptive quantifier are equivalent to the first-

order formula ¬∃x∃y∃z R(x,y,z), which requires there not to be an individual x, a 

thing y and an individual z such that x says y to z. We obtain a world of silence under 

the NC reading.  

 Keenan and Westerståhl take resumption to apply only to a sequence of 

quantifiers that are somehow ‘the same’. In the case of negative concord, resumption 

applies to a sequence of anti-additive quantifiers (‘nobody’, ‘nothing’, etc.). The 

marker of sentential negation and connectives like without are also anti-additive, so 

they participate in the construction of the polyadic quantifier as well. We refer to 

Chapter 5 for further discussion of the role of the marker of sentential negation in 

negative concord, and the implications for the OT analysis. Chapter 6 (Section 2) 

returns to subordinate clauses introduced by without. Quantifiers like few, at most two 

are monotone decreasing, but not anti-additive. They license negative polarity items, 

but do not participate in resumptive quantification, and do not lead to negative 

concord interpretations. 

                                                 
10

 For the moment, we ignore the role of the co-negative marker ne, which will be analyzed in Chapter 

5 (Section 6). 
12 (29) is an attested example from the internet. Italics added to highlight the multiple Neg-expressions. 
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The syntax-semantics interface defines how we obtain the DN and NC 

readings from the syntax. HPSG uses a notion of Cooper storage in which all 

quantifiers are collected into a store, and interpreted upon retrieval from the store (cf. 

Manning, Iida and Sag 1999). This mechanism is generally used to account for scope 

ambiguities, but de Swart and Sag (2002) extend it to polyadic quantification. All 

negative (anti-additive) quantifiers are collected into a so-called N-store. 

Interpretation upon retrieval from the store is by means of iteration of monadic 

quantifiers (leading to DN) or by resumption, building a polyadic quantifier (leading 

to NC). We will not explain the retrieval mechanism here, but refer to de Swart and 

Sag (2002) for  a detailed description. What is crucial for us here is that the HPSG 

grammar does not decide between DN and NC. This is what we need for a language 

like French, in which both readings are available. Consider the ambiguity of the 

following sentence in the HPSG analysis of de Swart and Sag (2002). 

 

(27) Personne n’aime personne.     [French] 

(a) Arg-St<[Store {NO{x}
{Person(x)}

}], [Store {NO{y}
{Person(y)}

}]> 

Content Quants <NO{x}
{Person(x)}

, NO{y}
{Person(y)}

> 

   Nucleus Love(x,y) 

 Semantic interpretation: NO(HUM, {x|NO(HUM, {y|x loves y})}) 

 In first-order logic: ¬∃x¬∃x Love(x,y)   [DN] 

(b) Arg-St<[Store {NO{x}
{Person(x)}

}], [Store {NO{y}
{Person(y)}

}]> 

Content Quants <NO{x,y}
{Person(x), Person(y)}

> 

   Nucleus Love(x,y) 

 Semantic interpretation: NOE2
HUM×HUM

(LOVE) 

 In first-order logic: ¬∃x∃y Love(x,y)    [NC] 

 

Note that (27a) and (b) are identical as far as the argument structure, the storing 

mechanism, and the relational interpretation of the word love is concerned. The 

difference resides in the interpretation of the polyadic quantifier: iteration in (27a), 

resumption in (27b). Although both readings of the sentence can be represented in 

terms of a first-order logical formula, this does not mean that resumption is 

dispensable. The higher order construction of a polyadic quantifier is required in order 

to respect the principle of compositionality of meaning.  
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The main insights of this analysis are the following. The HPSG grammar 

assumes no lexical difference between negative quantifiers and n-words, so in the rest 

of this book, I use the term ‘Neg-expression’ to designate  both. The analysis works 

for n-words in argument and adjunct position alike (so nobody, nothing as well as 

never, nowhere). Finally, it does not involve empty elements or ‘hidden’ negations in 

the syntactic structure. These are major advantages to this approach.  

However, this proposal has its limitations. Not all languages allow double 

negation and negative concord as freely as French does, although we do find it in 

other languages as well, as we will see in Chapter 6 (Section 3). The combination of 

two negative quantifiers in a language like English typically leads to a double 

negation reading, and resumption is only marginally available as an interpretive 

strategy. Languages like Spanish, Greek, Polish, and many other languages are on the 

other end of the spectrum. They are typical negative concord languages, which hardly 

ever realize the iteration version of the polyadic quantifier analysis. Unlike the French 

example (27), examples like (18a, b, c) in Spanish, Italian and Piedmontese are not 

usually conceived as ambiguous, but only display the negative concord reading.  

Clearly, the HPSG analysis developed by de Swart and Sag (2002) does not 

predict cross-linguistic variation where it arises, as pointed out by Zeijlstra (2004: 

207). However, unlike Zeijlstra, we do not take this as a decisive argument against the  

HPSG analysis. We have two reasons not to do so. First, resumptive readings are 

marginal in double negation languages, but they are not excluded, so we want a theory 

that can handle them. Second, double negation readings are attested for concord 

languages like French and Welsh, but analyses other than the HPSG analysis do not 

offer a proper account of the ambiguities. We will argue in Section 5 that the addition 

of an OT component to the HPSG analysis is sufficient to provide the analysis with a 

desired typological dimension.  

As far as the first argument is concerned, Van Benthem (1999) assumes that 

the English sentence (28) has the same two readings as its French counterpart (27).  

 

(28) Nobody loves nobody. 

 

Not everyone I consulted finds the ambiguity of (28) easy to access, but we can find 

better examples. I take (29) to be proof of a resumptive reading of the sequence 

nobody-nothing in (standard) English.
12
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(29) When nobody knows nothing, everybody is an expert. Nobody can seriously  

 claim to be an expert on the collapse of the World Trade Center, simply 

 because nobody had a chance to study the rubble. Everybody who has looked 

 at the photographs and television news video knows as much about the 

 collapse as the most knowledgeable scientists. Therefore, everybody 

 who has viewed the photographs and video can claim to be an expert.  

 

The first line of (29) contains a claim that is elaborated by the following sentences. 

The elaboration establishes the resumptive reading of the sequence nobody-nothing as 

the contextually relevant interpretation. The intended reading of the sentence is that 

there is no pair of an individual and a thing, such that the individual saw the thing. 

Similarly, the example (30) was used as a slogan by Amnesty International in 

the seventies, and supports a marginal use of the resumptive reading in (standard) 

Dutch, another typical double negation language: 

 

(30) Als niemand luistert naar niemand vallen er doden in plaats van woorden. 

 ‘If nobody listens to nobody, there will be deaths, instead of words.’ 

 

The examples in (29) and (30) involve resumption of a sequence of negative 

quantifiers. However, the examples are infrequent, and resumption seems to be a 

marginal phenomenon in typical double negation languages like English and Dutch. 

Even if we treat the semantics of these constructions in terms of resumption, it is not 

clear whether the examples should be described as negative concord, or some other 

form of emphatic negation (cf. Van der Wouden 1994: Chapter 2, and Chapter 6, 

Section 3 for discussion).  

As far as the second argument is concerned, we have seen the double negation 

readings in the French example (27). The ambiguities provide strong support for the 

analysis developed by de Swart and Sag (2002), which offers an attractive 

compositional semantics, and a syntax-semantics interface of double negation and 

negative concord without the need to resort to empty categories or ‘hidden’ negations. 

Even if it is not able to account for the cross-linguistic variations we find in the use of 

negative concord and double negation readings, this analysis has so many advantages 

that is it worth upholding. However, we need to find a way to enrich it with a 
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typological dimension. One solution is to add an OT component to the existing HPSG 

analysis. The OT analysis I propose in this chapter builds on the grammar proposed 

by de Swart and Sag (2002), but locates the cross-linguistic variation in the bi-

directional OT component. De Swart and Sag informal suggestion that languages may 

have a ‘preference’ for one interpretation over another can now be substantiated. 

Their theory will be given tangible support by exploring the interaction between 

violable constraints that can be ranked in different ways.  

 

 

5. Marking and interpretation of negation in bi-directional OT 

 

In this section, we develop a bi-directional OT analysis of negation. We will do so in 

two steps. Section 5.1 defines the OT syntax, and Section 5.2 combines this syntax 

with an interpretive mechanism. Section 5.3 discusses double negation readings in NC 

languages. For now, we will focus on indefinites and Neg-expressions. The 

interaction with sentential negation is taken up in Chapter 5 below. 

 

 

5.1 Generation of double negation and negative concord in OT 

 

In Section 2, we observed that negation can be attracted to indefinites in argument 

position. Depending on the constraint ranking, the input meaning ¬∃ can be realized 

by a marker of sentential negation plus an indefinite, or by a negative indefinite. The 

constraint driving the use of negative indefinites was called NegAttract. In Section 3, 

we extended the empirical scope of our study to multiple indefinites under negation, 

and studied the ways languages realize the meaning ¬∃x1, ∃x2, ... ∃xn. Again, we 

observed that languages vary in their use of indefinites or negative indefinites. Of 

course, only languages that have negative indefinites (Neg-expressions) can be 

discussed in a study of double negation and negative concord languages. This is clear 

from the semantic analysis in terms of polyadic quantification that we adopted in 

Section 4. However, NegAttract is not enough to account for negative concord. In 

Section 2, we saw that Dutch and German are languages that have a high ranking of 

NegAttract, but they are not negative concord languages, as we established in Section 
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3. So we need another constraint that drives the use of Neg-expressions in sentences 

involving multiple indefinites under negation. 

According to Corblin and Tovena (2003: 326), natural languages frequently 

have linguistic means to indicate that an argument must be interpreted within the 

scope of negation. They refer to this as marking of ‘negative variables’. Similarly, 

Haspelmath (1997: 231), building on Tanaka (1994), claims that the use of n-words is 

functionally motivated by the desire to mark the focus of negation, that is, the 

participants that are affected by the negation. In terms of OT syntax, the use of n-

words constitutes a case of marking an input feature in the output: the ‘negative 

variable’ is formally marked as such. In our OT set-up, we express this by means of a 

Max constraint: 

 

♦ MaxNeg 

Mark ‘negative variables’ (i.e. mark indefinites in argument or adjunct  

position that are interpreted in the scope of an anti-additive operator such as  

negation, as formally negative.) 

 

The functional approach explains why the use of n-words is widespread among 

natural languages. However, we know from Section 3.1 above that the use of n-words 

is not universal: languages like Dutch, English, Basque, etc. do not use n-words. This 

suggests that MaxNeg is not a hard constraint, and its position in the constraint 

ranking is not the same in every language. We can account for the difference between 

languages with and without n-words by changing the position of MaxNeg relative to 

*Neg. MaxNeg and *Neg are conflicting constraints: MaxNeg wants to reflect an 

input feature concerning negation in the form, whereas *Neg wants to avoid negation 

in the form. If *Neg is ranked higher than MaxNeg, the optimal way to express the 

meaning ¬∃x1∃x2…∃xn is by means of indefinite pronouns. If MaxNeg is ranked 

higher than *Neg, n-words are used to express indefinites under negation. The 

following tableaux reflect this for the binding of two variables: 
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Tableau 5: Indefinite under negation in Dutch, Turkish, etc. (production) 

 

Meaning   

¬∃x1∃x2 

Form FaithNeg *Neg MaxNeg 

 indef+indef   *    ** 

                   � neg+indef    *    * 

 neg + neg   **  

 

 

Tableau 6: N-word under negation in Spanish, Italian, etc. (production) 

 

Meaning  

¬∃x1∃x2 

Form FaithNeg MaxNeg *Neg 

 indef+indef    *   **  

 neg+indef     *   * 

          � neg + neg    ** 

 

The high ranking of FaithNeg (see Chapter 3) makes it impossible to express 

indefinites under negation by indefinites exclusively (in the absence of a marker of 

sentential negation). In Tableaux 5 and 6, the candidates that we need to compare are 

those that somehow mark negation in the output. This invariably leads to a violation 

of *Neg. Two Neg-expressions are ‘worse’ than one, so the combination of two Neg-

expressions incurs two violations of *Neg. The pattern of violations indicates that we 

treat n-words as formally negative. 

As far as generation is concerned, we conclude that languages that allow 

indefinites under negation (e.g. Dutch, Turkish), and languages that use n-words (e.g. 

Romance, Slavic) differ in their ranking of the two constraints MaxNeg and *Neg. 

The question that immediately arises at this point concerns the interpretation of the 

expressions involved. A combination of a Neg-expression with a sequence of 

indefinites allows us to recover the meaning ¬∃x1∃x2…∃xn by application of the 

standard rules of first-order logic. However, for languages that mark negative 

variables by means of n-words, the issue of the interpretation of these structures is less 

trivial. Remember that the term ‘Neg-expression’ generalizes over negative 
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quantifiers and n-words, and stands for an expression that has the lexical semantics 

¬∃x. Given that a sequence of two anti-additive quantifiers can be interpreted either 

in terms of iteration or in terms of resumption (cf. Section 4 above), we need to 

provide an OT semantics that determines the preference of one interpretation over 

another in the grammar of a language. This requires an OT semantics to be paired up 

with the OT syntax just developed.  

 

5.2 Interpretation of Neg-expressions  

 

In isolation, it is not possible to determine whether a particular expression is a 

negative quantifier or an n-word, because they both contribute the meaning ¬∃ as the 

fragment answer to a question (15a, b), and in sentences where they constitute the sole 

expression with negative force (16a, b), (19a), (21a). Following de Swart and Sag 

(2002), I take this to mean that n-words and negative quantifiers have the same lexical 

semantics. In Tableaux 5 and 6, the term ‘Neg-expression’ is the general term for 

expressions that are formally marked for negation but are interpreted either as 

negative quantifiers or as n-words. If a sequence of Neg-expressions is interpreted in 

terms of resumption of anti-additive quantifiers, we obtain a single negation reading 

(negative concord). This is the desired interpretation for the examples in (18a-d) 

above, repeated here in (31). 

 

(31) a. Nadie    ha   dicho nada.   [Spanish] 

  Nobody has said    nothing  

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 b. Nessuno ha   detto niente.   [Italian] 

  Nobody  has  said  nothing 

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 c. Gnun a  l’ha dit   gnente.   [Piedmontese] 

  Nobody has  said nothing 

‘Nobody said anything.’ 

 d. Personne n’a      rien       dit    à  personne. [French] 

  Nobody   SN has nothing said to nobody 

  ‘Nobody said anything to anyone.’ 
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If a sequence of two Neg-expressions is interpreted in terms of iteration, we obtain a 

double negation reading. This is the desired interpretation of the English examples in 

(32), the Dutch example in (33), and the German example in (34):
13

 

 

(32) a. Nobody has nothing to hide. 

 b. Nobody is in prison for nothing. 

 

(33) Het is een stad uit een opgewekt verhaal of film, waar iedereen, zelfs de  

 schurk, beminnelijk is en warm; waar niemand veel geld heeft, maar waar 

 iedereen rond komt; waar niemand niets te doen heeft, maar waar iedereen  

 genoeg tijd over houdt; en waar een bedelaar te middernacht met een viool  

 onder de arm naar huis keert, luid zingend, maar voor zichzelf, omdat hij er  

 zin in heeft...       [Dutch] 

 It is a city from a beat-up story or movie, where everyone, even the villain, is  

friendly and warm; where nobody has a whole lot of money, but where  

everyone has enough to make ends meet; where nobody has nothing to do, but  

where everyone has enough time left; and where a beggar goes home at  

midnight with a violin under his arm, singing loudly, but to himself, just 

because he feels like it.. 

 

(34) Wollen wir demnächst die Firmen verantwortlich machen, die Karteikarten,  

Kopierstifte und Tätowiertinte hergestellt haben? Wenn alle, nun auch im  

Ausland, schuldig sind, war niemand an nichts schuld. 

Is the next step to hold responsible the companies that made index cards, 

copying pens and tattoo inks? If all, now also those living abroad, are guilty, 

nobody is guilty of nothing.       

 

The use of Neg-expressions in a generative OT system means that we run into the 

recoverability problem: from the expressions generated, we can derive multiple 

interpretations (DN and NC), not just the intended one. In the OT system developed in 

this chapter, recoverability is assured by the way the generation of negative sentences 

                                                 
13

 The examples in (31)-(34) were found on the internet. Italics have been added to highlight the Neg-

expressions; they do not indicate focus or stress. 
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hangs together with their interpretation. In this section, we extend the OT syntax with 

an OT semantics. The familiar constraints FaithNeg and *Neg are ‘double-edged’ 

constraints that work in the generation as well as in the interpretation perspective. In 

the OT semantics, FaithNeg requires a reflection of the negative form in a non-

affirmative meaning. *Neg avoids a proliferation of negations in the semantics, 

preferring resumption over iteration. The third constraint we need is IntNeg: 

 

♦ IntNeg 

 Force Iteration (i.e. interpret every Neg-expression in the input form as  

contributing a semantic negation at the first-order level in the output.)  

 

MaxNeg and IntNeg both maximize the reflection of input features in the output, 

MaxNeg in the syntactic form, IntNeg in the semantic interpretation. As semantic 

constraints, both FaithNeg and IntNeg are instances of the general constraint FaithInt 

proposed by Zeevat (2000), and defined as a principle that forces the hearer to 

interpret all that the hearer has said. The three constraints together account for double 

negation and negative concord languages. 

FaithNeg outranks all the other constraints as usual. MaxNeg is a purely 

syntactic constraint that does not play a role in interpretation. So the constraints that 

need to be ordered are *Neg and IntNeg. If *Neg is ranked higher than IntNeg in the 

OT semantics, a sequence of multiple Neg-expressions leads to a single negation 

meaning by resumption. If IntNeg is ranked higher than *Neg, a series of Neg-

expressions is interpreted as multiple negation by forcing iteration. The following 

tableaux illustrate the two possible rankings and their optimal output: 

 

Tableau 7: Double negation in (standard) English, (standard) Dutch, etc. 

(interpretation) 

 

Form         

neg + neg 

Meaning FaithNeg  IntNeg *Neg 

 ∃x1∃x2    *  **  

 ¬∃x1∃x2    *   * 

              � ¬∃x1¬∃x2     ** 
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Tableau 8: Negative concord in Spanish, Italian, etc. (interpretation) 

 

Form         

neg + neg 

Meaning FaithNeg  *Neg IntNeg 

 ∃x1∃x2    *   ** 

              � ¬∃x1∃x2    *  * 

 ¬∃x1¬∃x2    **  

 

 

We cannot interpret a statement involving two Neg-expressions without a reflection of 

the non-affirmative meaning, because of the top ranking of FaithNeg. As a result, the 

relevant candidates we compare have at least one negation in the output, and always 

incur a violation of *Neg. The combination of two Neg-expressions leads to a double 

negation reading in languages like Dutch and English, for the constraint IntNeg is 

ranked higher than *Neg (Tableau 7). This ranking accounts for the double negation 

reading of the combination of two Neg-expressions in examples (32) - (34) above. 

Because *Neg outranks IntNeg (Tableau 8), single negation readings win over double 

negation readings in NC languages such as Spanish, Italian, Greek, Polish, etc. This 

ranking accounts for the negative concord reading of the combination of two Neg-

expressions in examples (31) above.  

Collapsing the generation and interpretation perspective, we derive the 

following two rankings for negative concord and double negation languages: 

 

Bi-directional grammar 

• Negative concord languages: FaithNeg >> MaxNeg >> *Neg >> IntNeg 

• Double negation languages:  FaithNeg >> IntNeg >> *Neg >> MaxNeg 

 

In this bi-directional grammar, the choice between resumption and iteration in the 

semantics is explicitly related to the functional desirability of marking negative 

variables in the syntax. In negative concord languages, MaxNeg is ranked above 

*Neg, so that the indefinites under negation are realized as Neg-expressions. The 

ranking of IntNeg under *Neg implies that the multiplication of negations in the form 
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is absorbed in the semantics, and a single negation reading ensues. In double negation 

languages, IntNeg is ranked above *Neg, so every negative form is interpreted as 

contributing its own (first-order) negation to the semantics. MaxNeg is ranked below 

*Neg, so it is more important to avoid negative forms, than to mark negative 

variables. In both classes of languages, syntax and semantics work closely together. 

Thus, the bi-directional set-up is a crucial feature of the analysis. 

 

5.3 Reflections on the bi-directional grammar 

 

The HPSG analysis in Section 4 provided the space of possible meanings of a natural 

language grammar. The enrichment with the OT grammar makes it possible to encode 

the preference a language may have for resumption or iteration in the syntax-

semantics interface. *Neg is a double-edged constraint, which plays a role in syntax as 

well as semantics. The ranking of *Neg in relation to the syntactic faithfulness 

constraint MaxNeg determines whether negative variables are marked in the syntax or 

not. The ranking of the semantic faithfulness constraint IntNeg with respect to *Neg 

determines whether neg-expressions each contribute a negation in the semantic 

representation.The bi-directional grammar of negation provides a balance between 

form and interpretation of negation in two large classes of languages. The bi-

directional grammar also raises new questions.  

Even if we assume that FaithNeg outranks the other constraints across all 

languages under consideration, we need to consider more rankings than the two orders 

given above. Aside from FaithNeg, we are working with three constraints, and 

obviously, 3 constraints permit 6 rankings, at least in principle. 

 

• Factorial typology of three constraints 

MaxNeg >> *Neg >> IntNeg    NC 

MaxNeg >> IntNeg >> *Neg    unstable 

IntNeg >> MaxNeg >> *Neg     unstable 

*Neg >> MaxNeg >> IntNeg    unstable 

*Neg >> IntNeg >> MaxNeg    unstable 

IntNeg >> *Neg >> MaxNeg    DN 
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So far, we have established the top and the bottom ranking as reflections of a 

particular family of languages. What about the other four rankings? I argue that the 

other four rankings cannot represent stable linguistic systems, because generation and 

production are not well-balanced, and natural languages only adopt grammars that 

show a good balance between syntax and semantics. In order to substantiate this 

claim, we need to investigate the relation between production and interpretation under 

the rankings characterized as ‘unstable’. We claim that the ranking in Tableau 9 is 

unstable, because the meaning intended by the speaker is not recovered by the hearer. 

  

Tableau 9: MaxNeg >> IntNeg >> *Neg (intended meaning not recovered) 

 

Meaning  

¬∃x1∃x2 

Form MaxNeg IntNeg *Neg 

 neg + indef   *    * 

                 � neg + neg     ** 

Form          

neg + neg      

Meaning MaxNeg IntNeg *Neg 

                 � ¬∃x1¬∃x2    ** 

      ¬∃x1∃x2     *   * 

 

 

The top row in Tableau 9 shows  the input of a speaker who wants to express a single 

negation meaning. The ranking generates two Neg-expressions as the optimal output 

for the single negation input. But the interpretation of two Neg-expressions leads to 

double, rather than single negation for the hearer. This means that the speaker’s 

intended meaning is not recovered by the hearer. The ranking IntNeg >> MaxNeg >> 

*Neg is equally unstable. Given that there is no direct interaction between the 

semantic constraint IntNeg and the syntactic constraint MaxNeg, the argumentation is 

the same. We conclude that MaxNeg and IntNeg cannot both be higher than *Neg. 

The ranking in Tableau 10 illustrates that MaxNeg and IntNeg cannot both be lower 

than *Neg either. 
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Tableau 10: *Neg >> IntNeg >> MaxNeg (form not motivated) 

 

Meaning   

¬∃x1∃x2 

Form *Neg IntNeg MaxNeg 

              � neg+indef   *    * 

 neg+neg  **   

Form          

neg + neg 

Meaning *Neg IntNeg MaxNeg 

 ¬∃x1¬∃x2  **   

          � ¬∃x1∃x2   *    *  

 

 

Here we have the reverse problem. An indefinite form is the optimal form for the 

speaker to choose in the expression of indefinites under negation. The hearer will not 

have a problem in interpreting this input. However, the use of two Neg-expressions 

also leads to a negative concord reading, even though the use of the n-word is not 

functionally motivated by the low ranking of MaxNeg. The same problems arise with 

the ranking *Neg >> MaxNeg >> IntNeg, because MaxNeg and IntNeg do not 

interact directly.  

The conclusion must be that only rankings where MaxNeg and IntNeg are 

distributed on either side of *Neg reflect viable options for a linguistic system that 

balances generation and interpretation of negative statements. This is of course 

exactly the bi-directional grammar proposed earlier in Section 5.2. In sum: 

 

• Negative Concord: MaxNeg >> *Neg >> IntNeg. 

If you mark ‘negative variables’ (MaxNeg >> *Neg in syntax), then make sure  

you do not force Iteration (*Neg >> IntNeg in semantics).  

••••  Double Negation: IntNeg >> *Neg >> MaxNeg. 

If you force Iteration, (IntNeg >> *Neg in semantics), then make sure you do  

not mark ‘negative variables’ (*Neg >> MaxNeg in syntax). 

 

Even though a set of three constraints allow six rankings in principle, we only find 

evidence of two of these rankings in natural language. The other four rankings lead to 
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unrecoverable meanings or unmotivated forms, and imply an unbalanced relation 

between syntax and semantics that does not match the grammar of a natural language. 

Given that the two directions of optimization are tied together in the bi-directional 

grammar, our proposal is an instance of strong bi-directional OT in the sense of 

Blutner (2001). Strong bi-directional OT picks out a set of form-meaning pairs such 

that none of them is preferred by any other form-meaning pair in either direction of 

optimization. Double negation and negative concord languages exemplify such a 

process. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

This investigation of the marking and interpretation of negation illustrates how  a bi-

directional version of Optimality Theory offers new perspectives on the range of 

variation we find in natural language for the expression and meaning of negative 

indefinites. In this chapter, it was first established that negation can be realized by an 

argument or an adjunct because of the pressure of negative attraction. In the 

expression and interpretation of multiple negations, we find variations across 

languages. The semantic compositionality problems raised by negative concord are 

solved by the introduction of a higher order polyadic quantifier. A sequence of Neg-

expressions can be interpreted in terms of iteration or resumption. The typological 

variation is analyzed in a bi-directional OT analysis that is added to the polyadic 

analysis. This leads to two classes of languages: those that have double negation and 

those that have negative concord. Other possible constraint rankings are unstable  and 

cannot provide the grammar of a natural language. 

 The reader may observe that the ambiguities in French examples such as (27) 

originally motivated the polyadic analysis developed by de Swart and Sag (2002), but 

seem to be lost in the ordinal OT analysis developed in this chapter. We need an 

extension of the analysis with stochastic OT to describe resumptive readings in double 

negation languages, and double negation readings in negative concord languages. This 

issue will be addressed in Chapter 6 (Section 3). Under the assumption that the 

overlap between the semantic constraints is fairly small, resumption remains a 

marginal phenomenon in DN languages, and so does double negation in NC 

languages. This seems to be in accordance with the facts. 
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 Furthermore, the reader may remember that we related typology and diachrony 

in our treatment of sentential negation in Chapter 3 (Sections 4 and 5), but limited 

ourselves to a synchronic analysis of negative indefinites. It is not so easy to develop 

a diachronic analysis of negative indefinites, because the developmental path 

frequently involves a transition from negative polarity items to n-words. This implies 

that we need to incorporate NPIs in our OT analysis before we can sketch the role of 

negative indefinites in the Jespersen cycle. Chapter 8 (Section 3) offers a tentative 

account, building on Szabolcsi’s (2004) analysis of English any. 

 Before we can address these extensions of the analysis, we need to elaborate 

the basic OT model. Chapter 3 developed an analysis of sentential negation. In 

accordance with the polyadic analysis developed by de Swart and Sag (2002), the OT 

analysis developed so far relies on the interaction of Neg-expressions, rather than the 

marker of sentential negation to account for single and multiple negation. In Chapter 

5, we will focus on the interaction of Neg-expressions with the marker of sentential 

negation, and confirm de Swart and Sag’s view that the position and distribution of 

the marker of sentential negation in negative concord is relevant for syntax, but does 

not affect the semantics. The account of strict and non strict negative concord 

languages we will develop then crucially relies on the bidirectional OT grammar 

advanced in this chapter. 

 



5

Bare Plurals

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we extend the analysis developed in the previous chap-
ters to bare plurals in Hungarian in both in incorporated and in full
argument positions. In our treatment, the special properties of this class
of nominals follow from the absence of a determiner and the presence
of plural morphology.

We have seen in Chapter 4 that nominals in PredOp in Hungarian
may be either morphologically singular or plural. Given what was said
so far, the occurrence of bare plurals in PredOp shows that their in-
terpretation should be compatible with combination via Unification.
Unlike bare singulars, however, bare plurals may also occur in full-
fledged argument position, suggesting that their interpretation should
be compatible with combination by means of Instantiation as well. We
show in this chapter that this dual nature of bare plurals in Hungarian
follows from the combination of the analysis of number developed in
Chapter 2 with the analysis of incorporation worked out in Chapters 3
and 4.

The analysis of bare plurals in full argument position and in incor-
porated position to be presented in section 5.2 explains the differences
between incorporated plurals and their singular sisters as a result of
the contribution of the plural feature. In section 5.3 we examine the
predictions our account makes concerning semantic number, scope, ar-
gument structure, and discourse transparency. The consequences of our
approach to bare plurals with respect to genericity are discussed in sec-
tion 5.4. In section 5.5 we review the analysis of number that emerges
from our discussion thus far. We end by taking stock of what the anal-
ysis of incorporation developed since Chapter 3 has achieved.

109
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5.2 Interpretation of bare plurals
Bare plurals in Hungarian are unique among nominal types in this
language in that they may occur in both incorporated and full argument
positions. In this section, we summarize the distributional properties
of bare plurals, and then provide an analysis of their dual nature.

5.2.1 Distributional facts
Example (159) illustrates that bare plurals felicitously occur in the
PredOp position that we have identified as the position for incorporated
nominals in this language:

(159) Az orvos recepteket nézett át.
the doctor prescriptions.Pl.Acc examine.Past Part
’The doctor looked through some prescriptions.’

(We chose a verb with a verbal particle, because we use the post-verbal
position of the particle as a test that the PredOp position is filled.)
Typologically speaking, this is not unusual though by no means gen-
eral. In Chapter 1, we saw that bare plurals incorporate in Hindi as
well (cf. Dayal 1999) but that in West Greenlandic and many other
languages,incorporation is restricted to nominals that are unmarked
for number. There is, however, no language where bare plurals may
incorporate but bare singulars may not.

Just like in English and in other Germanic languages, bare plurals
in Hungarian also show up in regular argument position. In (160), the
bare plural does not occur as sister of V under V’:44

(160) Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál
in.look.Past.I the window.on and see.Past.I a table.at
szépen felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót
beautifully dressed child.Pl.Acc as cocoa.Acc
ittak.
drink.Past.Pl
‘I looked through the window and saw at a table well-dressed
children drinking cocoa.’

As discussed in the previous chapter, our analysis predicts that a mor-
phologically singular bare nominal in Hungarian cannot occur in this
position. Nominals in ordinary argument position must combine with
the predicate by Instantiation, an operation that involves a discourse
referent introduced by the nominal. But in Hungarian, a nominal with-

44There are complex restrictions on when a bare plural may occur in a full-fledged
DP position which we do not fully understand at present, and therefore will not go
into here.
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out a determiner and without a plural feature cannot introduce a dis-
course referent. As predicted, changing the bare plural to a bare singular
in (160) results in ungrammaticality:

(161) *Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál
in.look.Past.I the window.on and see.Past.I a table.at
szépen felöltözött gyereket amint kakaót
beautifully dressed child.Acc as cocoa.Acc
ivott.
drink.Past
‘I looked through the window and saw at a table well-dressed
child drinking cocoa.’

Our analysis of plural morphology as a feature with dynamic poten-
tial is the key to understanding the contrasts in the distribution and
dynamic behavior between bare plurals and bare singulars.

5.2.2 Bare plurals in full argument position
As discussed in Chapter 2, the analysis of plural morphology developed
there predicts the possibility of having a bare plural in full argument
position. Our account of the interpretation of bare plurals in full ar-
gument position in Hungarian parallels the account of existential bare
plurals in English given in Chapter 2.

The bare noun in (160) carries the plural morphological feature,
which percolates up to the highest level of the nominal. The drs in
figure 34 is thus the starting point of the interpretation process.

[S [DP I ][[V P saw(x,y)] [NPpl [Npl child(z)]]]]
Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál szépen

felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót ittak.
I [looked in through the window and] saw [at the table

well-dressed] children [drinking cocoa]

FIGURE 34 Contribution of the bare plural; first step.

In the case of nominals in full argument position, reduction of the VP is
accompanied by the semantic rule of A-Instantiation. A-Instantiation
can apply only after the nominal has been fully reduced to a discourse
referent. In the case of full DPs, this discourse referent is introduced
by the determiner. In the absence of a determiner, it is the plural fea-
ture that is responsible for the presence of the discourse referent, via
accommodation of the presupposition.
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The core semantics of nominal plural morphology is the introduction
of a presupposed discourse referent ux, co-indexed with the thematic
argument of the head noun, as well as the condition plural(ux). When
the plural NP is part of a DP with a lexical D, the presupposed discourse
referent ux is bound to the discourse referent introduced by D. In the
absence of a lexical determiner, the presupposition cannot be bound.
In languages like English and Hungarian, which allow bare plurals in
argument position, we proposed that the presupposition introduced
by the plural morphology can be accommodated. The accommodated
discourse referent is integrated into the drs by Secondary Instantiation,
which involves instantiation of the thematic argument x by a discourse
referent that is coindexed with it. The details of the interpretation of
bare plurals in full argument position in Hungarian which we illustrate
here parallel those given for English in Chapter 2.

Spelling out the plural feature on an N involves the steps given in
(162):

(162) CRplN

For a plural noun N(P) of the form [NPpl pl [N(x)]] in drs K,
(i) introduce a presuppositional box K’;
(ii) introduce into UK′ a discourse referent ux that is coindexed

with the variable x of the thematic argument;
(iii) introduce into ConK′ : plural(ux);

We assume here that the instance of the plural feature that is inter-
preted is the first link in a plural agreement chain and that its inter-
pretation triggers the deletion of the other links.

After the interpretation of the plural feature we have the represen-
tation in figure 35:

uz

[S [DP I ][[V P saw(x,y)] [NP [N child(z)]]] plural(uz)
Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál szépen

felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót ittak.
I [looked in through the window and] saw [at the

table well-dressed] children [drinking cocoa]

FIGURE 35 Interpretation of the plural feature.

In the absence of a lexical D, there is no asserted discourse referent that
may act as binder for the presupposed discourse referent introduced by
the plural and therefore uz cannot be connected to z by being bound
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to a discourse referent subscripted for z. The bare plural occurs in a
regular argument position, and therefore it has to combine with the verb
by means of Instantiation. Just like in the case of English existential
bare plurals, the derivation can proceed because Hungarian allows the
presupposition to be accommodated if it is not bound. The result of
accommodation is the drs in figure 36.

uz

plural(uz)
[S [DP I ][[V P saw(x,y)] [NP [N child(z)]]]]

Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál szépen
felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót ittak.

I [looked in through the window and] saw [at the
table well-dressed] children [drinking cocoa]

FIGURE 36 accommodation

The next step is the application of Secondary Instantiation, which
replaces a thematic argument by a discourse referent that it is co-
indexed with. The resulting final drs is shown in figure 37:

u v

plural(u)
child(u)
see(v,u)

Benéztem az ablakon és láttam egy asztalnál szépen
felöltözött gyerekeket amint kakaót ittak.

I [looked in through the window and] saw [at the
table well-dressed] children [drinking cocoa]

FIGURE 37 A-Instantiation (final drs)

The final drs contains no uninstantiated thematic arguments, as ex-
pected for the combination of a predicate and an argument in a non-
incorporated position. It yields an existential interpretation upon em-
bedding in the model. Because of the presence of the condition plu-
ral(u), the embedding function may assign to u non-atomic values.
Consequently, bare plurals in full argument position in Hungarian, just
like their English counterparts, are correctly predicted to be seman-
tically plural. Given that they introduce a discourse referent via the
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back door of accommodating the presupposition contributed by an in-
flectional feature, they are also predicted, correctly, to be scopally inert.

So far, we have seen how our analysis of morphological plurality
predicts that there may be languages like English or Hungarian, where a
bare plural, but not a bare singular may occur in full argument position.
The next challenge is to preserve the general analysis of the bare plural
while at the same time accounting for its interpretation in incorporated
position. This is the issue we turn to next.

5.2.3 Incorporated bare plurals
In this subsection we show how incorporation of bare plurals in Hungar-
ian is accounted for in our framework. We illustrate the general process
with a step-by-step construction of the drs for example (163):

(163) Az orvos betegeket vizsgált.
the doctor patient.Pl.Acc examine.Past
’The doctor examined patients.’

In (163), we have a structure involving a bare plural occurring in the
preverbal PredOP position that we have identified as a syntactic con-
struction requiring reduction by Unification. This raises the question
how our analysis of plurals interacts with our analysis of incorporation.
Our account is based on the fact that in the asserted drs, the contri-
bution of the bare plural is just a predicative condition on a thematic
argument. At this point, the bare plural may combine with its predicate
by Unification. The derivation then proceeds with the resolution of the
presupposition, which involves the accommodation of the presupposed
discourse referent followed by Secondary Instantiation.

We give the details of the derivation below, adopting a bottom-up
approach. The interpretation of the plural feature yields the drs in
figure 38:

uz

[S [DP [D the ] [NP doctor(z′)]][V P [V ′ [Npl patient(z)] [V examined(x, y)]]]] plural(uz)
Az orvos betegeket vizsgált.

the doctor patient.Pl.Acc examined

FIGURE 38 Introduction of a presupposed discourse referent by the plural
feature.

The plural morphology contributes the material in the presupposed
box. In the absence of a lexical determiner, there is no binder, for the
presupposition remains unsolved for the time being. given that the bare
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plural occurs in the special PredOp position that requires combination
by Unification, we try to apply this mode of composition. Application of
Unification is possible, because the asserted content contributed by the
bare plural involves just a predicative condition. The drs that results
after application of Unification is given in figure 39:

uz

[S [DP [D the ] [NP doctor(z′)]][V P [V ′ [Npl patient(z)] [V examined(x, z)]]]] plural(uz)
Az orvos betegeket vizsgált.

the doctor patient.Pl.Acc examined

FIGURE 39 Unification

Unification has replaced the relevant thematic argument of the verb
by the thematic argument of the nominal. We can continue to build
the drs for the rest of the sentence, carrying the presupposition in-
troduced by the plural morphology along. We proceed with the inter-
pretation of the full DP in subject position. After D-Instantiation and
A-Instantiation of the subject, we obtain the drs in figure 40:

v uz

doctor(v) plural(uz)
[S [DP v][V P [V ′ [Npl patient(z)] [V examined(v, z)]]]]

Az orvos betegeket vizsgált.
the doctor patient.Pl.Acc examined

FIGURE 40 D- and A-Instantiation of the subject

No other construction rules apply to this configuration, so in order to
complete the interpretation, we resolve the presupposition introduced
by the plural morphology on the object. The discourse referent v is
not an appropriate binder for the presupposed discourse referent uz,
because it is not coindexed with z, and does not instantiate the thematic
argument of the object. In the absence of a binder for the presupposed
discourse referent, we resolve the presupposition by accommodation.
Accommodation triggers Secondary Instantiation as before. The drs
in figure 41 gives the result, after the indices have been dropped:
Secondary Instantiation affects the predicative condition contributed by
the verb as well as the condition on the nominal. Instantiation replaces
all occurrences of the targeted thematic argument by a discourse refer-
ent. In this drs, we find no more uninstantiated thematic arguments,
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v u
plural(u)
doctor(v)
patient(u)

examine (v, u)
Az orvos betegeket vizsgált.

the doctor patient.Pl.Acc examined

FIGURE 41 Final drs

even though the sentence involved an incorporation construction.
Under this analysis, incorporation of bare plurals is possible because

the contribution of the plural morphology is presupposed rather than
asserted. The contribution of the bare plural to the asserted structure
is a predicative condition on a thematic argument. When the bare plu-
ral occurs in PredOp position, combination by Unification is possible
before the resolution of the presupposition. When the bare plural oc-
curs in full argument position, it has to combine with the predicate
by A-Instantiation. This is made possible only after the presupposi-
tion has been resolved. The analysis thus relies on the fact that the
resolution of the presupposition contributed by the plural morphology
may occur after Unification but before A-Instantiation. We assume here
that presuppositions introduced by morphological features have to be
resolved by the time the minimal clause in which the nominal bear-
ing them occurs is reached. This corresponds with the intuition that
we do not move on to the interpretation of higher clauses until the
predicate-argument structure of the lower clause has been completely
interpreted. Note that even if the minimal S involves other DPs, the
discourse referents introduced by the determiners in these DPs do not
qualify as binders for the presupposed discourse referent, because they
are not coindexed with the thematic argument of the N that the plural
morphology occurs on.

We conclude that our account of incorporation combined with our
proposals concerning the semantics of plural morphology predicts the
possibility of incorporated bare plurals, a welcome result given the facts
of Hungarian and Hindi. We by no means predict, however, that lan-
guages that allow incorporation will necessarily allow the incorporation
of plurals. There may be various reasons why a plural N(P) does not
incorporate in a language that allows incorporation of morphologically
unmarked N(P)s. The language in question may mark plurality only on
Ds and not on nouns, as is the case in Niuean. In such a language plural
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morphology is interpreted only after a discourse referent has been intro-
duced by the D. But the presence of such a discourse referent renders
incorporation impossible. Alternatively, a language could restrict in-
corporation morpho-syntactically to ‘Baker style’ incorporation of bare
nominal stems. This situation is exemplified in West Greenlandic, where
neither inflection nor adjectival modification is possible on an incorpo-
rated nominal. Finally, a language may disallow the accommodation of
the presupposed discourse referent introduced by the plural morphol-
ogy thereby ruling out both the incorporation of bare plurals and their
occurrence in full-fledged argument positions.

The approach to incorporation of plurals presented here makes the
following conditional prediction:

• If a language allows plurals to incorporate, it will allow singulars as
well but not necessarily the other way around.

We make this prediction, because morpho-syntactically, plurals are
more complex than singulars. In addition, the semantic mechanism
needed for incorporation of plurals is more complex than that needed fo
incorporation of singulars: besides combination by Unification, incor-
poration of plurals requires the accommodation of the presupposition
contributed by the plural feature. There are no counterexamples to this
prediction in the literature on incorporation and therefore we consider
it a welcome result of our approach.

Note that we maintain the earlier prediction, according to which DPs
involving a discourse referent introducing determiner will not incorpo-
rate in any language. At the DP level, the discourse referent introduced
by the determiner has to instantiate the thematic argument of the lex-
ical head and therefore such DPs cannot combine with their predicate
by Unification.

Note that the drs in figure 41 is identical to the final representation
of a sentence that involves a bare plural in full argument position (e.g.
figure 37 above); what differs is the way the final drss were obtained.
In both cases, however, the relevant discourse referent is introduced via
the back door of accommodation of a presupposed discourse referent
introduced by the plural feature rather than via the front door of a
determiner or an article. We predict therefore that there will be no
significant differences between minimal pairs involving an incorporated
and an unincorporated bare plural, a prediction that is true as far as
we can tell.

In the next section, we examine the consequences that follow from
our treatment of argumental and incorporated bare plurals concerning
their static and dynamic properties.
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5.3 Predictions
The dual nature of bare plurals has been explained as a result of the
interaction of the semantics of incorporation with the interpretation of
number inflection. We now examine the predictions the analysis makes
concerning the static and dynamic properties of bare plurals.

5.3.1 Number

Recall that the analysis of incorporated singulars developed in chap-
ters 3 and 4 accounted for their being semantically number neutral.
Since a morphologically singular (i.e., non-plural) incorporated nomi-
nal bears no morphological number feature in our analysis, and since it
restricts an uninstantiated thematic argument rather than a discourse
referent, its number interpretation is dictated by whatever entailments
the predicate imposes on the relevant thematic argument or whatever
entailments the discourse context brings.

In this chapter we have argued that bare plurals in PredOp are incor-
porated as well. As a consequence of the presence of the morphological
plural marking, these nominals trigger the introduction of a discourse
referent that is predicated to be plural. We therefore predict that plural
INs, unlike their singular sisters, are semantically plural. This predic-
tion is correct, as previewed already in Chapter 1. Thus, example (164)
entails that Janos is looking for several wives.

(164) János feleségeket keres.
János wife.Pl.Acc seek
’Janos is looking for wives.’

Since bare plurals in full argument position do not differ in number
marking from incorporated plurals, we predict that the former will also
be semantically plural. This prediction is borne out too. Sentence (161)
above, for instance, entails that there were several children drinking
cacao. Our analysis therefore correctly accounts for the fact that bare
plurals pattern with plural full-fledged arguments rather than with sin-
gular INs with respect to the semantic import of their number feature.
Parallel facts are reported for Hindi in Dayal (1999).

5.3.2 Scope

Our analysis predicts that incorporated and non-incorporated bare plu-
rals pattern with incorporated singulars rather than with ordinary full-
fledged DPs with respect to scope. This is due to the fact that bare
plurals just like bare singulars, are bare, i.e., have no determiner. We
are assuming here that only determiners have the potential of introduc-
ing a discourse referent that scopes freely. The discourse referent that
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the plural feature introduces in the absence of a determiner is locally
accommodated within the minimal drs box in which its descriptive
content occurs. The prediction about local scope of incorporated plu-
rals is correct for both Hungarian and Hindi. We exemplify in (165)
for incorporated bare plurals in Hungarian with sentences involving a
universal quantifier, sentential negation and a conditional.

(165) a. Minden vendég ujságokat olvasott.
every guest newspaper.Pl.Acc read.Past
‘Every guest read newspapers.’

b. János nem olvasott ujságokat.
János not read.Past newspaper.Pl.Acc
‘János didn’t read newspapers.’

c. Ha János ujságokat olvasna tudná a
if Janos newspaper.Pl.Acc read.Cond know.Cond the
h́ıreket.
news.Pl.Acc
’If Janos read the newspaper he would know the knews.’

The sentences in (165) must be interpreted with the nominal having
narrow scope with respect to the relevant scope bearing operator.

These observations extend to bare plurals in full argument position
in Hungarian and English. The discourse referent introduced by the
plural feature is locally accommodated, and therefore scopal inertia is
predicted for both. Since the analysis of Hungarian and English bare
plurals in full argument position is identical, their parallel behavior is
predicted.

5.3.3 Argument structure
In discussing incorporated nominals in Chapters 3 and 4, we argued
that they are barred from occurring as subjects of i-level predicates
because such predicates must be interpreted as predicating of an in-
dependently introduced subject. Singular incorporated nominals may
not act as subjects of i-level predicates because of their dependence
on the predicate. Plural incorporated nominals cannot be subjects of
i-level predicates either, given our analysis, because the process of in-
corporation involves building a complex predicate by Unification of the
thematic arguments of the NP and the verb. Even though a discourse
referent is introduced after Unification has applied, it does not qualify
as an independently established subject, because instantiation affects
the thematic argument of the NP and the argument of the verb at the
same time. This explains the ungrammaticality of (166), mentioned in
Chapter 4.
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(166) *Gyerekek okos(ak).
child.Pl clever(.Pl)

We would expect (166) to be acceptable if Hungarian were like English
in allowing bare plurals in argument position to be interpreted generi-
cally. The fact that the sentence is not felicitous shows that Hungarian
is like Greek and Romance languages in resisting a generic interpreta-
tion of bare plurals.

We turn now to an interesting prediction our analysis makes con-
cerning doubling of the incorporated nominal by an independent DP.
Note that it is a consequence of our account that doubling of incorpo-
rated morphologically plural nominals is in principle impossible even
in languages which otherwise allow doubling. This is so because the ac-
commodated discourse referent contributed by a morphological plural
nominal ends up instantiating the thematic argument restricted by the
nominal. Because Instantiation is not recursive, the argument position
is thereby saturated, and not available for further instantiation. This
blocks doubling of the incorporated plural nominal. This is a prediction
our analysis makes, and which it does not share with other approaches
to incorporation. Since there are no counterexamples to it in the liter-
ature on doubling, this is another positive result.

5.3.4 Discourse transparency
Our analysis, together with standard assumptions concerning discourse
transparency, predicts that bare plurals in full argument position as
well as incorporated bare plurals, contrast with incorporated singu-
lars in that they are fully discourse transparent. This is so because
bare plurals, whether incorporated or not, have dynamic force and in-
volve the introduction of a discourse referent. Incorporated singulars,
on the other hand, modify an uninstantiated thematic argument. Data
confirming this prediction is discussed for Hindi in Dayal (1999). Re-
call that in Hindi bare morphologically singular nominals are discourse
opaque. We see in (167), taken from Dayal (1999), that their plural
counterparts, however, are discourse transparent, exactly as predicted
by our analysis:

(167) a. anu apne bete ke liye laRkiyaaN dekh rahii hai.
‘Anu is seeing girls for her son.’

b. vo unkaa/la RkiyoN-kaa swabhaav jaannaa caahtii hai.
‘She wants to find out their/the girls’ temperament.’

The prediction is confirmed by data from Hungarian as well. We know
that incorporated singulars may not serve as antecedents to overt pro-
nouns. Incorporated bare plurals contrast with their singular counter-
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parts in this respect: in example (168) the incorporated plural is the
antecedent of the overt pronoun (in bold face). The corresponding sen-
tence with a singular incorporated nominal, repeated here as (169), is
infelicitous (compare Chapter 4 for discussion):

(168) a. János betegeket vizsgált a rendelőben.
J. patient.Pl.Acc. examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patients-examined in the office.’

b. pro Túl sulyosnak találta őket és
pro too severe.Dat find.Past 3.Pl.Acc and
beutaltatta pro a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past pro the hospital.in
‘He found them too sick and sent them to hospital.’

(169) a. János beteget vizsgált a rendelöben.
J. patient.Acc examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patient-examined in the office.’

b. ??pro Túl sulyosnak találta őt és beutaltatta
pro too severe.Dat find.Past 3.Acc and intern.Cause.Past

pro a korházba.
pro the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

We conclude that the analysis we have developed correctly predicts
that with respect to discourse transparency, bare plurals, whether in-
corporated or not, pattern with full arguments and contrast with in-
corporated singulars.

We have completed now the analysis of the three way contrast in
Hungarian that we set out to accomplish. We have an account for why
bare singulars in this language can occur only in incorporated posi-
tions, must get a number neutral interpretation, have local scope and
have reduced discourse transparency. We have also explained why bare
plurals may occur either as full-fledged arguments or in incorporated
position. The analysis we proposed predicts, correctly, that bare plu-
rals, whether incorporated or not pattern with their singular sisters
with respect to scope but have to be interpreted as plural, and are
fully discourse transparent. Given the account developed here, we also
predict that full DPs contrast with bare nominals in that they may only
occur in argumental position and are not necessarily restricted to local
scope. With respect to number interpretation, we predict that unlike
bare singulars, they are semantically singular if unmarked for number;
if marked as plural, they are like bare plurals in being interpreted as
semantically plural.
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Argumental bare plurals in Hungarian parallel existential bare plu-
rals in English. The special properties of these nominals in both lan-
guages are connected, in our account, to their being bare and to their
being plural. Note, however, that English differs from Hungarian in
that it allows argumental bare plurals to be interpreted generically. In
the next section, we show how the possibility of a generic interpretation
of bare plurals arises in our framework in a natural way.

5.4 Bare plurals and genericity

Incorporated nominals, whether singular or plural, get an existential
interpretation in West Greenlandic, Hindi, Hungarian, and any other
incorporation language that we are aware of. An existential interpreta-
tion is also cross-linguistically available for bare plurals in full argument
position. The analysis developed so far accounts for this possibility. The
picture is complicated by the fact that there are languages, such as En-
glish and Hindi, where bare plurals in full argument position may get a
generic reading besides an existential interpretation. Our analysis faces
the following two questions: (i) how can it explain the possibility of a
generic reading for bare plurals in argument position? (ii) how can it
explain the unavailability of this reading for incorporated bare plurals?
We now turn to answering these questions.

We start with a cautionary note. One should avoid predicting that
the generic reading will generally be available for bare plurals in full
argument position, for there is cross-linguistic variation on this point.
Thus, Hungarian is like Greek and Romance languages, and unlike En-
glish and Hindi, in that bare plurals even in full argument position are
restricted to an existential interpretation and disallow generic readings,
unless bearing special contrastive stress. Generic statements in Hun-
garian, Greek and Romance languages must involve either a definite
(singular or plural) or an indefinite singular. Thus, in these languages,
neither bare singulars nor bare plurals can be used as the subject of
generic statements or in the object position of verbs like love, hate, or
like. For bare singulars, this is not surprising since, in Hungarian at
least, they do not occur in free argument position but for bare plurals
a different explanation must be found. The data below exemplify the
situation in Hungarian.

(170) A medve okos./ A medvék okosak.
the bear intelligent./ the bear.Pl intelligent.Pl
‘The bear is intelligent./ The bears are intelligent’
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(171) Egy medve ideges mikor éhes.
a bear nervous when hungry
‘A bear is nervous when he is hungry.’

(172) *Medve okos./ *Medvék okosak.
bear intelligent./ Bear.Pl intelligent.Pl

(173) *Medve/medvék elterjedtek.
bear/bears widespread.Pl
’Bears are widespread.

(174) Szeretem a medvéket.
love.Isg the bear.Pl.Ac
‘I love bears.’

(175) *Szeretem medvéket.
love.Isg bear.Pl.Ac

The situation in Hungarian is to be contrasted with the well-formed
English sentences in (176), which show that bare plurals are felicitous
in generic contexts:

(176) a. Bears are intelligent.
b. Dogs (generally) bark.
c. Bears are widespread.
d. I love bears

Following Krifka et al. (1995) and É Kiss (1998), we assume that the
generic definite plural is semantically non-distinct from a generic bare
plural. However, the question remains why bare plurals in some lan-
guages can get a generic interpretation, but not in others. The cross-
linguistic variation concerning the availability of a generic reading for
bare plurals, we believe, depends less on properties of the bare plu-
ral than on the interaction of genericity with syntax and topic-focus
articulation in the language at hand. In this section, we account for
the possibility of a generic interpretation for bare plurals in examples
like (176a,b). We will not deal here with sentences like (176c), which
involve direct reference to kinds, and might relate to a different no-
tion of genericity (cf. Krifka et al. for discussion). As to the analysis
of generic objects, exemplified in (176d), matters are more complex,
but not essentially different from our analysis of generic subjects. Be-
cause the issue is independent of our immediate concerns, we will not
discuss this question here, and restrict ourselves to the kind of generic
generalization expressed by sentences like (176a) and (b).

Recall that in sentences that do not involve scope bearing oper-
ators, existential readings of bare plurals in incorporated and non-
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incorporated positions are due to existential closure of the discourse
referent introduced by the plural feature. If there is another scope bear-
ing operator around, the bare plural necessarily takes narrow scope with
respect to this operator, because the discourse referent involved is in-
troduced by an inflectional feature rather than by a determiner. Such
discourse referents must be interpreted in the minimal drs in which
they and their descriptive content occur.

We turn now to showing how our analysis accounts for the possi-
bility of generic readings for bare plurals in full argument position in
English. Recall that for us, bare plurals in argument position are dis-
course referent introducing nominals that combine with their predicate
by A-Instantiation. Their only special property is that the discourse
referent they contribute is introduced by an inflectional feature rather
than a determiner. As a result they cannot scope over any operator in
their sentence. Crucially, however, since they are not incorporated, they
do not involve complex predicate formation. Consequently, they do not
need to be interpreted within the same minimal drs box as their pred-
icate. It is exactly this limited freedom, we believe, that is exploited in
generic sentences. In our analysis, the bare plural in sentences such as
(176b) get their generic reading as a result of being interpreted in the
restrictor of the generic operator, while the predicate they combine with
occurs in the nuclear scope. This is not the place to go into a detailed
discussion of genericity. Below we we will only give the main outline of
an analysis that is compatible with insights from recent literature.

According to Krifka et al. (1995), generic sentences like (176b) ex-
press generic generalizations involving a tripartite operator that induces
unselective, quasi-universal quantification over the variable(s) bound
in the restrictor.45 Deciding what part of the sentence maps onto the
restrictor and what part maps onto the nuclear scope of the generic op-
erator is partly dependent on the syntax (Diesing 1992, Kratzer 1995),
and partly dependent on topic-focus articulation (Rooth 1992, 1995, É
Kiss 1998).46 Thus, subjects and backgrounded information typically
end up in the restrictor, whereas objects and focussed information typ-

45In an alternative analysis in which the generic operator ranges over situations,
rather than individuals, the variable introduced by the bare plural ends up being
bound indirectly. This analysis leads to the same truth-conditions, as argued by de
Swart (1991, 1995). For the issues we are dealing with here, the differences between
the two analyses are immaterial.

46Compare de Hoop and de Swart (1995) for a discussion of sentences involving
generic objects, such as (176d), that makes it clear that a strict syntax-semantics
mapping does not work, and we need to appeal to focus. Note that this issue does
not affect our treatment of incorporated objects, because they always scope with
the predicate.
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ically end up in the nuclear scope. The availability of a generic read-
ing for indefinites and bare plurals therefore depends on the syntactic
structure and the topic-focus articulation of the language at hand.

We assume here the analysis of tripartite operators developed by
Kamp and Reyle (1993), where the generic operator introduces a box
splitting operation. Roughly, the presence of a generic operator in a box
K0 triggers the introduction of two embedded boxes, K1 and K2, where
the content of K1 makes up the restrictor, while the content of K2 makes
up the nuclear scope. The two boxes are related by the genericity oper-
ator, which we interpret as quasi-universal quantification, and write as
⇒G. Under a neutral intonation, generic sentences like (176b) split up
in such a way that the bare plural subject ends up in the the restrictor,
while the VP ends up in the nuclear scope. Given that the predicative
condition on the NP is interpreted in the left-embedded box, the dis-
course referent licensed by the bare plural is interpreted locally in the
restrictor on the generic operator, rather than in the right-embedded
box (where the verb is interpreted). Schematically, (176b) then gets the
representation in figure 42.

u
dog(u)

plural(u)
⇒G bark(u)

Dogs bark.

FIGURE 42

Discourse referents contained in the right embedded box get an exis-
tential interpretation in the nuclear scope of the generic operator. But
in this representation the bare plural does not get an existential in-
terpretation, because it is bound by the generic quantifier. Note that
the representation in figure 42 obeys the requirement on local scope of
the bare plural. The bare plural takes local scope, because it scopes
with the descriptive condition of the NP, and it may not scope outside
the generic operator. But because the bare plural is not incorporated,
it need not be interpreted together with the predicate. As a result, it
may in principle function as the topic of a generic generalization in
the sense of de Swart (1995). It is this limited freedom, we claim, that
makes it possible for a bare plural to get a generic interpretation.

The unavailability of generic readings for bare plurals in argument
position in languages such as those in the Romance group, Hungarian
or Greek, is due, in our account, to constraints on the box-splitting
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operation accompanying the generic operators as well as to the way the
division of labor is done between various types of nominals that may
express genericity. A relevant factor might be the interaction of nominal
type and topic-focus articulation. De Swart (1995) claims that generic
readings require the indefinite to be the topic of a generic generalization.
She argues that this restricts the possibility for French indefinite plurals
of the form des N to show up in generic sentences. One possible way
of extending this view is to assume that bare plurals in Hungarian,
just like indefinite plurals in French, cannot be topics, and therefore
cannot be the topic of a generic generalization. (Cf. É Kiss (1998) for
a comparable approach.) Working out the details of the interaction of
topicality, nominal type and genericity must be left for future work,
though.

Turning now to incorporated bare plurals, note that our account
predicts, correctly, that they will never have generic readings. Incor-
porated bare plurals combine with the predicate by Unification, which
leads to complex predicate formation. As a result the bare plural must
be interpreted within the same minimal drs box as its predicate. A
configuration like the one in figure 42 cannot arise if the bare plural
is incorporated because there the nominal and the predicate do not
share the same minimal drs, and therefore they could not have been
combined via Unification. Whether an incorporated plural occurs in
the restrictor or the nuclear scope of a tripartite structure depends on
where its predicate occurs. Examples where the predicate and the bare
plural occur in the restrictor of a quantificational structure were given
above and are repeated here.

(177) a. Minden vendég ujságokat olvasott.
every guest newspaper.Pl.Acc read.Past
‘Every guest read newspapers.’

b. Ha János ujságokat olvasna tudná a
if Janos newspaper.Pl.Acc read.Cond know.Cond the
h́ıreket.
news.Pl.Acc
’If Janos read the newspaper he would know the knews.’

In (177a), the determiner every takes the information from the com-
mon noun to be part of the restrictor, and the VP to be the nuclear
scope. For the conditional construction in (177c), the if clause deter-
mines the restrictor, and the main clause the nuclear scope. We see
that in (177a), the incorporated nominal ends up in the nuclear scope,
whereas in (177c), it ends up in the restrictor. However, in both cases,
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it scopes with the verb, which is interpreted in the same minimal drs.
Also, in both cases the incorporated nominal maintains its existential
interpretation, because it is not bound by the quantifier. In (177a), the
universal quantifier binds the variable from the head noun guest, and
the incorporated nominal gets an existential interpretation in the right
minimal drs. In (177c), we quantify over situations in which Janos
reads the newspaper, rather than over newspapers simpliciter, because
the incorporated nominal and the verb form a complex predicate. The
strong tie between the incorporated nominal and the verb thus triggers
an existential interpretation, whether the incorporation construction
is interpreted in the restrictor or in the nuclear scope of a tripartite
operator.

The analysis developed here accounts for the possibility of a generic
reading for bare plurals in full argument position and for the impossibil-
ity of such a reading for incorporated bare plurals. As far as bare plurals
are concerned, generic sentences provide the only context in which nar-
row scope and scoping with the verb can be separated. We conclude
that the generic reading of bare plurals in languages like English does
not only fit into our analysis, but provides independent evidence for
it.47

5.5 Markedness and number
There are several issues connected to the semantics of number that we
glossed over in our discussion so far. It is time to tie these loose ends
now that all the pieces of our analysis are in place.

Recall that in the view developed here, morphologically singular
N(P)s are semantically unmarked for number. Their number interpre-
tation falls under the default atomic case when a discourse referent is
introduced by a determiner, and remains number neutral when that
does not happen. This captures the cross-linguistically solid general-
ization that singular is the unmarked morphological form in languages
with a singular/plural contrast. Morphologically plural nominals are
both semantically and morphologically marked. The privative feature
pl is responsible for the introduction of a presupposition plural(ux),
that predicates plurality of a discourse referent. This condition over-

47Generic interpretations of conditionals such as (i):

(i)If cats have blue eyes, they are intelligent.

require splitting up the if-clause into a restrictor and a nuclear scope in order
to make the cats the topic of the generic generalization, rather than the eyes. We
will not deal with such complications here, for they are independent of the analysis
of bare plurals as such. Compare Kadmon (1990), Heim (1990), Chierchia (1992,
1995) for discussion of asymmetric readings of conditionals.
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rides the default atomic interpretation, and renders the non-atomic
part of the lattice structure available for possible values for ux. Treat-
ing singular forms as unmarked for number allows a simple analysis
of cases in Hungarian, Turkish and Korean, where singular forms are
used when the determiner entails non-atomicity. As mentioned already
in Chapter 2, the Hungarian DPs két szék ‘two chair’, sok szék ‘many
chair’, néhány szé ‘a few chair’ are all morphologically singular, as their
glosses show. However, their interpretation clearly involves a plurality.
In our account, the default atomicity requirement on discourse referents
is overridden by the contribution of the determiner.

The first question that arises is how to reconcile this view with the
frequently made claim in the literature according to which it is the
plural form, rather than the singular, which is semantically unmarked.
Thus, Ojeda (1992), following earlier claims made by McCawley, notes
that the question in (178),

(178) Do you have children?

can be answered affirmatively even if one has a single child.
We first note that that plurals are not number neutral in the sense in

which singular incorporated nominals in Hungarian and elsewhere are.
Thus, a plural nominal is incompatible with contextual or lexical atom-
icity entailments, as shown by the oddness of (179) in a monogamous
society:

(179) Do you have wives?

Recall that by contrast, singular INs are compatible with both atomic-
ity and non-atomicity entailments, so they show up as objects of verbs
like seek (in the context of ’seek (a) wife’) and of verbs like collect
(in the context of ’collect stamps’). We took that to be evidence for
a truly number neutral interpretation of incorporated singulars. The
pragmatic oddness of (179) strongly suggests that bare plurals are not
number neutral in our sense.

Our account captures the contrast between incorporated singulars
and regular plurals in a natural way. The semantic effect of the plu-
ral condition contributed by the feature pl is to override the default
atomicity condition on discourse referents. The domain from which a
discourse referent introduced by a morphologically plural nominal may
take its values must comprise groups. This explains why such nominals
may be used when the issue of the atomicity of the discourse referent is
open (as in 178), but not when groups are excluded, as in (179) above.48

48The contrast between the last two examples could be accounted for under an
alternative view mentioned in Schlenker (2003) and attributed to Heim, according
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By contrast singular INs under our account restrict but do not in-
stantiate a thematic argument of the predicate. Thematic arguments
are not given values by embedding functions. Consequently, they are
not subject to the atomicity default governing discourse referents. Com-
patibility with group reference entailments coming from the predicate
or the context is therefore predicted. In (180) we give further examples
of singular INs in Hungarian occurring in a context where non-atomicity
entailments hold. Thus, assuming that the speaker has normal read-
ing/grading/gardening competence, it should be the case that there
were several poems/homeworks/flowers that were read/graded/planted
respectively.

(180) Egész nap verset/leckét/virágot
all day poem.Acc/homework.Acc/flower.Acc
olvastam/jav́ıtottam/ültettem.
read.Past.I/correct.Past.I/plant.Past.I ’All day I read/corrected/planted
poem/homework/flower’.

Using a singular DP here would lead to infelicity because such a DP
would fall under the default atomicity entailment characterizing dis-
course referent introducing DPs.

To summarize now, our analysis of number we have put forward
here is based on the following claims: (i) singular nominals are un-
marked for number; their interpretation as atomic when introducing a
discourse referent is due to the existence of a default requiring embed-
ding functions to assign atoms as values to discourse referents; (ii) the
plural feature is responsible for the introduction of a presupposition
that overrides this default thus making groups possible values for the
discourse referent instantiating the nominal thematic argument; (iii)
the presuppositional nature of the contribution of the plural morpheme
is responsible for a large number of the distributional and interpretive
properties of bare plurals across languages.

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we provided a detailed analysis of the semantic prop-
erties of bare plurals in Hungarian, focusing on the similarities and
differences between bare plurals and bare singulars. We have thereby

to which singular forms are semantically marked in that they presuppose atomic-
ity while the plural forms are the ‘elsewhere’ case. Under this proposal, however,
the use of the singular form with non-atomicity entailing determiners in Hungarian
examples such as két szék ‘two chair’. The number neutrality of singular INs be-
comes problematic as well. Finally, the morphologically unmarked status of singular
nominals across languages is surprising under this alternative view.
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completed the account of the three way contrast we set out with, be-
tween bare singulars and full arguments on the one hand, and bare
singulars and bare plurals on the other.

We found that bare plurals have in common with bare singulars the
fact that they may occur in PredOp and therefore may be incorporated.
This, in our analysis, is due to their lack of a determiner. We also
found that unlike bare singulars, even if incorporated, bare plurals are
semantically plural and discourse transparent. These properties follow
from their being morphologically plural.

Our analysis of morphological plurality also explains why Hungarian
bare plurals, but not bare singulars, may occur in full argument posi-
tion. In Hungarian, full arguments must combine with the predicate
via Instantiation. Bare singulars in this language do not contribute a
discourse referent and therefore may not occur in full argument posi-
tion. Because of the presence of the plural feature, however, a discourse
referent is introduced in the presuppositional structure by bare plu-
rals. By allowing the local accommodation of this presupposition, such
nominals make the application of Instantiation possible.

We have also explored above the cross-linguistic predictions the anal-
ysis developed so far makes. We noted that the incorporation of bare
plurals can be blocked in particular languages in a number of ways and
therefore that the prediction we make is a conditional one: incorpo-
ration of plurals is possible in a strict subset of languages that allow
incorporation of singulars. Our proposal does not rule out the possibil-
ity of bare singulars in argument position in languages with a weaker
determiner system, in which nominals can introduce a discourse ref-
erent even in the absence of a determiner (Hindi, Slavic languages).
We also leave open the possibility that languages may be stricter than
English or Hungarian and require fully projected DPs in argument posi-
tion, ruling out the possibility of bare plurals occurring there (French).
Thus we predict that if a language allows bare singulars in argument
position, it will also allow bare plurals, but not the other way around.
We closed the analysis of English bare plurals by accounting for the
possibility of their being interpreted generically. Since with this chap-
ter we conclude our analysis of the semantics of the plural feature we
devoted the last section to a brief discussion of the main features of our
proposal.

In the next chapter we tie two loose ends involving discourse trans-
parency: (i) the issue of the transparency of morphologically singular in-
corporated nominals in languages like West Greenlandic and Chamorro,
and (ii) the difference between overt and covert pronouns and their
possible antecedents in Hungarian. In the process, we revisit standard
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assumptions concerning discourse transparency in the light of the new
details that were added to drt in Chapter 2.





6

Shades of Discourse Transparency

6.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with two outstanding empirical issues hav-
ing to do with the discourse status of singular INs. The first involves
a contrast between overt and covert pronouns in Hungarian with re-
spect to whether or not they can be anteceded by singular INs. The
second concerns the cross-linguistic variation with respect to the dis-
course transparency of these nominals.

The analysis of incorporation proposed in the previous chapters com-
bined with standard assumptions concerning discourse transparency
predicts that singular INs will be discourse opaque, while plurals INs
will be discourse transparent. The two standard assumptions involved
here are: (i) discourse transparency is a binary distinction and (ii) dis-
course transparency characterizes all and only discourse referent intro-
ducing nominals. As mentioned already at the end of Chapter 3, while
the discourse transparency predictions made under these assumptions
hold for some languages, they do not for others. Thus, while singular
INs are discourse opaque in Hindi and Hungarian, they are discourse
transparent in West Greenlandic and Chamorro. Second, we see in this
chapter that at least for some speakers of Hungarian, the discourse sta-
tus of singular INs is ambiguous: while they are opaque as far as overt
pronouns are concerned they are transparent with respect to null (or
covert) pronouns. Thus, such nominals may not serve as antecedents
to overt pronouns, but may antecede covert ones. Because these nomi-
nals are less transparent than full-fledged DPs, but are not completely
opaque either, we will call them discourse translucent. In order to pro-
vide an account for cross- and intra-linguistic variation concerning the
discourse transparency of singular INs, we revisit the standard assump-
tions concerning discourse transparency in the light of the new drt
details that we added in Chapters 2 and 3. We start by reviewing the
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distinction between discourse referents and thematic arguments in sec-
tion 6.2 in relation to discourse anaphora. In section 6.3 we discuss data
that call into question the two assumptions mentioned above. The ac-
count of these data is presented in section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes
with a look back at what has been achieved in this chapter and in the
five previous ones.

6.2 Discourse referents, thematic arguments and
discourse anaphora

The first move of our journey was to introduce (in Chapters 2 and 3)
a distinction between two components of intermediate as well as final
drss: discourse referents and thematic arguments. In this section, we
review this distinction, concentrating on the need for maintaining it,
and on repercussions the distinction has on views of discourse trans-
parency.

Recall that in our proposal, discourse referents are elements of the
universe of a drs, just like in standard drt, while thematic arguments
are introduced as part of the predicative conditions contributed by
lexical predicates. The fundamental common denominator of discourse
referents and uninstantiated thematic arguments is that they are both
individual variables. The process of interpretation eventually connects
both to some entity in E, the universe of the model. They both give
rise to an existential commitment, unless they are within the scope of
a modal or aspectual operator that affects it. Although the result of
the interpretation is the same, the way it is reached is different: dis-
course referents are within the domain of embedding functions while
thematic arguments are interpreted as part of the predicate they are
arguments of. Discourse referents instantiating the thematic argument
of a main predicate are independent of the predicate in question. The
interpretation of an uninstantiated thematic argument of a predicate
P on the other hand, is part of the interpretation of the predicative
condition introduced by P. We have also assumed that, other things
being equal, uninstantiated thematic arguments are less salient than
discourse referents. But both discourse referents and thematic argu-
ments appear in final drss. This raises the question how they behave
relative to discourse transparency.

6.3 Discourse translucency
So far we have operated under the standard, simplest, assumptions
concerning discourse transparency, listed in (181):

(181) Discourse transparency: the simplest view
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(i) All and only discourse referents may serve as antecedents to
discourse pronouns.

(ii) Discourse transparency is a binary distinction: a nominal is
either discourse transparent or discourse opaque.

It follows from (181) that all and only discourse referent introducing
nominals will be discourse transparent. If we adopt assumption (ii) we
do not expect pronouns to differ with respect to what type of nominal
they may be anteceded by. If we adopt assumption (i) we expect unin-
stantiated thematic arguments not to be visible to discourse anaphora.
Note, however, that neither assumption is immutable. There is no in-
trinsic reason to expect uninstantiated thematic arguments to be en-
tirely invisible to discourse anaphora. Second, there is no intrinsic rea-
son to expect all anaphoric elements to behave alike with respect to
what sort of individual variable may serve as their antecedent. In fact,
we argue below that this simplest view is simplistic and needs to be
refined so as to remove exactly these two consequences.

6.3.1 Cross-linguistic variation
If we limit our attention to the facts of Hindi discussed in Dayal (1999),
we have no reason to doubt the simplest view of discourse transparency.
That view, together with our account of incorporation, predicts that
singular INs are discourse opaque, because they do not involve a dis-
course referent, but an uninstantiated thematic argument. We also pre-
dict that plural INs are transparent, due to the dynamic contribution
of the plural morpheme. Both predictions are correct for Hindi and for
Hungarian as well, at least as far as the data we looked at are con-
cerned. We have noted however, that in other languages, such as West
Greenlandic and Chamorro, singular INs are discourse transparent, as
exemplified in (182) and (183) with data from West Greenlandic, taken
from Van Geenhoven (1998: 187, 190).

(182) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Miki-mik
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. M.-inst
ati-qar-p-u-q
name-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG
’Aani has a dogi. Iti is called Miki.’

(183) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Kusana-q-a-a-t.
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. nice.very-be-IND-[-tr]-3PL
’Aani has dogsi. Theyi are very nice.’

The second sentence of each of these examples involves a pronominal
having the incorporated nominal qimmi ‘dog’ as its antecedent. In (184)
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we give an example showing that an incorporated nominal in Chamorro,
kareta, can antecede a (covert) donkey pronoun (Chung and Ladusaw
2003: example (85)a):

(184) Käda taotao ni gäi-karetai ha-diséseha
each person Comp WHnom.agr-have-car agr.wish.Prog
na siña ha-bendi proi

Comp can agr.sell proi

’Each person who owns a cari wishes that he could sell iti’

The nominals in West Greenlandic and Chamorro exemplified here ex-
hibit all the other symptoms of incorporation. The analysis of incor-
poration we developed above coupled with the simplest view of dis-
course anaphora predicts discourse opacity for singular INs and there-
fore predicts the facts in Hindi and in Hungarian but not those in West
Greenlandic and Chamorro. The accounts of incorporation developed
by Van Geenhoven and Chung and Ladusaw on the other hand pre-
dict no difference in dynamic potential between incorporated nominals
and full indefinites or between singular and plural incorporated nom-
inals. These approaches account for languages like West Greenlandic
and Chamorro but leave unexplained the singular/plural contrast in
discourse transparency of INs found in languages like Hindi and Hun-
garian. The analysis we developed so far in this book is too restrictive,
and the proposals made by Van Geenhoven and Chung and Ladusaw
are too permissive as far as discourse anaphora are concerned.

One potential way out would be to assume that languages differ with
respect to whether their incorporated nominals introduce discourse ref-
erents, (in which case they are transparent,) or involve uninstantiated
thematic arguments, (in which case they are discourse opaque.) Such a
solution would tolerate cross-linguistic variation. We cannot adopt it,
however, because it does not allow for variation within one language.
We have seen, however, that in Hindi and Hungarian, singular INs are
opaque, while plural INs are transparent. In the next section we see
further evidence from Hungarian that shows that such a solution is un-
tenable. After surveying the relevant facts, we argue for an approach
that distinguishes ‘shades’ of discourse transparency. The proposal we
work out here correctly predicts that singular INs contrast with full
DPs and plural INs in that they have lower discourse visibility, with-
out, however, predicting that all anaphoric relations will be sensitive
to this difference.
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6.3.2 Intra-linguistic variation
The analysis of incorporation developed in the previous chapters com-
bined with the simplest view of discourse transparency summarized in
the previous section predicts that plural INs are discourse transparent
while singular INs are discourse opaque. The examples confirming this
prediction in Hungarian, based on ability to antecede overt pronouns
in discourse are repeated here as (185) through (187):

(185) a. Jánosi betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
J. patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patient-examined in the office.’

b. ??proi Túl sulyosnak találta őtj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

(186) a. Jánosi betegeketj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. patient.Pl.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patients-examined in the office.’

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta őketj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Pl.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found them too sick and sent them to hospital.’

(187) a. Jánosi egy betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
J.i a patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos examined a patient in the office.

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta őtj és
proi too severe.Dat find.Past he.Accj and
beutaltatta proj a korházba.
intern.Cause.Past proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

In (185), the singular IN does not anchor an overt pronoun in sub-
sequent discourse (in boldface), while the plural IN in (186) and the
indefinite DP in (187) do.

The picture is complicated, however, by the fact that there are speak-
ers for whom the contrast between singular and plural INs exemplified
in (185)-(187) disappears in examples where the overt pronoun is re-
placed by a covert pronoun. If the overt pronoun in (185) is replaced
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by a covert pro the sentence is judged better by all speakers consulted,
and some pronounce it acceptable.

(188) a. Jánosi betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patient-examined in the office.’

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta proj és beutaltatta
proi too severe.Dat find.Past proi and intern.Cause.Past
proj a korházba.
proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

In (189) and (190), we show that both full DPs and plural INs may
antecede covert pronouns:

(189) a. Jánosi egy betegetj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. a patient.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos examined a patient in the office.’

b. proi Túl sulyosnak találta proj és beutaltatta
proi too severe.Dat find.Past proj and intern.Cause.Past

jpro a korházba.
proj the hospital.in
‘He found him too sick and sent him to hospital.’

(190) a. Jánosi betegeketj vizsgált a rendelőben.
Ji. patient.Pl.Accj examine.Past the office.in
‘Janos patients-examined in the office.’

b. proj Rossz állapotban voltak.
proj bad shape.in be.Past.Pl
‘They were in bad shape.’

We digress briefly to explain why we switched in (190) to an example
where a plural IN in DO position serves as the antecedent to a subject
rather than an object covert pronoun. This switch is necessary because
Hungarian does not allow plural covert pronouns in object position,
independently of whether they are anteceded by an incorporated or an
unincorporated nominal. We exemplify with the plural DP in (191):

(191) a. Jánosi vizsgált valami betegeketj .
J.i examined some patient.Pl.Accj

‘Janos examined some patients.’

b. *proi Túl sulyosnak találta proj

proi too severe.Dat. find.Past proj

‘He found them too sick.’
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The problem here is that proj is a DO pronoun whose antecedent is a
plural nominal. Changing the antecedent to the singular DP egy beteget
‘a patient’ would remove the ungrammaticality. The prohibition against
plural covert pronouns in DO position is independent of incorporation
and is independent of discourse transparency effects. The ban concerns
the recoverability of the φ features of covert pronouns. It is well known
from the literature on covert pronouns that in languages where mor-
phological agreement is operative, covert pronouns may occur only in
environments which allow at least some of their φ features to be re-
coverable from the morphological shape of the verb. In Hungarian, the
relevant features are participant/non-participant and number. The for-
mer are recoverable from the verb form for both subjects and objects.
The latter are recoverable only for subjects, via subject-verb agreement
in number. The plural feature of DOs, however, is not recoverable from
verbal morphology. The ban on plural covert pronouns in DO position,
we suggest, is due to this fact. A covert pronoun whose antecedent
refers to a non-atomic entity has to be plural too, but this feature is
not recoverable from the verb form. Recall that under our analysis,
singular pronouns and DPs are not marked for number. Given that
singular DO pronouns do not involve a number feature, they do not
violate the ban on the recoverability of this feature. Crucial for current
purposes is that this ban is insensitive to the nature of the antecedent
and therefore does not interact with the issue of differentiated discourse
transparency that we deal with here. End of digression.

As far as discourse transparency is concerned, the more complex data
presented here show that, at least for some speakers, singular INs are
not completely discourse opaque, though they are less transparent than
plural INs and full arguments: the latter support both overt and covert
pronouns, while the former support only covert ones. The generalization
is formulated in (192):

(192) Overt and covert pronouns in Hungarian
(i) Plural INs are fully discourse transparent: they may anchor

both overt and covert pronouns.
(ii) Singular INs have reduced discourse transparency: for some

speakers, they are opaque; for others, they may anchor covert
pronouns, but not overt ones.

These facts show that discourse transparency is not a binary distinc-
tion, and that pronouns may differ with respect to what may serve as
their antecedent. Because singular INs in Hungarian are neither fully
transparent (since they are invisible as far as overt pronouns are con-
cerned), nor fully opaque (since they are seen by covert pronouns, at
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least for some speakers) we refer to them as discourse translucent.
The causes of variation in speakers’ judgments with respect to the

relevant data are not clear to us at present. All speakers agree that
plural INs and full DPs are fully transparent. There is also a general
agreement that covert pronouns being more acceptable than overt ones
when anteceded by singular INs. The variation comes in with respect to
how acceptable singular INs are as antecedents for covert pronouns. It
is interesting to note that judgments become more uniform in examples
where using the incorporated construction is the only choice the lan-
guage offers. Thus, there are situations where the singular IN construc-
tion is quasi-idiomatic and has to be chosen over the non-incorporated
full DP version. Such examples are szemüveget viselni ‘wear glasses’,
or gyereket várni ‘expect a child’ in the sense of being pregnant. This
last example contrasts with the non-incorporated version várni egy gy-
ereket, which means to be waiting for a child. A similar contrast is found
between beteget ápolni ‘to patient-care for’ and ápolni egy beteget: the
former is used to express an occupation, while the latter is used to
express an episodic situation. There are speakers who normally do not
accept a singular IN as the antecedent of covert pronouns, but find it
acceptable (or in any case, better) in examples involving these quasi-
idiomatic incorporation constructions. Some examples are given below.

(193) Sajnos proj szemüvegeti viselek és mivel gyakran
unfortunately proj glasses.Acc wear.I and since often
proj vesźıtem el proi gyakran kell ujat vennem.
proj lose.I.Def away proi often must new.Acc buy.I.Def
’Unfortunately I wear glasses and since I often lose them I
often have to buy new ones.’

(194) Én most betegeti ápolok. A város másik végében
I now patient.Acc nurse.I The town other end.in
proi lakik és rengeteg időt vesźıtek az úton.
proi live.III and enormous time.Acc waste.I the road.on
’I am now nursing a patient. He lives on the other side of town
and I waste a lot of time on the road.

(195) Mari gyereketi vár. proi Májusban fog megszületni.
Mari child.Acc expect pro May.in will be-born
’Mari is expecting a child. It will be born in May.’

In each of these examples, the antecedent of the bold-faced covert pro-
noun is the singular IN, as indicated by the subscripts. The shift in
judgments could be explained as follows. All things being equal, it is
bad discourse planning to start out with an incorporation construction
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which involves backgrounding of the referent, only to go on right away
and talk about the referent of the backgrounded material. This affects
the felicity of the discourse in (188), where speakers have a choice be-
tween incorporating the object or using a full DP. In examples (193)
- (195), the use of a non-incorporated construction would affect the
meaning, so things are no longer equal, and the discourses are judged
to be better.

In order to show that the covert pronouns in question are actu-
ally there, we digress again into the relevant morphological issues. As
already mentioned, Hungarian covert pronouns may be subjects or ob-
jects. The presence of a covert pronoun DO can be detected by the
morphological shape of the verb the pronoun is a direct object of. It is
this property that allows the recoverability of the participant feature of
a direct object pro thereby licensing pro in this position. To make a long
story as short as is relevant, Hungarian verbs have two conjugations,
one, often called ‘definite’ used in the presence of a definite DO, and
the other used elsewhere. We exemplify with the verb vesźıt ‘to lose’ in
(196). The definite conjugation is marked in the glosses by Def., while
the elsewhere conjugation is left unglossed:

(196) a. Én el-vesźıtem a szemüvegemet.
I Part-loose.I.Def the glasses.my.Pos.Acc
’I lose my glasses.’

b. Én elvesźıtek egy szemüveget.
I lose a glasses.Acc
’I lose a pair of glasses.’

c. Én vesźıtek de nem találok.
I lose.I.Sg but not find.I.Sg
’I lose but do not find.’

The definite conjugation is used in the presence of a definite DO, as
in (196a). If the DO is indefinite, as in (196b), or remains uninstanti-
ated, as in (196c), the ‘elsewhere’ conjugation is used. The ‘elsewhere’
conjugation is also used in case the verb is intransitive.

The relevant contrast is between (196c) and (194). The elsewhere
conjugation form vesźıtek ‘to lose’ in (196c) involves an existentially
closed implicit argument. Using the definite conjugation in this case
is not possible. The definite form vesźıtem in (194) shows that in this
example we have a definite rather than an implicit argument as DO.
The form of the verbal conjugation therefore can be used as a probe
to detect the presence of a DO pro in Hungarian. The presence of such
a direct DO, just like the presence of an overt pronoun or a definite
full DP triggers the use of the definite conjugation. As predicted by
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what we said so far, (194) is interpreted as my losing the glasses I am
wearing, and not (indefinite) things in general.

In (195) the relevant covert pronoun is a subject. Hungarian is a
pro-drop language, so the subject does not need to be overt. When it is
not, it is typically interpreted anaphorically, rather than existentially.
Thus, in (195), it is the patient I nurse who is understood to live in the
other end of town.49

We know that judgments differ with respect to examples in which
singular INs antecede covert pronouns, but there are speakers who find
them impeccable. For speakers who do not allow singular IN to antecede
covert pronouns, the theory developed so far is sufficient. For the version
of Hungarian in which discourses like (190), (194)-(196) are acceptable,
we need to develop a more fine-grained analysis. In the next section,
we will focus on an analysis of the Hungarian data, because the fine-
grained distinctions this language establishes between different kinds
of incorporated nominals and different kinds of anaphoric pronouns
should help us to set the right criteria for a cross-linguistic analysis.

6.4 An account of discourse translucency
Singular INs in Hungarian are discourse translucent: they are not fully
opaque (because they antecede covert pronouns), but they are not fully
transparent either (because they cannot antecede overt pronouns). Dis-
course translucency shows that our simplest assumptions concerning
discourse transparency cannot be right. Allowing uninstantiated the-
matic arguments into final drss brings up the natural possibility of
allowing them to play a role in dynamic semantics, but as weaker an-
tecedents than discourse referents.

6.4.1 Assumptions concerning discourse transparency

With respect to implicit arguments, we pointed out that the uninstan-
tiated argument cannot be picked up by an anaphoric pronoun, but it
can be related to a definite description. The following example is from
ter Meulen (2001), but similar remarks have been made by Koenig and
Mauner (2000):

(197) a. John got his hair cut.

b. *He did a good job.

b’ The barber did a good job.

49Recall also from our previous digression that covert pronouns may be either
singular or plural when in subject position, but only singular when they are direct
objects.
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The implicit argument that is part of the passive construction in (197)
refers to the person who cut John’s hair. In our analysis, it is rep-
resented by means of an uninstantiated thematic argument. Because
uninstantiated thematic arguments do not have discourse referential
status, the anaphoric pronoun in (197b) is not a good continuation of
(197a), but the definite description in (197b) is. According to van der
Sandt(1992), the main difference between anaphoric pronouns and def-
inite descriptions is that the latter can accommodate their antecedent,
but the former cannot. However, (197b’) is not simply a case of accom-
modation. Rather, the discourse referent introduced by the definite de-
scription is somehow linked to the uninstantiated thematic argument in
(197a). In that sense, the implicit argument functions as the antecedent
of the definite description, and the relation between the two expressions
is a version of binding, rather than accommodation.

We propose to extend this idea to discourse anaphoric pronouns.
We maintain van der Sandt’s view that pronouns cannot accommodate
their antecedent, but open the possibility that binding can be either to
a discourse referent or to an uninstantiated thematic argument. Pro-
nouns differ with respect to whether they require a discourse referent
as antecedent or whether an uninstantiated thematic argument may do
as well. The new assumptions are formulated in (198):

(198) Assumptions concerning discourse transparency
(i) Uninstantiated thematic arguments may serve as antecedents

to (certain) discourse pronouns. They are less visible in dis-
course than discourse referents, because of their reduced
saliency.

(ii) Pronouns may be marked for what sort of individual variable
they can bind to.

The first assumption confers discourse visibility on uninstantiated the-
matic arguments, while at the same time maintaining the distinction
between them and discourse referents. It exploits both the fact that
such items are present in final drss and the fact that they are distinct
from discourse referents. The reduced discourse visibility of uninstanti-
ated thematic arguments is connected to their low saliency. The second
assumption follows naturally from the first: once we have several types
of individual variables, distinguished as to how visible they are, it may
well happen that some anaphoric elements may only ‘see’ the most
salient antecedents, namely discourse referents, while others may ‘see’
besides discourse referents, the less salient uninstantiated thematic ar-
guments as well. We turn now to an account of the Hungarian facts
presented above based on these new assumptions.
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6.4.2 Constraints on anaphoric pronouns
The facts in the permissive dialect of Hungarian that we are accounting
for here can be captured under the assumption that covert and overt
pronouns differ with respect to the saliency requirements they impose
on their antecedent. Overt pronouns, we suggest, may only be anteceded
by discourse referents while covert pronouns have a weaker saliency
requirement allowing both discourse referents and thematic arguments
as antecedents.50 Given our analysis of incorporation and of number
interpretation, singular INs in the permissive dialect can be picked up
by a covert pronoun, but not by an overt pronouns, while full DPs
and plural INs will be discourse transparent with respect to both types
of pronouns across dialects. Under this account, we also predict the
impossibility of a dialect in which the facts are reversed. This would be
a dialect in which singular INs would be fully transparent, while plural
INs and full DPs would be partially or totally opaque. Indeed, such a
version of Hungarian does not exist.

Formally, we propose that overt and covert pronouns in Hungarian
involve slightly different construction rules. As far as overt pronouns are
concerned, we can keep the standard construction rules of drt. That
is, the pronoun introduces a discourse referent v, and comes with the
requirement to seek an accessible and ‘suitable’ discourse referent u as
its antecedent, yielding the condition v = u. In order to be accessible,
the discourse referent v needs to be in the same box K as u, or in a
box K ′ such that K is subordinate to K ′. Since accessibility is not at
issue for the problem at hand, we can stick with the standard defini-
tion. What counts as a ‘suitable’ antecedent remains relatively vague in
Kamp and Reyle (1993), and we will not go into the details involved.51

Covert pronouns, we suggest, may be anteceded not only by discourse
referents but by uninstantiated thematic arguments as well. The con-
struction rule for covert pronouns introduces a new discourse referent
v. Just like any pronoun, the discourse referent v must be bound to
an antecedent. The binding relation ensures that predications on v and
the predications on the antecedent will involve the same individual in
the model. Just like their over counterparts, covert pronouns may seek
a suitable and accessible discourse referent u that they identify with,
yielding a condition of the form v = u. Special to covert pronouns is
the option that they may also seek an accessible and suitable uninstan-

50The choosier nature of overt pronouns also manifests itself in the fact that
singular overt pronouns may only refer to human (or at least animate) entities.

51The analysis we propose here is perfectly consistent with a presuppositional
treatment of pronouns as well. Nothing crucial hinges on our choice of the more
traditional view of pronouns.
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tiated thematic argument as their antecedent, which yields a condition
of the form v ' xi. The relation of squiggle identity is a relation be-
tween a discourse referent and an uninstantiated thematic argument
that is an accessible and suitable antecedent, because it is part of a
predicative condition in the set of conditions ConK of the drs K, or
in the set of conditions ConK′ of some drs K ′ such that K ′ is super-
ordinate to K. The verification requirements imposed by a condition
of the form v ' xi, where xi is a thematic argument in a predicative
condition of the form P (x1, . . . xi, . . . xn) require the embedding func-
tion to assign to the discourse referent v the entity ei that is the i-th
element of the n-tuple 〈e1, . . . , ei, . . . , en〉 that verifies the condition
P(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn). The fact that the anaphoric discourse pronoun
and the incorporated nominal that provides its antecedent relate to the
same individual in the model justifies the claim that squiggle identity
involves a version of binding, rather than accommodation.52 Following
these intuitions, we suggest that overt and covert pronouns in Hungar-
ian involve the following construction rules, where pronoun stands for
an overt pronoun, and pro for a covert one:

• Construction rule for overt pronouns, marked for number
(CRpronoun)
a. triggering configuration [DP ő] or [DPpl ők].
b. Introduce a new discourse referent v into the universe of the drs

K.
c. Substitute v for the triggering configuration in ConK .
d. Add a condition of the form v = u, where u is accessible and is a

’suitable’ discourse referent chosen from the universe of the drs
K or a drs K’ superordinate to K.

e. Add the condition plural(v) in case the plural feature is present.

• Construction rule for covert pronouns (CRpro)
a. triggering configuration [DP pro].
b. Introduce a new discourse referent v into the universe of the drs

K.
c. Substitute v for the triggering configuration in ConK .
d. Add a condition of the form v = u, where u is accessible, and is

a ‘suitable’ discourse referent chosen from the universe of the drs

52For readers familiar with Farkas and de Swart (2001), it is important to note
that the analysis presented there is different from the one adopted in the present
work. In the earlier proposal we allowed covert pronouns to accommodate a discourse
referent based on the presence of the uninstantiated thematic argument. Here we
wish to maintain van der Sandt’s (1992) insight that anaphoric pronouns, unlike
descriptions, do not normally allow accommodation of their antecedents.
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K or a drs K ′ superordinate to K.
e. If an accessible and suitable discourse referent u cannot be found,

add a condition of the form v ' xi, where xi is an accessible
and suitable uninstantiated thematic argument that is part of a
condition P (x1, . . . xi, . . . xn) in ConK or ConK′ of some K ′ that
is superordinate to K.

With respect to morphological number, we assume that covert pro-
nouns are like their overt counterparts: either unmarked for number,
or marked as plural in which case they contribute a plural condition.
In the latter case, this information must be recoverable from the verb
form. We also assume that overt as well as covert pronouns must match
their antecedents relative to atomicity entailments.

The construction rules force overt pronouns to bind to a discourse
referent, and allow covert pronouns to bind to an uninstantiated the-
matic argument if this is the only available antecedent. In the case of
a plural overt pronoun, the plural feature will contribute the condi-
tion plural(v) on the discourse referent v introduced by the pronoun.
Suitability requirements on the antecedent of such a pronoun involve a
non-atomicity entailment, i.e., u must either have plurality predicated
on it or have non-atomicity entailed on it. In the case of singular overt
pronouns, suitability requirements involve atomicity entailments.

The relation between identity and squiggle identity is reflected in
the following verification conditions for the relevant clauses:

• Verification clauses for = and '
a. A function f verifies a condition of the form v = u, where v and

u are discourse referents, relative to a model M iff f maps v and
u onto the same element of E.

b. A function f verifies a condition of the form v ' xi, where v is a
discourse referent and xi is an uninstantiated thematic argument
that shows up in the i-th position of a predicative condition of
the form P(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn), iff f maps v onto the individual
ei that is the i-th element of the n-tuple 〈e1, . . . , ei, . . . , en〉 that
verifies the condition P(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn).

We exemplify by working out the interpretation of the covert pro-
nouns in (193) above. We start with the drs in figure 43 as the output
of the first sentence, and the input to the second sentence.
Here u is the discourse referent introduced by the subject DP the doctor,
and z is the uninstantiated thematic argument that arose via Unifica-
tion of the contribution of the singular IN patient with its predicate,
examine. The two covert pronouns in the second sentence introduce
two new discourse referent v and w respectively. The discourse referent
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u

doctor(u)
patient(z)

examine(u,z)
The doctori patientj-examined. proi found

proj too sick and sent proj to hospital.

FIGURE 43 First sentence.

v introduced by the subject binds to u, so that the doctor who does the
examining also does the sending to the hospital. The discourse referent
w introduced by the object cannot be bound to a discourse referent
that is already present in the sentence, for the intended antecedent is
not u (the doctor), but z (the patient). Thus w binds to the restricted
thematic argument z of the incorporation construction. This leads to
the drs in figure 44 (where irrelevant details have been omitted).

u v w

doctor(u)
patient(z)

examine(u,z)
v = u
w ' z

send(v,w)
The doctori patientj-examined. proi found

proj too sick and sent proj to hospital.

FIGURE 44 Final drs.

Binding the covert pronoun to the restricted thematic argument z re-
sults in the condition w ' z. The truth-conditions of the drs in fig-
ure 44 require the individuals that the embedding function f assigns
to v and w to be the same. Furthermore, the individual that the em-
bedding function f assigns to v must be the same individual ez in the
model that is a patient examined by the doctor u.

In terms of truth-conditions, there is no difference between a con-
dition of identity between two discourse referents and a relation of
squiggle identity between a discourse referent and a thematic argu-
ment. In both cases, the antecedent and the anaphor relate to the same
individual in the model. This is what justifies the claim that overt
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and covert pronouns both involve binding. In this sense, pronouns are
different from definite descriptions, which allow either binding or ac-
commodation. There is a difference in dynamic potential between overt
and covert pronouns, though. Overt pronouns require an existing dis-
course referent, so they do not make the universe of discourse of the
drs any richer than it already was. Covert pronouns have the power to
promote a thematic argument to discourse referential status.

6.4.3 Predictions

Our analysis makes two predictions. If covert pronouns really update
the universe of discourse of the drs in the sense that they promote an
uninstantiated thematic argument to discourse referential status, we
predict that we can, in principle, continue our discourse either with
a covert or with an overt pronoun. The default choice is for a covert
pronoun to antecede a covert rather than an overt pronoun but con-
tinuation with an overt pronoun is not excluded. This is illustrated in
(199):

(199) Mari gyereket vár. proi Azt reméli, hogy pro j fiú lesz,
Mari child.Acc expect. proi that hopes that proj boy be
és hogy majd őj fogja átvenni az üzletet.
and that Future hej will take over the business
Mari is expecting a child. She hopes that it will be a boy and that
he will take over the business in the future.

The singular IN gyereket ‘child.Acc’ restricts an uninstantiated the-
matic argument which, we have seen, may not serve as an antecedent
to an overt pronoun. But it may serve as an antecedent to a covert
one. This happens in the embedded clause of the first conjunct in the
second sentence, where the incorporated nominal gyereket provides the
antecedent for proj . Given that covert pronouns introduce a discourse
referent, there is now a discourse referent that relates to the relevant
uninstantiated thematic argument. This discourse referent may serve
as the antecedent to an overt pronoun, which it does in the second
conjunct, where ő is an overt pronoun whose antecedent is the covert
pronoun proj.

The second prediction our analysis makes is that uninstantiated the-
matic arguments should be translucent as well, and therefore one should
find cases where they act as antecedents to covert pronouns in Hungar-
ian. An occurring example is given in (200):

(200) Folyton proi ı́rt de aztán el-tépte proj

kept proi write but then up-tear.Def proj

’He/she kept writing but then he/she tore it up.’
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Here the verb ı́rni ‘to write’ has an implicit DO. As such, it is used in the
‘elsewhere’ conjugation appropriate for intransitives or transitive verbs
with indefinite objects, or with uninstantiated thematic arguments. The
verb el-tépni ‘to tear up’ on the other hand, is in the definite conjuga-
tion, which signals the presence of a covert DO pronoun. Indeed, the
interpretation of this sentence is that she tore up whatever she wrote.

Note that it is more marked to have implicit arguments act as an-
tecedents to covert pronouns than incorporated ones, which conforms
to the saliency hierarchy we posited in Chapter 3. We suggested there
that the more information the discourse contains about an uninstanti-
ated thematic argument, the more salient it will be. Under the natural
assumption that saliency and discourse visibility are connected, the
higher in salience a discourse entity is, the easier it can function as the
antecedent of a discourse pronoun.

6.5 Generalization to other languages
In this section we suggest an extension of the analysis of shades of
discourse transparency developed for Hungarian to the cases of the dis-
course transparent singular INs mentioned in section 6.3.2 above. Recall
that Sadock (1980), and Van Geenhoven (1998) provided strong evi-
dence in favor of the claim that incorporated nominals in West Green-
landic are discourse transparent. We repeat the examples in (201) and
(202) (cf. Van Geenhoven1998: 187, 190).

(201) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Miki-mik
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. M.-inst
ati-qar-p-u-q
name-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG
’Aani has a dogi. Iti is called Miki.’

(202) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Kusana-q-a-a-t.
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3SG. nice.very-be-IND-[-tr]-3PL
’Aani has dogsi. Theyi are very nice.’

According to Van Geenhoven, the number of the discourse referent
introduced by an incorporating verb remains unspecified until the
pronominal element enters the scene. Examples from Chamorro, taken
from Chung and Ladusaw (2003) show that singular INs in these lan-
guages may serve as antecedents to discourse pronouns as well. We can
now account for such cases by shifting the emphasis from properties
of the antecedent to properties of the anaphoric expression. In other
words, the difference between these languages and Hindi, for instance,
where singular INs are discourse opaque, does not involve a difference
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in the contribution of the incorporated nominal but rather, a differ-
ence in the properties of the anaphoric expressions in the two types of
language.

In fact, Mithun (1984) has already suggested an approach along
these lines. To our knowledge, she was the first to draw attention to
the possibility that the pronominal system of polysynthetic languages
is different from that of languages like English. She claims that the
example in (203) is fully acceptable to Mohawk speakers, even though
there is no antecedent for the overt pronoun:

(203) K-atenún-hah-kwe. Áh tsi yehétkv.
I-watch-HAB-PAST ah how she.ugly
’I was baby-sitting. Boy, is she ugly!’

The pronoun ye- ‘she’ is perfectly appropriate, yet its antecedent is
not even incorporated, it is not present at all, according to Mithun.
The verb katenúnhahkwe contains no incorporated nominal, nor any
pronominal reference to a theme. The referent of the pronominal prefix
ye- is determined pragmatically, not lexically, according to Mithun.53

The crucial point for us is that cross-linguistic differences in the
discourse transparency of INs can be accounted for not by positing dif-
ferences in the analysis of the IN themselves, but rather, by looking for
differences in the constraints on anaphoric expressions. We suggest that
in languages where singular INs are discourse transparent, the pronom-
inals that can have such INs as antecedents (whether overt or covert)
are associated with construction rules parallel to those of Hungarian
covert pronouns. Nothing rules out, in fact, a language that has only
pronouns of the Hungarian covert pronoun type, or only pronouns of
the Hungarian overt pronoun type. In the former type of language, the
difference in discourse transparency between full DPs and singular INs
is neutralized, and they would both seem fully transparent. This is the
case in West Greenlandic and Chamorro, for instance. In the latter kind
of language, singular INs will be fully opaque. A language of this type
is Hindi.

We have suggested here a more fine-grained view of discourse trans-
parency than hitherto assumed. The combination of these proposals al-
lowed us to account for the fact that singular INs appear to be transpar-
ent in some languages, while in others they are translucent or opaque.
The account still makes a prediction concerning the transparency of
singular INs, however. The theory we presented predicts that there will

53It is not quite clear whether this claim is correct or whether we have,
in our terminology, an unmodified implicit argument associated with the verb
katenúnhahkwe. Still, the point Mithun is making is clear.
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be no language where singular INs are more transparent than plural
ones or than DPs in full argument position. In other words, pronouns
that can bind to thematic arguments also bind to discourse referents,
but not vice versa. If we compare languages with respect to the con-
straints they impose on anaphora, Hungarian is in between English-
type languages that allow binding of pronouns to discourse referents
only, and languages such as West Greenlandic that allow binding to
thematic arguments for pronouns in general, because Hungarian allows
a contrast between two types of pronouns, depending on the require-
ment the pronoun imposes on its antecedent. Thus our analysis has
important consequences for a cross-linguistic theory of anaphora.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we looked at data that point to the need for shades
of discourse transparency, and then suggested a way of changing stan-
dard assumptions about discourse visibility in order to account for the
facts. The data we considered involved both cross-linguistic and intra-
linguistic variation in the discourse transparency of incorporated nom-
inals. The analysis we worked out capitalizes on the proposals laid out
in Chapters 2 and 3, and more specifically, on our proposal that final
drss may involve two types of individual variables, discourse referents
and uninstantiated thematic arguments. This opens up the possibility
of having both types of variables visible in the discourse, but with dif-
ferentiated visibility. We exploited this possibility in our account of the
discourse translucency of singular INs in Hungarian and suggested a
way of extending our proposals to languages in which singular INs are
fully discourse transparent, without, at the same time, losing the pre-
diction that such nominals may be translucent or even opaque in other
languages. The proposals we made here have important consequences
for a semantic typology of anaphors and for theories of discourse promi-
nence and saliency, consequences that we hope will be explored in fu-
ture work.

Looking back over the road covered so far in this book, we note that
the distinction between thematic arguments and discourse referents led
us to three main proposals which we wove together in our account of
incorporation.

Once the distinction between thematic arguments and discourse ref-
erents was in place, we could go into the details of DP interpretation as
well as the details of the way a predicate combines with its arguments.
This led us to positing the two basic reduction rules, Instantiation and
Unification and to proposing the latter as the common denominator of
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incorporation constructions.
Within the DP, the distinction between thematic arguments and

discourse referents required a rethinking of the contribution of plural
morphology. In our proposal, the plural feature contributes a presup-
posed discourse referent and a plurality condition on it. Consequently,
the presence of this feature has the dynamic potential of introducing a
discourse referent that instantiates the relevant thematic argument of
the head noun if and only if no determiner is present to do so. In the
rest of the book, we exploited the consequences of these proposals in
accounting for the complex facts of incorporation in Hungarian and for
the interpretation of bare plurals in English. Our account of the distri-
bution and interpretation of bare nominals in Hungarian and English
capitalizes on two obvious properties: the absence of a determiner and
number marking.

In the present chapter, we exploited the distinction between the-
matic arguments and discourse referents in order to account for effects
that require shades of discourse transparency. In the next (and last)
chapter, we return to the discussion of previous semantic accounts of
incorporation mentioned briefly in Chapter 1, and compare them to the
approach developed here.





7

Comparisons with previous

approaches

7.1 Incorporation as predicate modification

In this chapter, we review the main insights of previous semantic ap-
proaches to the phenomenon of incorporation, and compare them with
our own. The analysis developed in this book is closest in spirit to Sz-
abolcsi’s (1997) suggestions concerning nominals in PredOp position.
The gist of her remarks is that these nominals do not introduce a dis-
course referent, which explains their inability to act as subjects of i-level
predicates. A nominal in this position “does not contribute an entity to
the interpretation of the sentence and does not serve as logical subject
of predication.” (p. 122) In the previous chapters we have developed
an explicit theory of what the contribution of nominals in PredOp is
and how they combine with their predicate, and we have explored its
consequences and predictions, connecting the Hungarian data to incor-
poration elsewhere.

In the process, we have grappled with the contrast between singu-
lar and plural INs, as well as with the question of shades of discourse
transparency. These issues are not taken up in Szabolcsi (1997), whose
interest in incorporated nominals is peripheral. The general program
pursued in Szabolcsi (1997) is one where the scope of a nominal is a
consequence of its syntactic position. Our approach differs fundamen-
tally here, since we argue that the scopal behavior of the nominals we
are concerned with follows from their semantics. In particular, the sco-
pal properties of INs follow from their semantic nature, namely their
inability to introduce a discourse referent. As a consequence, they com-
bine with the predicate by Unification rather than Instantiation, and
Unification leads to local scope.

Our views are quite close to the proposals made by Kamp and Bende-
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Farkas (2001). Their analysis is also cast in drt, so the general frame-
work is the same. They establish a distinction between discourse refer-
ents and ‘placeholders’ that is very similar to the distinction between
discourse referents and thematic arguments we have developed here.
Bare singular nominals in the special preverbal position in Hungarian
provide a place holder variable only, and do not come with a discourse
referent (p. 134). The place holder variable is assumed to be under-
specified for number (p. 135). It combines with the verb by means of a
mechanism of unification, which is similar to our notion of unification
of thematic arguments. According to Kamp and Bende-Farkas, unifi-
cation in incorporation constructions is the same mechanism that is
used for existential constructions. From the point of view of variable
management, the main difference between incorporation and existential
sentences is that bare nominals do not introduce a discourse referent,
so they do not yield an accessible discourse referent of the kind that
is contributed by a weak determiner. As a result, weak DPs in exis-
tential constructions are discourse transparent, whereas singular INs
are discourse opaque. So far, the proposals are remarkably similar. The
differences are in the details.

Although Kamp and Bende-Farkas are aware of the discourse translu-
cency of incorporated nominals, they do not provide a full analysis of
the observations they make with respect to the singular/plural con-
trast. They take the plural to be the marked option in Hungarian,
which leaves the placeholder variable that corresponds with the singu-
lar bare nominals underspecified for number. We argued instead that
plurality is predicated of discourse referents. In their treatment, the
plural morpheme behaves like a determiner. This contrast with our
proposal in which plural morphology contributes a presupposed dis-
course referent and a predicate on it. Although there is not much of a
difference between the two analyses for bare plurals in full argument
position, the analysis of incorporation constructions runs differently.
Kamp and Bende-Farkas hold the plural morpheme responsible for the
introduction of a discourse referent, even in incorporation construc-
tions, and so do we. However, we crucially rely on a presuppositional
analysis of the plural feature to make it possible to incorporate bare
plurals, whereas Kamp and Bende-Farkas rely on the interpretation
of number as a determiner. But if we treat number like a determiner,
we cannot explain why bare plurals occur in the PredOp position in
Hungarian, but DPs with overt, even weak determiners do not. This
problem extends to languages like Hindi, where we made similar ob-
servations. Since these issues are not central to the discussion in Kamp
and Bende-Farkas (2001), not all the relevant examples are discussed
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in detail. We conclude that the exact nature of the relation between
incorporation and existential constructions remains to be clarified. The
question of the contrast between overt and covert pronouns in Hungar-
ian is not addressed either, and thus, the issue of shades of discourse
transparency does not arise in their work.

We conclude that the two analyses are very close, but mostly com-
plementary, given that they focus on different aspects of the problem of
indefinites. Kamp and Bende-Farkas discuss intensionality, specificity,
and the definiteness effect in existential constructions, and treat in-
corporation somewhat tangentially. The emphasis in this book is on
incorporation as fundamentally different from other constructions in-
volving weak determiners, including existential contexts.

Kamp and Bende-Farkas (2001) provide the only treatment of in-
corporation in drt that we are aware of. Most other recent analyses
of incorporation that we are familiar with are cast in a flexible type-
theoretical framework. In the next section, we will discuss three of these:
Van Geenhoven (1998), Dayal (1999) and Chung and Ladusaw (2003).
They exploit the three possibilities that we have for giving an analysis of
incorporation in type-theory, namely semantic type (Van Geenhoven),
type-shifting (Dayal), and combinatorics (Chung and Ladusaw).

7.2 Type-theoretical perspectives
7.2.1 A property-based analysis of incorporation
Van Geenhoven (1998) offers a detailed semantic account of incorpora-
tion based on data from West Greenlandic. In this language, a group
of lexically specified verbs incorporate their internal argument. The in-
corporated argument is fully discourse transparent. Van Geenhoven’s
account of this phenomenon rests on the following two assumptions:

(i) incorporated nominals are property denoting, and
(ii)the discourse transparency of incorporated nominals is due to the in-

corporating verb, which contributes a dynamic existential quantifier
binding its internal argument.

The first assumption is responsible for the obligatory narrow scope
of incorporated nominals, while the second accounts for their discourse
transparency. In this account, verbs that may occur both with incor-
porated and unincorporated arguments are lexically ambiguous: when
used in a non-incorporating construction, the verb denotes a relation
between two individuals; when used in an incorporating construction,
the verb denotes a relation between an individual and a property. Be-
low we give an example of a sentence involving incorporation and the
skeleton of Van Geenhoven’s interpretation rules.
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(204) Amajaraq ipill-tur-p-u-q
A.ABS apple-ate-INDtr.3sg
‘Amajaraq ate an apple/apples.’

(205) a. λy λx [Verb(x, y)]
b. λP λx∃y [Verb(x, y) ∧ P (y)]

In (205a), we have the standard denotation of a transitive verb. In
(205b), we have the schema proposed for incorporation constructions.
Instead of taking an individual argument, the verb takes a property
argument. Semantic incorporation involves predicating the descriptive
content of the incorporated nominal of the internal argument of the
verb and simultaneously binding the relevant variable by existential
closure. Thus, an incorporated verb will have to combine with a prop-
erty denoting argument. The property denoted by this argument will
be predicated of the variable bound by the existential quantifier con-
tributed by the verb.

Whether the argument in question is discourse transparent or not
depends on whether this existential quantifier is dynamic or not. In
West Greenlandic the incorporated argument is discourse transparent,
and therefore the existential quantifier must be dynamic.

With respect to number, Van Geenhoven notes that the incorporated
nominal is number neutral in West Greenlandic. If there are stranded
modifiers, number is determined by the singular/plural information on
the modifier in instrumental case, but in the absence of such modifiers,
incorporated nominals can anchor either a singular or a plural pronoun
later in the discourse, the choice being determined by pragmatic factors.
This is illustrated below. (VG p.187, 190):

(206) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Miki-mik
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3Sg. M.-inst
ati-qar-p-u-q
name-have-IND-[-tr]-3Sg
‘Aani has a dogi. Iti is called Miki.’

(207) Aani qimmi-qar-p-u-q. Kusana-q-a-a-t.
A.ABS dog-have-IND-[-tr]-3Sg. nice.very-be-IND-[-tr]-3Pl
‘Aani has dogsi. Theyi are very nice.’

According to Van Geenhoven, the number of the discourse referent
introduced by an incorporating verb remains unspecified until the
pronominal element enters the scene. However, the analysis does not
include an explicit account of number and number neutrality.

As a second movement of the analysis, Van Geenhoven connects
her account of incorporation in West Greenlandic to properties of bare
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plurals in Germanic languages and to the semantics of narrow scope
indefinites in general. The proposal is that all narrow scope readings
of weak noun phrases are the result of semantic incorporation involv-
ing a property denoting nominal that occurs within the scope of an
existential closure operator contributed by the predicate. McNally and
Van Geenhoven (1997) further extend the account to existential there-
constructions.

There are a number of important differences between the account
Van Geenhoven defends and the proposals developed in this book. We
will discuss three issues that are related to the range of languages and
empirical phenomena taken up in the two analyses. From there, we
will move on to some fundamental objections against the claim that
semantic incorporation covers both incorporation constructions proper
and all kinds of constructions involving weak noun phrases.

In West Greenlandic and Chamorro, the class of verbs that occur
with both incorporated and non-incorporated arguments is fairly small.
An immediate problem we encounter when we try to extend the anal-
ysis of incorporation proposed by Van Geenhoven to languages like
Hungarian or Hindi is that we have to assume a large scale ambigu-
ity within the verbal lexicon, because the number of verbs that can
(but need not) incorporate is quite large. Each member of this class of
verbs would have to be assumed to be lexically ambiguous between a
predicate requiring an 〈e, t〉 type argument and one requiring an e type
argument. Dayal (1999) raises similar objections.

Now, the analysis we proposed in this book is not incompatible with
a restriction of incorporation constructions to particular verb classes.
Particular verbs may impose restrictions concerning the nature of their
arguments and the way they may or must combine with them. These
restrictions may be morpho-syntactic in nature in a language where
the morpho-syntax of incorporation concerns morphologically deficient
verbs that may not occur as free morphemes. We assume this type
of restriction on verb classes is appropriately treated in the lexicon-
morphology-syntax interface of the language. The focus of this book
has been on the semantic mechanisms that determine the interpretation
of constructions made available by the language.

A second problem that arises when we try to extend Van Geen-
hoven’s account to other languages concerns the contrast between INs
that differ in number marking. West Greenlandic does not allow plural
morphology on incorporated nominals, but languages like Hungarian
and Hindi do. In these languages, we observe that singular INs are dis-
course opaque (or translucent), whereas plural INs (as well as bare plu-
rals in full-fledged argument position) are fully transparent. A property-
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based analysis where the existential quantifier binding the incorporated
argument is contributed by the predicate (or by any other mechanism
that is not sensitive to the characteristics of the nominal) has trouble
capturing the effect of plural marking on discourse transparency. The
existential quantifier contributed by the predicate could be assumed to
be dynamic in one language and static in another; one could also have
variation depending on the verb, but having the dynamic nature of the
quantifier determined by the properties of the incorporated argument
is rather problematic. Kamp and Bende-Farkas (2001: 117) formulate
the same criticism, but as we already pointed out, their analysis does
not include a full account of the singular/plural contrast either. By
contrast, in the analysis proposed here, the discourse transparency of
plural INs and bare plurals in argument position is the result of the
semantics of plural morphology. We consider this a welcome result. A
further point of divergence is that the present proposal predicts number
neutrality of incorporated singulars on the basis of the semantic inter-
pretation, whereas Van Geenhoven does not include the observations
she makes about number neutrality in her analysis.

Finally, as noted by Chung and Ladusaw (2003), in the absence of
an enriched theory of composition, a property-based approach cannot
predict the possibility of doubling the incorporated nominal with a full
DP. Note that the analysis of stranded modifiers already causes serious
complications for Van Geenhoven’s theory (compare Bittner 1994).

The issues discussed so far (lexical restrictions, number marking and
doubling) raise problems for the extension of Van Geenhoven’s analysis
to other languages, which is what led us to pursue a different route.

Further issues concern the foundations of semantic incorporation.
Van Geenhoven relates incorporation to narrow scope. But the gener-
alization of semantic incorporation to all narrow scope weak indefinites
and existential constructions does not allow us to establish the distinc-
tions that are needed for a full theory of the morpho-syntax of incorpo-
ration, and for a semantic typology of noun phrases (NPs and DPs). As
Kamp and Bende-Farkas (2001: 119) put it, bare nominals and full DPs
become indistinguishable when they are both treated as property de-
noting expressions. We do, however, need to distinguish between these
two types of nominals, a claim we formulate as follows:

• All bare nominals are weak, but not all weak indefinites are bare.

More precisely, if ordinary indefinites may have property denota-
tions, (which is the denotation they have when having narrow scope
or when showing up in existential constructions) and if this property
were what is essential to incorporation, the fact that such indefinites
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do not occur in PredOp in Hungarian becomes either a mystery or an
accident of morpho-syntax. Since in this view, the semantics of the two
sentences in (208) is identical, one cannot use it to differentiate between
the two types of nominals they exemplify.

(208) a. Minden gyerek olvas egy verset.
Every child read a poem.Acc
’Every child is reading a poem.’

b. Minden gyerek verset olvas.
’Every child poem.Acc read.’

In Van Geenhoven’s analysis, we cannot explain why (208a) would be
ungrammatical with a bare singular nominal, while (208b) would be
ungrammatical with a full DP, and why bare plurals are acceptable in
the context of both (208a) and (208b).54 The property-based account
of incorporation paints with too wide a brush and thus does not al-
low us to characterize morpho-syntactically incorporated nominals as a
separate natural class on semantic grounds. We call this the problem of
overgeneration because the semantic incorporation approach predicts
that all weak, type 〈e, t〉 denoting nominals occur in the same contexts,
whereas this is clearly not the case. The problem of overgeneration can-
not be solved in Van Geenhoven’s account, because we either loose the
explanation of narrow scope/existential constructions or the account of
incorporation proper. The only conclusion we can draw is that semantic
incorporation should not include both phenomena.

In our approach, the problem of overgeneration does not arise be-
cause the two examples in (208) have different semantic representations.
The narrow scope reading of the indefinite is the result of the interpre-
tation of the discourse referent in the same drs as the predicate. The
wide scope reading involves the interpretation of the discourse referent
in the main box. The incorporated nominal, on the other hand, does
not introduce a discourse referent, but unifies with the relevant the-
matic argument of the predicate. The result is a final drs that differs
from the previous one in that the internal argument remains uninstan-
tiated. Consequently, the contribution of the nominal is interpreted
together with that of the predicate. The two representations are truth-
conditionally equivalent, but lead to differences in number interpreta-
tion and discourse transparency. Given the rules for the introduction
of discourse referents and the semantics of the plural morpheme, we

54A further difficulty concerns the differentiation of reduplicated indefinites from
ordinary indefinites on the one hand and incorporated ones on the other, but this
could be solved by imposing a syntactic or semantic licensing condition on redupli-
cated indefinites.
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can explain why full DPs like egy verset can take narrow scope, but do
not occur in the special position reserved for incorporated nominals,
why bare singulars do not show up in full argument position, and why
bare plurals are felicitous both in incorporated and in full argument
position.

Van Geenhoven focuses on existential readings of bare nominals and
other weak noun phrases. Her analysis has nothing to say about generic
readings of bare nominals in languages like English. As far as regular
indefinites are concerned, Van Geenhoven assumes that their weak read-
ing involves semantic incorporation, whereas their strong (specific, par-
titive, proportional, . . . ) reading involves a generalized quantifier inter-
pretation (cf. de Swart 2001 for extensive discussion of the weak/strong
distinction, and the different interpretations of indefinites). It is well
known that bare plurals in English do not have such quantificational
strong readings, so Van Geenhoven assumes that they only combine via
semantic incorporation. But semantic incorporation leads to an exis-
tential interpretation, so the generic reading remains unaccounted for.
The general observations are then the following:

• Bare nominals are weaker than other weak indefinites. They do not
have strong, quantificational readings, but only a generic reading
(and this only in some positions, in some languages).

• Incorporated bare nominals always get an existential reading, never
a generic one. Bare nominals in full argument position may get a
generic interpretation.

The approach to genericity outlined in chapter 5 explains why generic-
ity and incorporation are incompatible. The complex predicate forma-
tion involved in incorporation is incompatible with the limited indepen-
dence required for a generic interpretation. The existential and generic
readings of bare plurals in full argument position in languages like En-
glish are two aspects of one and the same semantics in our approach,
whereas they remain entirely unrelated in Van Geenhoven’s account.
In our analysis, the generic reading respects the local scope require-
ment on the bare plural, so we do not predict strong, quantificational
readings to arise.

7.2.2 A kind-based analysis of incorporation

Dayal (1999) presents an analysis of incorporated bare nominals in
Hindi in the neo-Carlsonian framework of Chierchia (1998), that is
based on type-shifting operations relating the various denotations of
nominals in the flexible type-theoretic framework developed by Par-
tee (1987). Hindi does not have a lexical definite determiner. Dayal
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observes that bare singulars and bare plurals in Hindi can have exis-
tential, definite and generic interpretations.

Dayal confirms a number of well-known observations about bare
nominals for Hindi. Bare singulars as well as bare plurals take nar-
row scope with respect to negation and other scope bearing operators.
For bare singulars, the existential reading is restricted to noun incor-
poration contexts, and in these contexts, the bare nominal is not a
good antecedent for an overt discourse pronoun. Moreover, the mor-
phologically singular bare nominal is semantically number neutral in
incorporation contexts. Bare plurals can have existential readings in
the subject position of stage-level predicates, they are always semanti-
cally plural, and they are always discourse transparent.

Based on these data, Dayal concludes that Hindi bare nominals are
ambiguous between definite and kind-denoting terms. Given that bare
nominals in Hungarian do not have definite interpretations, we will
focus the comparison on bare nominals as kind-denoting terms. Ac-
cording to Dayal, Hindi bare nominals are not indefinites but rather,
their existential reading is dependent on kind reference. Singular kinds
require the kind term to be atomic. This blocks access to individual
instantiations of the singular kind, but not of the plural kind. The aim
is then to use the kind-based approach to drive a wedge between noun
phrases based on number marking.

Dayal’s (1999) analysis relies heavily on the type-shifting operations
proposed by Chierchia (1998). In her account, bare plurals have def-
inite and kind-denoting interpretations. The existential interpretation
(in regular argument position or in incorporation constructions) is ob-
tained via derived kind predication. Bare singulars are either definite,
or denote a singular kind. Following Chierchia (1998b), she assumes
that derived kind predication is not available for singular kinds. This
explains why bare singulars do not occur in regular argument position.
However, they do occur in incorporation contexts, with an existential
interpretation which suggests that the kind interpretation is not suit-
able in this context. According to Dayal, incorporation of singulars
involves a process of ‘theme suppression’. This process triggers the re-
analysis of a two-place predicate as a complex property. The necessary
condition for this reanalysis is the existence of a well-established inter-
pretive counterpart where the theme argument is realized by the corre-
sponding predicate, and is existentially quantified. According to Dayal,
theme suppression explains the key features of incorporation of bare
singulars. First, the theme argument does not introduce a discourse
referent, since it gets suppressed. Consequently, there is no antecedent
available for a discourse pronoun. Second, the interpretation of an in-
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corporated bare singular is not restricted to atoms, because there is no
existential quantifier that could be the source of such implicatures.

We share with Dayal the concern for distinguishing between bare
singulars and bare plurals in a way that connects their differences to
number marking. The consequence of this differentiation for Dayal,
however, is that a unified analysis of incorporation is lost. In her view,
incorporation of bare singulars involves theme suppression, while incor-
poration of bare plurals involves derived kind reference. Our approach
maintains a unified analysis of incorporated singulars and plurals while
at the same time explaining the contrasts between them based on the
contribution of the plural feature. We think this is an advantage.

Throughout this book, we focused on the similarities between Hindi
and Hungarian in relation to the singular/plural contrast. However, if
we were to extend Dayal’s analysis of incorporation in Hindi to our
Hungarian data, we would run into a basic problem. As pointed out in
chapter 5 above, Hungarian bare nominals, whether singular or plural,
do not get a kind-level interpretation, as illustrated in the examples in
(209) and (210):

(209) *Medve okos./ *Medvék okosak.
bear intelligent./ Bear.Pl intelligent.Pl

(210) *Szeretem medvéket.
love.I bear.Pl.Acc

Technically, it may not be impossible to implement a kind-based analy-
sis for incorporation in Hungarian, even in the absence of a kind reading
for bare singulars or plurals. However, such an account is not partic-
ularly appealing in the absence of positive evidence for it. Given the
inability of bare plurals to refer to kinds in Hungarian, we did not
attempt to force a kind-based analysis of plural INs in this language.
Our approach predicts the possibility of generic readings of bare plurals
without making the prediction that every language must have them.

7.2.3 An analysis based on mode of composition
Just like Van Geenhoven, Chung and Ladusaw (2003) use a flexible
type-theoretic framework to develop an analysis of incorporation. They
focus on two important questions: the difference between the combina-
tion of the verb with weak, property-denoting nominals on the one
hand, and with incorporated nominals on the other, and the possibility
of doubling the incorporated argument with a full DP in regular argu-
ment position. Crucial to the account is the introduction of a new mode
of predicate-argument composition, called Restrict, besides the regular
mode of composition for indefinites, called Specify. The special feature
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of Restrict is that while it affects one of the arguments of the predicate,
it does not saturate it and therefore the argument in question is avail-
able for further composition, which is what happens in doubling cases.
We summarize this treatment of incorporation in enough detail to be
able to compare its predictions with those of the present proposal.

In Chung and Ladusaw’s approach, the essential difference between
incorporated nominals and ordinary indefinites is the mode of compo-
sition with the predicate. Both ordinary indefinites and incorporated
nominals are property denoting. When they combine with a predicate,
there is a type mismatch in that an 〈e,t〉 type nominal has to combine
with a predicate which is looking for an argument of type e. In the
case of regular indefinites, the mismatch is resolved by a type-shifting
mechanism called Specify, while in the case of incorporated nominals,
the composition rule is Restrict. Specify is a compound mode of com-
position involving “[T]he combination of the application of a choice
function followed by function application” (p. 20), illustrated in (211)
(p. 20, example 30):55

(211) FA(λxλe [bark’(x)(e)]), CF([dog’(y)]))
= ∃f∃e [bark’(f(dog’)(e))])

Here CF stands for ‘choice function’ and FA for function argument
application. The final interpretation is arrived at after the event vari-
able and the functional variable have been existentially closed. Crucial
to the analysis is that combination by Specify is assumed to saturate
the affected argument of the predicate; after the function application
part of Specify, the relevant lambda prefix is gone and the targeted
argument of the predicate is not available for further composition.

Restrict is a new mode of composition allowing a function that is
looking for an individual argument (type e) to combine with a property
argument (type 〈e, t〉). The result is that the relevant variable of the
predicate is now restricted by the property in question, without a con-
comitant saturation of the predicate on that variable. Accordingly, the
affected variable is still bound by a lambda, although there is a shift in
position of the relevant lambda operator to signal that the argument
has been targeted by a composition operation without, however, being
saturated. In a later move, the lambda operator is eliminated by an ex-
istential quantifier that binds the variable in question. To illustrate, as-
sume that dog is a property-denoting noun phrase that is composed via
Restrict with the predicate feed’, while John is an individual-denoting
expression composing by function-argument application. The semantic
interpretation of (212a) is given in (212b) (p. 13, example 25):

55The quotations are from the unpublished version of the ms.
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(212) a. John dog-fed.
b. FA(Restrict (λy λx λe [feed’(y)(x)(e)], dog’), j)

= FA(λx λy λe [feed’(y)(x)(e) ∧ dog’(y)], j)
= λyλe[feed’(y)(j)(e) ∧ dog’(y)]

After Restrict applies, λy is still present in the lambda prefix of the
resulting expression. However, it is now demoted to the first lambda
before the event argument. Thus, Restrict is truly a new kind of oper-
ation not only in that a predicate combines with an argument that is
not of the right semantic type, but also in that the operation affects
the lambda prefix in an unprecedented way.

Crucially, in the final line, the argument targeted by Restrict, y, is
still available for further composition. At this point, existential closure
may apply twice and saturate the predicate on y, as well as on e,
yielding (213) (p. 13, example 26):

(213) EC(EC(λy λe[feed’(y)(j)(e) ∧ dog’(y)]))
= ∃e∃y[feed’(y)(j)(e) ∧ dog’(y)]

The difference between ordinary and incorporated indefinites in this
account is that the former compose via Specify while the latter compose
via Restrict. This is an irreducible difference that may be encoded as a
special restriction on determiners. In this view, determiners may select
for a particular mode of composition for the resulting DP. With respect
to Maori, the claim is that “[H]e signals that the indefinite is composed
via the nonsaturating mode Restrict; tētahi signals that the indefinite
is composed via the type-shifing mode Specify. In other words, these
two articles serve as morphological flags for the modes of composition
available to semantically incomplete DPs.”(p. 60)

Going beyond Maori and Chamorro, Chung and Ladusaw generalize
their account to other ‘local scope only’ indefinites, such as existential
bare plurals in English: “We claim that in English, bare plurals must
compose via the nonsaturating mode Restrict. [. . . ] More generally, in
recognizing Restrict as a distinct mode of composition, our theory pro-
vides one way of accounting for language-specific indefinites that must
have narrow scope.” (p. 91). Whether this approach extends to nec-
essarily co-varying indefinites such as egy-egy indefinites in Hungarian
or to ‘roofed’ indefinites such as Negative Polarity Items is a question
Chung and Ladusaw do not address.

The account of the contrast in scope possibilities between ordinary
indefinites and incorporated ones depends crucially on the details of the
existential closure operations needed. In this account, ordinary indefi-
nites scope freely because of the stipulated special binding properties of
choice functional variables (cf. Reinhart 1997, Matthewson 1999, Chier-
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chia 2001 and Chung and Ladusaw for extensive discussion of choice
functions, closure and scope). The local scope of incorporated nomi-
nals follows from the assumption that by the time the event variable
is reached in composition, all unsaturated arguments of the predicate
must be existentially closed (see Principle 27, p. 14). This version of
existential closure is assumed to come in to bind and saturate unsatu-
rated variables, i.e. variables composed by Restrict. This must happen
below the event level variable, which itself is bound (and saturated) by
another version of existential closure, which applies before the event
variable is folded into the interpretation. Nominals introduced by Re-
strict are bound by this ‘below-the-event’ version of existential closure
and therefore will have narrow scope only.

In order to prevent ‘below-the-event’ existential closure to necessar-
ily bind choice functional variables as well, one has to assume that they
are not unsaturated. We end up with two types of free variables and
two types of existential closure. On the one hand we have choice func-
tional variables, introduced as part of Specify, bound by freely inserted
long-distance binding existential operators. This type of existential clo-
sure is not a saturating device, since choice functional variables have to
count as saturated before they are bound. On the other hand, we have
unsaturated variables that have been composed by Restrict. These are
bound by ‘below-the-event’ existential closure, which is a saturating
device. As a result, the account is technically rather complex.

The Restrict view of incorporation, unlike Van Geenhoven’s pro-
posal, predicts the possibility of doubling: recall that Restrict was de-
fined in such a way as to leave the affected argument unsaturated, i.e.,
still bound by a lambda operator after composition. This argument is
therefore available for further composition by Specify involving a ‘dou-
bling’ DP, provided that the latter composes with the predicate below
the event variable, and therefore before below-the-event existential clo-
sure saturates the relevant argument.

We turn now to a brief comparison between the Restrict analysis
of incorporation summarized above and the drt-based, dynamic ap-
proach developed in this book. The major similarity is that in both ap-
proaches, incorporated nominals contrast with non-incorporated ones
in mode of composition, rather than in semantic type. Incorporated
nominals compose via Restrict for Chung and Ladusaw, and via Uni-
fication for us, while non-incorporated indefinites involve Specify in
one analysis and Instantiation in the other. Setting aside the differ-
ences in formal details and framework, which are significant, combina-
tion by Instantiation, just like combination by Specify, ‘saturates’ the
argument of a predicate, while combination by Unification, just like
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combination via Restrict, does not. Both analyses therefore predict the
possibility of doubling, and leave the question of whether this possibil-
ity is realized or not to the details of the morpho-syntax of particular
languages. The two analyses also recognize the differences between in-
corporation proper and the combination of a verb with an indefinite,
although Chung and Ladusaw seem to want to weaken this claim when
they extend their approach to bare plurals in English. Both approaches
predict, of course, the local scope of incorporated nominals although
again, the mechanisms are quite different.

Although Chung and Ladusaw (2003) observe that incorporated
nominals that are unmarked for number get a number-neutral interpre-
tation, they do not go into the details of how this property is captured
by their account. In the dynamic approach we developed in this book,
accounting for the details of number interpretation was a high priority.
The dual nature of bare plurals in Hungarian in our account follows
from the presuppositional semantics of plural inflection and from their
lack of determiner. It is not clear to us how this split nature of bare plu-
rals in languages like Hungarian can be accounted for in the framework
developed by Chung and Ladusaw (2003), especially if we follow their
suggestion and extend the use of Restrict to bare plurals in full argu-
ment position. Note also that under such an approach it is no longer
possible to provide a unitary account for the existential and the generic
readings of English bare plurals (cf. our criticism of Van Geenhoven’s
analysis in section 7.2.1 above). An advantage of our approach is that,
besides accounting for the semantic number neutrality of singular INs,
we achieved a unified analysis of bare plurals in languages like English
and Hungarian.

With respect to discourse transparency, Chung and Ladusaw stress
that their account predicts full discourse transparency for incorporated
nominals. Indeed, in this view there is no reason to expect there to be
any difference between nominals composed via Specify and nominals
composed via Restrict as far as discourse transparency is concerned
(or saliency or specificity for that matter). Because of this property,
the extension of the Restrict analysis of incorporation to languages
like Hindi and Hungarian is problematic. The dynamic approach, on
the other hand, predicts full discourse transparency for plural INs and
the possibility of reduced transparency for singular INs, leaving the
issue of whether and how this possibility is realized to language specific
differences in anaphoric systems. This view accounts for the details of
incorporation in languages like Hindi and Hungarian, without ruling
out the possibility of languages like West Greenlandic and Chamorro.
It is not clear how an approach based on Restrict could be extended to
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account for finer shades of discourse transparency so as to capture the
full range of relevant facts.

With respect to incorporation, the dynamic approach worked out in
this book has wider empirical coverage than the type-theoretic propos-
als summarized here in that it provides an explicit account of the se-
mantic role of number as well as of the complex discourse transparency
issues that arise in connection with the singular/plural contrast in in-
corporation constructions.

7.3 Conclusion

Looking back on the discussion in this chapter, we see that the type-
theoretic kit offers three tools to handle the difference between incor-
porated and non-incorporated nominals: semantic type, type-shifting,
and mode of composition. Van Geenhoven’s (1998) analysis is based on
semantic type, and runs into the overgeneration problem. Dayal uses
type-shifting, and runs into the problem that incorporated nominals
do not get a generic interpretation, and that generic interpretations
of bare nominals are not always available. Chung and Ladusaw (2003)
start from the assumption that indefinites and incorporated nominals
are of the same semantic type, but differ in mode of composition. Each
require a special type of composition that goes beyond overcoming the
type mismatch. The empirical problems this approach faces involve a
proper account of the singular/plural contrast and an account of the
various shades of discourse transparency.

In our view, incorporation and the problems it raises have to do
with the way reference is construed in discourse. The semantics of
number is not related to types, and neither is the dynamic potential
of a nominal. In our view, flexible type theory, type-shifting and spe-
cial modes of composition are useful tools in the description of a wide
range of constructions involving weak indefinites, including existential
there-constructions, have/be, intensional contexts, etc. (cf. de Swart
1999, 2001 for proposals along these lines). But they are insufficient to
set incorporation constructions apart from other constructions involv-
ing weak indefinites that have various derived denotations, including
a property denotation, and that may combine via other mechanisms
than function application. The proposals advanced by Van Geenhoven,
Dayal and Chung and Ladusaw show that there is something inherently
special about incorporation constructions, and which requires a seman-
tics different from that associated with other types of indefinites. The
separation between thematic arguments and discourse referents, a move
that we also see in the work by Kamp and Bende-Farkas, and the treat-
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ment of plural morphology as a predicate on a presupposed discourse
referent constitute the first steps towards a better understanding of
the relation between static, truth-conditional semantics and dynamic,
discourse level semantics found in incorporation constructions.




